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ABSTRACT
This family histories research study uses life history methods to explore narratives of parents’
lives regarding ways in which they socialize their children and engage school staff around issues
of race and racism. The information gathered is from interviews with the two primary
participants, two focus groups; one with each primary participant and the adults with whom they
are raising their elementary school (Pre-K to Grade-5) children, and follow-up interviews with
both primary participants. The first finding in this study is that the family life stories in both
families play a direct role in socializing their children, in that the parents have shared many of
their life stories related to race and racism with one another and their children prior to and
regardless of this study. The second finding is that the family life stories in both families play a
role in their engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism. Both findings are
revealed within the themes of overt racism, covert racism, awakening (the process of one
suddenly realizing something he/she had never realized), and closeness (the feeling of some level
of emotion or personal connection). Also discussed, following the themes and findings, is the
commonality between the two families in this study, enrolling their children in the same racially
and culturally diverse International Baccalaureate school. Recommendations include: bringing to
the attention of educational leaders and policy-makers the advantages of analyzing ones’ own
history; providing the opportunity for voices most often unheard to be listened to and heard by
policy-makers and decision makers; and that further research into the impact of policies that are
intended to address issues related to race, racism, and other equal opportunity and/or antidiscrimination efforts are confirmed impactful through the voices of individuals.

viii

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This study sought to gain a deeper understanding of the stories families tell regarding
issues of race and racism related to engagement between educators, families and their
children/students. Mainstream discourse about families, racism, and education leadership often
focuses narrowly on involvement and engagement yet seldom considers the ways in which
family members (including those who are educators) attempt to engage one another in a
sustained race conscious dialogue at home and school. This is compounded by the fact that home
school communication is often absent or strained around topics of racism, although racial
disparities are perpetuated in schools as well as societies (Mushalam & Apple, 2014; Yull &
Wilson, 2018). This study has two primary areas of inquiry. The first relates to how parents
engage with schools parental engagement on issues of race and racism. The other focus regards
parents’ racial socialization of their children regarding issues of race and racism. Parents are
their children’s first teachers whether through intentional or coincidental lessons learn through
interactions witnessed by and engaged with their children. Thus, racial socialization begins with
the parents transmitting their world-view related to issues of race and racism.
Powerfully influencing parents’ efforts and perspectives toward how to approach
socializing their children about issues of race and racism, are multiple socializing experiences in
their own lives- their life histories. This study engages the components of both how parents
engage school staff and socialize their children regarding issues of race and racism by focusing
on the family histories (Sleeter, 2008) of select parents. This dissertation is a qualitative family
1

histories (Sleeter, 2008) study that draws upon life history methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux,
1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Labaree, 2006; Norquay,
1990; Olive, 2014).
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of the stories families tell
regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and their
children/students.
Research Question
How do family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and engage
school staff around issues of race and racism?
a. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
socialize their children around issues of race and racism?
b. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
engage school staff around issues of race and racism?
Background of Study
The foundation of this study rests on conducting interviews which delve into the personal
life histories of participants on the very sensitive topic of issues of race and racism. For there to
be any possibility of success in a study such as this one, it is essential for there to be a prominent
level of trust between the researcher and the participants. Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, (2014)
state explicitly that researchers focusing on sensitive issues such as race, gender and climate
change tend to “feel overwhelmed by the apparent intractability of [such] major social and
2

environmental issues” (p. 78). The primary participants in this family histories (Sleeter, 2008)
study were selected from a previous study during which I, as the primary investigator/researcher,
built relationships with participants fully gaining their trust.
This previous study was a school community-based action research project focused on
adults learning from and leading one another in dialogue concerning race, racial bias, and racism
in education. While this dissertation study is a fully separate and different study, what the two
studies have in common is volunteer participants who are open to and willing to fully engage
issues of race and racism inclusive of sharing personal stories from their own lives. Selection
criteria has been designed and is explained in Chapter Three. Participants who fit the selection
criteria expressed their interest and desire to participate in this family histories study with no
hesitation upon being offered the opportunity.
Background of Researcher
As a researcher, I understand and accept that who I am has a direct effect on the research
I conduct. I, as do most researchers today per Stake (2013), acknowledge that the report I
produce is not and cannot be value-neutral. It is with this in mind, that acknowledge the racial
socialization I was provided by my mother who made a conscious effort to prepare me for
experiencing racial bias, racial discrimination and racism in general as DePouw & Matias (2016)
describe as Critical Race Parenting. My racial socialization was built around my learning of the
many experiences my grandparents and my mother had related to issues of race and racism with
their conclusions provided to me preparing me for the racism that exists within our culture and
society. My mother and her parents also took on a very active role at my school interacting and
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engaging school staff in the best interest of their children and grandchildren including the direct
engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism whenever the need arose.
In openly sharing my own personal biases, I recognize my worldview is through a
Critical Race Theory (Ladson-Billings, 1998, 2004) lens in that I do not see the world as neutral,
but one in which racism is deeply engrained and intertwined into the fabric of the United States
of America. This bias can serve as a limitation due to the role I play as the researcher analyzing
the information I collect from participants. It is also highly probable that participants who
volunteer for this study have a similar worldview.
Regarding my focus in this study, I know the life histories of my mother and her parents
had a direct effect on how they racially socialized me as well as their engagement with school
staff during my primary and secondary years in school. I thus have a strong interest in
conducting life history research focused on racial socialization and parental engage of issues
around race and racism with staff members at their child’s school. In our efforts to understand
one another as humans, Kouritzin (2000) explains that we are all social scientists in regard to our
efforts towards understanding each other using the biographical information we learn about
others then interweaving our own lives and experiences with theirs. My individual experiences
have shaped and molded me into being one who has a strong interest in working with people on
addressing issues concerning race, racial bias, and racism in education. This inner-drive has
motivated and inspired my desire to conduct this family histories study focused on how family
histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and engage school staff
around issues of race and racism.
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(For full details exposing my positionality as a researcher, my own family history,
answering many of the same questions and prompts posed to the participants in this study, is
provided in Appendix I.)
Conceptual Framework
As opposed to literature on issues of race and racism tying together the fields of literature
on parental engagement in schools and racial socialization, my conceptual framework is one that
provides a lens seeing the three fields of literature intertwined. Socialization (leadership,
students, parents/families); Engagement (leadership, students, parents/families); and issues of
race and racism (related to socialization and engagement between leadership, students,
parents/families) with focus of issues of race and racism on individually centered experiences
related to issues of race and racism and power that manifests in structural levels.
Through the conceptual framework of viewing the three fields of literature (engagement,
socialization and issues of race
and racism) as intertwined, the
results of their life stories provide
evidence to gain a deeper
understanding of the stories
families tell regarding issues of
racism related to engagement
between educators, families and
their children/students.

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
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From reviewing the literature and the experiences shared by participants in this study,
conceptualizing the role these experiences play in racial socialization of their children and in
their engagement with school staff on issues of race and racism is an ever-evolving challenge
from the research perspective. While “life history inquiry is about gaining insights into the
broader human condition by coming to know and understand the experiences of other humans”
(Cole & Knowles, 2001, p. 11) this study uses life history methods to take a deeper look into the
critical incidents (Goodson & Numan, 2003) I extracted from the life stories shared by
participants. Viewing issues of race and racism as acts of racism; racial bias; assumptions or
decisions made based on racial bias; actions taken as a result of racial bias; or incidents that
occur stemming from issues based on racial bias; or any other factors based on race, this study
was seen as the composite of such within the fields of parents’ racial socialization of their
children and their engagement with the school staff around those issues. Foresight within this
conceptual framework is the expected insight for how others view the world in relation to their
identities and how they interact with the world, thus having an impact on the raising of their
children and interact with school staff. Enabling my doing so, (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981;
Cole & Knowles, 2001; Germeten, 2013; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin,
2000; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014) emphasize the importance of trusting
researcher/participant relationships, which I had built with the participants in this study over a
period of years (Cole & Knowles, 2001).
Examples of programs implemented in the research of (Fenton, Ocasio-Stoutenburg, &
Harry, 2017; Jiménez-Castellanos, Ochoa & Olivios, 2016; Warren-Grice & Parker, 2018; and
Yull & Wilson, 2018) overlap with and centrally informed my study design, discovery of
findings, and development of discussion and implications. As is foundational to their research, I
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used a Critical Race Theory (Ladson-Billings, 1998, 2004) lens in not seeing the world as
neutral, but one in which racism is deeply engrained and intertwined into the fabric of the United
States (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa, Jennings, Briscoe, Oleszweski, & Abdi,
2014; Khalifa, Dunbar, & Douglas, 2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi &
Winant, 1994, 2014) and mirrored within the American school system (Brooks, 2012; FishmanWeaver, 2014; Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; LadsonBilling, 2004; Pollock, 2009; Theoharis, 2009; Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000). In so
doing, this study examines the impact of life stories from parents of two families, “but also a
reckoning with the historically embedded socio-cultural hurdles that [racial minority] parents
often face” (Fenton et al., 2017, p. 215) as they racially socialize their children and engage
school staff around issues of race and racism.
As a guide in this study, I use the family history framework of Sleeter (2008, 2011, 2014,
2016) in which “critical approaches to self-examination, personal and family experience [were]
the beginning of [my] research process” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 115). Based on the conceptual
framework (Figure-1), gathering evidence through the life stories of participant around issues of
race and racism in this study is supported by the intention of focusing on how their life
experiences impact the racial socialization of their children as well as their engagement with
school staff. Sleeter (2008) further explains that “Through sharing researched stories,
[educational leaders]… can experience the multiple strands that make up history, the multiple
subject positions that each of us inhabits, and the multiple lines of action open to us as
[educational leaders]” (p. 122). Findings in this study are then informed by literature reviewed,
with recognition of the scarcity of literature recognizing race and racism in schools and the
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collaboration between school parents and school administrators’ collaborative engagement
addressing issues of race and racism.
In conclusion, this conceptual framework is based around the avoidance of approaching
parents with a deficit lens which the literature reviewed displays has historically and often
presently been the case in the United States of America far too often, if not the norm (Howard &
Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009). The usage of life history methods (Cole &
Knowles, 2001) gives heightened value to the life experiences of the parents who participated in
this study. As is evident in the research of (Fenton, et al., 2017; Jiménez-Castellanos, et al.,
2016; Warren-Grice & Parker, 2018; and Yull & Wilson, 2018), the conceptual framework of
focusing on issues of race and racism within parents’ racial socialization of their children and
their engagement with school staff around these issues should enlighten readers interested in life
history research and many types of educational research, especially educational leadership.
Summary of Findings and Implications
After the introduction of this study provided in this chapter a review of literature is
provided in the second chapter which focuses first on literature around racial socialization, then
literature around parental involvement/engagement. The synthesis of literature provided in the
literature review results in a demonstration of the scarcity of literature recognizing race and
racism in schools and the collaboration between school parents and school administrators’
collaborative engagement addressing issues of race and racism. Also exposed by the literature is
that a particular dimension of parent-school engagement that has not been addressed vigorously
in much of the school-community relations literature (Bjork et al., 2012; de Carvalho, 2000;
Ishimaru, 2014) provides a gap for more literature, which this study focuses on. This family
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histories study further provides the opportunity to study racial bias and racism while focused on
examining how family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and
engage school staff around issues of race and racism. Simultaneously, however, the literature
review also supports and guides the eventual findings and the discussion and implications of
those findings.
Unlike most dissertations, this study next provides a chapter detailing the context from
which this study emerged. As the two primary participants in this study were drawn from my
previous Critical Participatory Action Research (C-PAR) study, chapter three explicates the
history which provided a researcher/participant relation between me and the participants
allowing thick, rich context from free-flowing in-depth guided conversations (Miles, Huberman
& Saldaña, 2014). This chapter, thus, provides context explaining how trust was built between us
and the history of these participants demonstrating their willingness to openly engage issues
around race and racism. Lastly, the context leading into this study, enhanced my understanding
of how purposeful the use of life history methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole &
Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive,
2014) would be for this study.
Based on the trust built, detailed in chapter three, chapter four (Methodology & Methods)
then explains that the approach in this study is one of family history, which draws upon life
history methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 2001;
Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014). The research design of
this study is that of social constructivism (Creswell, 2013). Satisfying the purpose of this study,
to gain a deeper understanding of how families socialize their children and engage school staff
around issues of race and racism, I then used life history methods to answer the research question
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of how family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and engage
school staff around issues of race and racism. After conducting two pilot interviews with
participants from my previous study, I conducted individual interviews with the two primary
participants followed by conducting guided conversations with two focus groups. Each focus
group consisted of one of the primary participants accompanied by the adult family member(s)
with whom he/she is raising their children. This was then followed by follow-up interviews and
member checks.
For analysis of evidence gathered I initially used descriptive, initial and process coding to
provide analytical leads for in-depth exploration (Saldaña, 2016), but in the end, my efforts to
make sense of the participants making sense of their lived experiences (Smith, Flowers & Larkin,
2009) resulted in my recognition that “[c]oding is just one way of analyzing qualitative data, not
the way” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 289).” I thus used the “top-10” (Saldaña, 2016) list in the form of
critical incidents extracted from the evidence gathered and based upon emergent themes
regardless of any previously assigned codes.
While chapter five displays the findings of the study in the form of critical incidents I
constructed from the life stories shared by the participants, a summary of the findings are as
follows: With family histories being comprised of family life stories, the first finding in this
study is that the family life stories in both families play a direct role in socializing their children,
in that the parents have shared many of their life stories related to race and racism with one
another and their children prior to and regardless of this study. The second finding is that the
family life stories in both families play a role in their engagement with school staff around issues
of race and racism. This is evidenced in participants referencing how they felt in various stories
they shared, implicating those experiences influenced their willingness to engage with school
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staff around said issues of race and racism. The findings are displayed based on the themes
which emerged in this study and are expounded upon in the discussion chapter: overt racism,
covert racism, awakening (the process of one suddenly realizing something he/she had never
realized), closeness (the feeling of some level of emotion or personal connection), and followed
by a discussion on what inspired or motivated the decisions of both families to choose the same
International Baccalaureate elementary school for their children. This study thus found that
parents who lean towards anti-racist/anti-oppressive stances (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich,
1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005; and Wagner & Shahjahan,
2015) tend to share their stories related to race and racism and openly discuss and share
information with their children regarding issues of race and racism and tend to be willing to
openly engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
The sixth and last chapter then expands upon the findings with discussion on each under
the same themes of overt racism, covert racism, awakening, closeness, and the theme of what
inspired or motivated the decisions of both families to choose the same school for their children.
Inclusive within the discussion chapter are implications drawn from these findings for Life
History Methods, Parental Involvement, Parental Engagement, Anti-Oppressive Stances, AntiRacism Pedagogy, Racial Socialization, School Leadership, Home-School Relationships, and
Teacher & Administrator Preparation/Training.
Significance of Study
For one, the significance of this study rests in its expanding the conversation on homeschool relations beyond the debate over meanings of parental involvement versus parental
engagement, to include families working as educators (informal or formal) with one another and
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in collaboration with members of the school community. Secondly, this study is expected to add
to the literature on racial socialization and home-school relations, including how
parents/guardians and/or educators engage one another, as members of a family and school
community while attempting to sustain a dialogue focused on issues of race and racism.
Definition of Terms
To promote clarity and consistency within this study, the following terms have been
defined. These operational terms will be utilized as stated throughout the study.
Family Histories Study: In the exploration of adult family members’ attempt to engage
one another in a sustained race conscious dialogue at home and school, evidence of the historic
and cultural contexts of peoples’ lives is gathered from focus groups of select families, then
analyzed and compared for findings. Per Sleeter (2008) regarding her usage of family history,
“Through sharing researched stories, [educational leaders]… can experience the multiple strands
that make up history, the multiple subject positions that each of us inhabits, and the multiple
lines of action open to us as [educational leaders].” (p. 122). In this research study, participants
are invited to self-examine their view on race through sharing stories of their own personal
experiences and family experience inclusive of those from their childhood through their current
experiences as parents. “In critical approaches to self-examination, personal and family
experience is the beginning of a research process” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 115) after which collected
life history evidence will be analyzed and compared for findings.
Life History: Per Cole & Knowles (2001), “life history inquiry is about gaining insights
into the broader human condition by coming to know and understand the experiences of other
humans” (p. 11). As per Barone (1992), critical life history addresses connections between
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individual lives and both political and social context. It is expected that this dissertation will do
the same using family history, based on the foundation of life history research methods as
explained by Cole and Knowles (2001) stating that, “[w]hereas narrative research focuses on
making meaning of individuals’ experiences, life history research draws on individuals’
experiences to make broader contextual meaning” (p. 20).
School Community: A group of volunteer participants of whom each is somehow
connected with one school. In schools in general, “parental involvement has tended to take a
uniformly positive [yet] uncritical stance… [in] advocate[ing] for the benefits of parent
involvement in schools” (Horvat, Curci, & Partlow., 2010, p. 705). Transitioning from deficit
thinking with regards to parental involvement/engagement is greatly needed.
Dimensions of Diversity: Ways in which humans and their groupings (whether by
selection, designation or inherent placement or development) differ, and the existence of power
im/balances between human groupings (i.e. racism, sexism, classism, etc.). With the idea of
racism, sexism, classism, etc. being discriminatory, in this dissertation the term diversity is
intended to imply settings or environments which are non-exclusionary or non-discriminatory.
Stevenson, McNeil, Herrero-Taylor & Davis (2005) when referring to a setting or environment
as low in diversity explain that the setting or environment consists predominantly of one human
grouping (race, ethnicity, cultural background, etc.).
Identity: Any human grouping within which one identifies her/himself as a member. The
descriptor placed in front of the term “identity” will specify the human grouping. “In the
presence of discrimination, individuals can feel good about themselves by focusing on the
positive aspects of their group” (Sellers and Shelton, 2003, p. 1081). Per Sellers and Shelton,
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however, “it is “possible for two people to be equally highly identified with their group but have
very distinct ideologies about what it means to be a member of that group” (p. 1080).
Race: A vast group of people loosely bound together by historically contingent, socially
significant elements of their morphology and/or ancestry… [with “races such as AfricanAmerican,] Black, White, Asian, and Latinx [as] social groups, not genetically distinct branches
of humankind” (Hanley-Lopez, 1994, p. 1). As a people and society in America, “Our ongoing
interpretation of our experience in racial terms shapes our relations to the institutions and
organizations through which we are imbedded in social structure” (Omi & Winant 1994, p. 60)
so I’m looking at racial perceptions with regards to race, not one’s known lineage.
Race/Ethnicity: The two terms are often referred to as such because the terms are often
treated interchangeably within the literature. Hughes et al., (2006) express that the terms racial
socialization and ethnic socialization are both too broad and nonspecific to be conceptually or
empirically useful and thus use the term ethnic-racial socialization.
Racial Minorities: This term is used to refer to all non-White racial groups with a strong
tendency of referring specifically to Black, Hispanic and other non-Asian groups.
Racial Bias: As per the description given in keyword searches, this term will be used to
refer to prejudicial opinions about particular groups because of their race [and/or ethnicity].
Issues of Race and Racism: This term is used to refer to acts of racism; racial bias;
assumptions or decisions made based on racial bias; actions taken as a result of racial bias; or
incidents that occur stemming from issues based on racial bias; or any other factors based on
race.
Socialization of Children: While this term can generally be defined as the process
through which children develop their values, behaviors, and beliefs towards become functioning
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members of a particular group, in this study the group of focus is race. As does Stevenson et al.
(2005), I recognize in this study that “children are not merely passive receptors of information
but are themselves active in the interpretation and construction of their own understanding of
matters of race” (Thornton et al., 1990).
Parent Engagement: This term refers to the Barton, Drake, Perez, Louis, & George
(2004) Ecologies of Parent Engagement (EPE) framework summarize by Howard & Reynolds
(2008) under the following headings: The importance of being informed, the need to question,
critique, and challenge, and the importance of collaboration. Such parent-faculty conflict
contrasts with the expectations within Traditional Parental Involvement Structures (TPIS) which
is individualistic, school centered, and activity based (Warren et al., 2009).
IB Schools: This term refers to IB World Schools (IBO), better known as an International
Baccalaureate Schools. These schools are led by a mission that includes focus on “intercultural
understanding and respect… encouraging students [to] understand… other people, with their
differences” (IBO, 2013). The original IB Diploma Programme evolved from its original purpose
as a service to the international community and now also embraces member schools in national
systems across the globe (Anttila-Muilu, 2004, p. 366) with Middle Years Programme (MYP) for
students ages eleven to sixteen and the Primary Years Programme (PYP) for students ages three
to twelve years.
IB Curriculum: This term refers to the IBO aims for a common curriculum and university
entry credential for geographically mobile students. Anttila-Muilu (2004) explains that these
practical considerations were/are accompanied by an idealistic vision of international educators
to create an environment inclusive of a shared academic experience emphasizing critical thinking
and exposure to a variety of viewpoints fostering tolerance and intercultural understanding
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among young people (p. 366). This is accomplished with the specifically designed IB Diploma
Programme, Middle Years Programme (MYP) and Primary Years Programme (PYP) as staples
of IBO World schools and also run as separate programs or branch within a school.
Evidence Gathering: This term will be used as opposed to the term “collecting data.”
Kemmis et al., (2014) introduce their fourth chapter with an explanation of this term as follows:
A new view of research with some comments about gathering evidence (as opposed to
‘collecting data’), and about the primary purpose of gathering evidence in critical participatory
action research: to feed and nurture self-reflection, especially collective self-reflection in public
spheres (p. 176).
Overview of Dissertation
Chapter One introduced this dissertation and provided background information on the
study and the researcher. Chapter Two will provide a review of literature on parental engagement
in schools, racial socialization and issues of race and racism related to socialization and
engagement between leadership, students, parents/families, with a summary which demonstrates
the opportunity for the use of a family histories study. Chapter Three provides context to this
dissertation by explaining the development of this study, followed by enumerating the
methodology and methods implemented in this family histories study in Chapter Four. Findings
are then presented in Chapter Five followed by the Discussion chapter, which is the concluding
chapter. Implications and recommendations are also interwoven into Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
This review of literature is designed to present a synthesis of literature related to parental
engagement (leadership, students, parents/families); racial socialization (leadership, students,
parents/families); and issues of race and racism (related to socialization and engagement between
leadership, students, parents/families) with focus on how individually centered experiences relate
to the structural level. As opposed to separating these three fields of literature into three separate
sections, the two major sections of this review will be parental engagement and racial
socialization, both with focus on issues of race and racism (Figure 1). I synthesize literature and
explain its scholarly significance (Boote & Beile, 2005). The selection criteria for inclusion in
this review is peer-reviewed articles related to school administration, parent involvement,
engagement or advocacy in schools with relation to race, anti-racism and anti-oppressive
education, racism and racial socialization published from 2006 to present.
Racial Socialization
The definition of racial socialization used in this research study is parents’ “transmi[ssion
of] world views about race and ethnicity to children by way of subtle, overt, deliberate and
unintended mechanisms” (Hughes, 2003). Most research on racial socialization speaks to the
experiences and practices of racial and ethnic minorities “due to the fact that social stratification
and negative group stereotypes complicate the[ir]… need… to promote children’s positive
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identification with their racial or ethnic group and to prepare them to succeed in the face of racial
bias” (Hughes, 2003, p.16). The definition I am using, however, is inclusive of all races and
ethnicities, as Hughes (2003) clarifies that “racial socialization occurs in all families” (p. 16).
This is evident in the findings of Hagerman (2014) who explains that White upper-middle-class
parents with access to nearly unlimited resources racially socialize their children in the manner
that their children interpret the social world around them and thus produce ideas about race as a
result (p. 2600). This will be expounded upon further in the interweaving of information done
through the process of synthesizing the literature in this section of the literature review.
In this section of the literature review (Caughy, Nettles, & Lima, 2011; Hagerman, 2014;
Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al., 2006; Hughes & Johnson, 2001; Richardson et al., 2015; and
Rollins & Hunter, 2013) are synthesized in the analysis of literature on racial socialization. First,
a brief explanation of racial socialization will be provided. This will be followed by a review of
the usage of racial socialization in the context of parents’ engagement around issues of race and
racism, concluding with explanations of the influence of parents’ past experiences (or life
histories) on how they socialize their children around issues of race and racism.
Racial Socialization – Hierarchy. Early, if not original, usage of the term racial
socialization was built around the efforts of African-American parents building self-esteem in
their children in addition to preparing them for facing the continuing issues of race and racism in
America (Boykin & Toms, 1985; Peters, 1985, 2002; Spencer, 1983; Spencer & MarkstromAdams, 1990; Tatum, 1987; Thornton, Chatters, Taylor, & Allen, 1990). The immigration of
other minorities groups such as Latinx, Asian, and immigrants from the Caribbean Islands
resulted in literature on ethnic socialization focused on cultural retention, identity construction,
and the development of affiliation within groups as each faced the pressures of assimilation into
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the dominant culture of the USA (Knight, Bernal, Garza, Cota, & Ocampo, 1993; Knight, Cota,
& Bernal, 1993; Ou & McAdoo, 1993; Quintana & Vera, 1999). The term racial socialization,
however, throughout research on this topic, generally addresses both under the umbrella term of
racial socialization. Clarifying the overlap clearly, Hughes et al., (2006) proposed the term
ethnic-racial socialization, explaining that “there is not yet a satisfying solution for
unambiguously distinguishing socialization that is racial from socialization that is ethnic” (pg.
749). For the sake of this literature review, I will, however, refer to the term racial socialization as
is done throughout the breadth of empirical literature in relation to these socialization practices.
Dimensions of Racial Socialization. While parental racial socialization is quite
directly, “the transmission of parents’ world views about race and ethnicity to children (Hughes,
2003, p. 15),” these transmissions are conveyed under multiple dimensions. The two most
common throughout the literature reviewed are those of cultural socialization and preparation for
bias followed by the dimension of silence about race. Based on the following synthesis, these are
the three dimensions I have found captures the full functioning of parental racial socialization in
the literature.
Cultural socialization as summarized by Caughy et al. (2011) “refers to socialization
messages which teach children about their racial/ethnic history and cultural customs or
traditions” (p. 492). This is a summarization of a full explanation provided by Hughes et al.
(2006), which is also a confirmation of explanations found in Hughes & Johnson (2001) titled as
“cultural socialization/pluralism,” in Hughes (2003) explained as “messages about ethnic pride,
history, and heritage” and later in Rollins & Hunter (2013) who use the term as a coding term for
parental messages that develop a sense of pride, foster group affiliation, and pass on cultural
traditions and values. Richardson et al., (2015) also addresses “cultural pride” while I group
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cultural socialization as a “colour-conscious” approach per the dual approach options of
Hagerman (2014), the other being a “colour-blind” approach.
Preparation for bias refers to socializing messages about discrimination, racial
bias, and coping mechanisms for the same. As does cultural socialization, preparation for bias
also fits the Hagerman (2014) “colour-conscious” approach. All the literature reviewed thus
addresses this form of socializing messages. Rollins & Hunter (2013), however, are the only
authors reviewed who use a different term, “minority socialization,” but to categorize the same
types of messages. The section of Richardson et al. (2015) focused on the synthesis done for this
section is, in fact, titled, “Parental Socialization About Coping with Racial Discrimination”
supporting the focus on preparation for bias being a common dimension across all literature in
this literature review.
Silence about race is the one dimension out of the three that is not addressed in
some of the literature reviewed, but important none-the-less. This dimension refers to
parents explicitly avoiding “any mention of race in discussions with their children” (Hughes et
al., 2006) but is also referred to as egalitarian socialization which “encourages a color-blind
perspective and promotes the equality of races” (Rollins & Hunter, 2013) and/or explicit
messages encouraging children to “value individual qualities over racial group membership”
(Hughes et al., 2006). The absence of this dimension in some of the literature is due to those
pieces of literature focusing on specific aspects of racial socialization regarding racial and/or
ethnic minorities for whom the majority deliver “colour-conscious” (Hagerman, 2014) racial
socialization messages.
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Table 1. Dimensions (Groupings/Themes/Approaches) of Racial Socialization
Dimensions (Groupings/Themes/Approaches) of Racial Socialization
THIS
Cultural Socialization
Preparation for Bias
Silence about
STUDY
Race
Hagerman,
Color-Conscious
Color-Blind
2014
Hughes,
Cultural Socialization
Preparation for Bias
-2003
Hughes et
Cultural Socialization
Preparation Promotion Egalitarianism
al., 2006
for Bias
of Mistrust
Hughes &
Cultural
Preparation Promotion
-Johnson,
Socialization/Pluralism
for Bias
of Mistrust
2001
Caughy et
Cultural Socialization
Cultural
A Balance Silence about
al., 2011
Socialization
of All
Race
& Coping
Three
Strategies
Approaches
Rollins &
Cultural
SelfMinority Socialization
Egalitarian
Hunter,
Socialization Development
2013
Socialization

The article cited most in subsequent articles in this review regarding dimensions of racial
socialization is Hughes et al. (2006). My rationale for not including the “promotion of mistrust”
dimension used by Hughes et al. (2006) is due to my sentiments being aligned with the
explanation of Caughy et al. (2011) who explain that the only difference in messaging
“promotion of mistrust” has from ‘preparation of bias’ is that ‘promotion of mistrust’ does not
include information regarding coping strategies” (p. 492). Hence, the three dimensions I focused
on capturing in this section were cultural socialization, preparation for bias, and silence about
race. Table 1 displays how I align these dimensions of racial socialization found in the literature
reviewed.
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The Impact of Racial Socialization. Central to all the literature reviewed,
“parental factors are most central in the racial socialization messages that children receive”
(Hughes & Johnson, 2001, p. 981). This supports the rationale of this research focusing on
parental racial socialization. With recognition given to the fact that children are often raised by
their grandparents, aunts, uncles and/or other parental figures the impact described is further
recognized by all the literature in this review that “[f]amilies constitute children’s first and
primary learning environment” (Hughes, 2003, p. 15). What is most important about racial
socialization is its consequences for children’s development. Hughes et al. (2006) best describe
these consequences explaining that they are inclusive of academic achievement, coping with
discrimination, ethnic identity, self-esteem, and psychosocial well-being, each of which play
major roles in the human maturing process.
Similar to the dimension of racial socialization; cultural socialization, preparation for
bias, and silence about race, Rollins and Hunter (2013) categorize racial socialization approaches
which match the same dimensions in the same order: promotive, strengthening the child’s sense
of self; protective, preparing children for experiences with racial discrimination; and passive,
described as doing nothing to prepare their children for discriminatory experiences. Regardless
of the terminology used, all the literature reviewed reveals there is an impact on the development
of children whether color-conscious or color-blind approaches (Hagerman, 2014) are used. The
color-blind approach or dimension of silence about race, however, is far more common amongst
families of White children. The exception to this is found in minority families who either live in
pre-dominantly White neighborhoods (Caughy, Nettles, & Lohrfink, 2006), the children nonBlack minorities (Rollins & Hunter, 2013), and/or children socialized by a Black parent(s) who
has reached a level of professional success and socioeconomic achievement that leads them to
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feel that doing one’s best, as they did, is a better strategy for countering and/or overcoming
issues of race and racism.
Regardless of race or ethnicity, this review of literature has supported the point that racial
socialization is a salient feature of parenting. With the color-conscious (Hagerman, 2014)
approaches of cultural socialization and preparation for bias being more focal across multiple
ethnic minority groups, at least having dialogue on the topic of race in White families also makes
a significant difference in the racial socialization of White children. By engaging in issues of
race and racism it is not implied that White parents are dictating their racial views, but instead
“us[ing] their resources to construct different racial contexts of White childhood [resulting in]
the social reproduction of ideas about race [in] an active, bidirectional socialization process”
(Hagerman, 2014). From this context of having family discussions on issues or race and racism
or not doing so produces differences in White children.
Racial socialization has a strong impact on children regardless of whether through
direct/deliberate approaches, or through indirect/unintended approaches. While racial and ethnic
minorities tend to feel the need for delivering messages about ethnic pride, history, and heritage
in addition to messages preparing them for discrimination and racial bias due to the racial power
hierarchy designed in the USA, racial socialization of White children is also a major factor.
Hagerman (2014) clarifies this best, explaining that White children:
growing up in colour-conscious contexts are better able to identify and discuss what they
perceive to be acts of racism in their daily lives (p. 2609) …[un]like [those growing up in
a] colour-blind ideology that makes Whiteness invisible and normalized, colourconscious racial logic urges children to recognize their White privilege and connect it to
other forms of privilege. (p .2611)
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Anti-Oppressive Education. “Virtually no one would dispute that racism is one of the
chief social problems in this society and in many other societies. It is certainly not surprising that
no consensus exists on how to solve the problem” (Scheurich, 1993a, as cited in Scheurich,
2002, p. 34). None-the-less, there exist antiracist and anti-oppression stances working against
these forces. In this section of my literature review I synthesize articles focused on antiracist and
anti-oppression stances by (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993;
Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005; and Wagner & Shahjahan, 2015). After describing how various
authors have described oppression, I will synthesize literature from Kumashiro (2000) and
Wagner & Shahjahan (2015) focused on anti-oppression. I will then synthesize literature from
Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005) focusing on
anti-oppressive then anti-racism pedagogy, before transitioning focus to Anti-Oppression and
White Privilege, then Whites and Anti-Racism. This section will then conclude with a
summarization of Anti-Oppressive and Anti-Racism Stances.
Addressing Various Forms of Oppression. In this section, I describe how various
scholars have defined oppression. While racism is a major social problem, there are additional
forms of oppression as well. Working from feminist, critical, multicultural, queer, or other
perspectives, educators and educational researchers generally agree that oppression is “a
situation or dynamic in which certain ways of being (e.g., having certain identities) are
privileged in society while others are marginalized” (Kumashiro, 2000, p. 25). The authors in
this section (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003;
Wagner, 2005; and Wagner & Shahjahan, 2015) connect the construct of power today, with
events of the past laying out a clear picture of the oppression of the past placing the “other” in a
position of marginalization. Those marginalized are the “other” or those other than those who fit
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within the various aspects of the dominant culture: White, male, heterosexual, not under or
unemployed, non-disabled persons with English language proficiency from Christian religious
backgrounds. Thus, those who take an anti-oppressive stance are against all forms of oppression.
The many forms of oppression existent in our society and thus reflected in our schools is so
pervasive that “the difficulties in implementing changes in our present educational system and in
today's political climate are substantial” (Kumashiro, 2000, p. 48).
Anti-Oppressive Pedagogy. The authors in this section each take the step of going
beyond recognition of the effects of the past on the present, but place into action ways of
working against the existent forms of oppression (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b,
2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005; Wagner & Shahjahan, 2015). These are
the concepts in anti-oppressive stances. The anti-oppressive classroom or pedagogy is defined by
Wagner & Shahjahan (2015) as one which, “addresses the myriad ways in which racism,
classism, sexism, heterosexism, and other forms of subjugation and oppression play out in
educational institutions and broader society” (p. 244). In anti-oppressive pedagogy, diverse
knowledge systems are valued. An example of provided by Wagner & Shahjahan (2015) is that
of a university instructor who after playing a guided-meditation recording at the beginning of
his/her classes asks students to “reflect on how meditation is significant in relation to the course
content or the readings of this week or their own learning” (p. 248). This activity, hence,
provides students the opportunity for their time of reflection to open their minds as they
transition into discussions related to oppression, power, and privilege. Another strategy designed
to enhance the valuing of diverse knowledge systems which Wagner & Shahjahan (2015) share
is one where students are divided into privileged or disadvantaged groups then during the
debriefing after the activity reflecting upon the feelings and emotions they experience in the
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activity. These anti-oppression activities are designed to challenge dominant discourse and
systems existent throughout our culture and society.
Anti-Racism Pedagogy. Anti-racism pedagogy stands as a form of resistance through
education. Wagner (2005) acknowledges that universities in the USA are historically grounded
in White male privilege and demonstrates how anti-racist pedagogy challenges the underpinnings
of this structure. She further clarifies that the efficacy of anti-racist pedagogical practices can
serve as a “means of challenging the status quo and envisioning a less Eurocentric approach to
higher education” (p. 261). In working through the challenges of anti-racist pedagogy Wagner
(2005) openly reveals that such work results in learning at such deep level that students and
instructors need to be prepared for emotions to be unearthed that would otherwise not be
expected. Instructors must, hence, make conscious effort to best prepare students for coping with
unexpected feelings and emotions that will likely emerge through the emotionally charged
environment created. The conflict experienced by students will vary based on each individuals’
race, class, gender, their past experiences and more.
Key to anti-racist pedagogy is the instructor assuring that no-one is allowed to take a
passive stance, but instead for each student and themselves to speak from their own unique
location. This will disallow the unintended tendency of White students being placed in the role of
“the questioner, expecting racialized students to educate them about their experiences of racism”
(Wagner, 2005, p. 265). While beneficial to students, taking on an anti-racist stance for
university instructors is met with resistance from all angles resulting in wearing on the instructor
mentally and emotionally. Wagner (2005) explains that the anti-racist instructor:
…will be devoting a great deal of energy to practices which will not necessarily benefit
them professionally, in terms of tenure and promotion or professional acclaim. Instead,
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the only reward may be less tangible, such as engaging students more deeply in the
discipline. Educators will thus be required to prioritize notions of what is inherently
valuable, in terms which conflict with that of academia. (p. 269)
Anti-Oppression and White Privilege. Before addressing anti-racism in general, I start
with the topic of White racism in its relation to anti-racism. Scheurich (1993a) as cited in
Scheurich (2002) explained that White people “do not experience ourselves as defined by our
skin color. We especially do not experience ourselves as defined by another race's actions and
attitudes toward us because of our skin color” (p. 28). This is what thus, makes self-defining of
the term racism different for White people as opposed to people of color. Unfortunately, as
explained by Sleeter (1993) as cited in Scheurich (2002), White people in general tend to avoid a
discourse on White racism to protect their own interest. “We do so because we do not want to
give up the lifestyle, privileges, and resources that we control and that are built on those our
ancestors took from others” (Sleeter, 1993 as cited in Scheurich, 2002, p. 43).
Per Sleeter (1993) as cited in Scheurich (2002), White people tend to “retreat from
identifying racism… [using] strategies that enable [them] to talk about racial issues, but at the
same time remove [their] own responsibility from scrutiny” (p. 43). “One of the most significant
barriers, according to several scholars, is the overemphasis on individuality and an
underawareness [Whites have of their own] racial group status” (Scheurich, 1993b as cited in
Scheurich, 2002). Scheurich is a White antiracist who openly recognizes that people of color
experience racism in a manner that anyone White is incapable of, due to not having the firsthand
experiences with racism that people of color experience. In his efforts towards antiracism he
instead explains that with racism recognized as systemic and pervasive as opposed to
individualized acts being the identifying marker of racism, the academy is racist. The systemic
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racism is so engrained that this is the case in the American culture/society and thus schools and
the academy reflecting this same without “making White racism a central, self-reflective topic of
inquiry within the academy” (Scheurich, 1993a cited in Scheurich, p. 34).
Whites and Anti-Racism. Thompson (2003) speaks to the topic of Whites aiming to be
antiracist with aims to avoid the historical act of centering focus around White people. This
historical picture portrays the befriending of White people, regardless of their genocide of Native
Americans, enslavement of African-Americans and additional forms of marginalization of
people of color, as what makes people of color “good.” She explains that organizing history
around White people is an act of arrogance. Scheurich (1993) as cited in Scheurich (2002) tells
us that many antiracist Whites divide Whites into “good” being those who address racism and
“bad” being those who do not. Flipping the historical focus, however, Thompson (2003) relays
the term of “good” White people, being those who are friends of people of color. Thompson
(2003) explains that, “The desire to be and to be known as a good White person stems from the
recognition that our Whiteness is problematic, a recognition that we try to escape by being
demonstrably different from other, racist Whites” (p. 9). Thompson (2003) expresses in her
article that to strengthen White antiracism the focus should be taken away from embracing only
those aspects of Whiteness viewed as positive by adopting emergent approaches to both crossrace and intrarace relations.” What is meant by the term “good” White people (Thompson, 2003,
p. 8) is those who are supporters of people of color and who are cognizant of White racism and
against it (Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter 1993, 2008, 2011, 2014, 2016; and Thompson,
2003).
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Anti-Oppressive and Anti-Racism Stances. In this section of the literature I synthesized
literature from Kumashiro (2000) and Wagner and Shahjahan (2015) focused on anti-oppression
directly followed by synthesizing literature from Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993;
Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005. Anti-oppressive and anti-racist stances, while expressed
through individuals in the literature published, have lasting effects within society when they
become stances taken on collectively. Wagner (2005) states that, “Clearly, the project of
antiracism is not individual but collective and will require collective action by people from a
range of locations in the social order. Only in this way will they be able to sustain a meaningful
engagement with the issues” (p. 273).
Parental Engagement
Parental Involvement in Schools. In this section of the literature review, an overview of
the notions of parental involvement in schools is provided as a context for later addressing
parents negotiating issues of race and racism in schools. While Tierney (2002) and Auerbach
(2007) make convincing points for the use of the term family engagement as opposed to parent
involvement, due to the demographic shifts in the USA over the past century, this is not the
terminology found to be used widely in the literature found in this review. Bjork, Lewis,
Browne-Ferrigno & Donkor (2012) go one step further in diffusing the use of the term family
involvement as opposed to parent involvement by exposing how the term “limits opportunities
for extended family members or legal guardians to engage with schools in ways that would
support students' success” (p. 243). It is with these ideas in mind the term of focus is parent
involvement based on the usage of the term in literature found.
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Notions of Traditional Parental Involvement. The U.S. Department of Education (1995)
goes as far as to state that “thirty years of research makes it clear: Parents and families are
pivotal to children's learning” (p. 19). The importance of parental involvement has only
enhanced in America since then with the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2002) requiring all
school districts to assist their schools in developing programs to involve families in ways that
support student success (Part a, 2, B). Per Cowan (2003) and the U.S. Department of Education
(2004), this includes the monitoring of Title-1 schools for compliance with parental involvement
policies. This then brings to questions how parent and family participation, involvement or
engagement is defined or specifically what acts performed by parents and family the research is
speaking of.
While, per Seitsinger, Felner, Brand, & Burns (2008), there is a large variety in the
definitions of parent involvement there is also an extensive amount of research which supports
the idea that parental involvement in schools produces a variety of positive outcomes for students
(Barnard, 2004; Dearing, McCartney, Weiss, Kreider & Simpkins, 2004; Epstein, 2001; Domina,
2005; Hoover‐Dempsey et al., 2005; Fan, & Chen, 2001; Gutman & Midgley, 2000; Hill &
Craft, 2003; McWayne, Fantuzzo, Cohen, & Sekino, 2004; Sacker, Schoon, & Bartley, 2002;
Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Sheldon & Epstein, 2002). These outcomes range from the full
gambit of various subject areas in academic performance to drop-out rates, students’ social
competence and their overall enjoyment in life and beyond.
With there being such a wide range of definitions of parental involvement (Fantuzzo,
Tighe & Childs, 2000) it becomes very difficult to encapsulate the complexity of parental
involvement due to the numerous ways various parents are involved in the lives of their children
whether in relation to school alone or beyond. Parental involvement ranges from volunteering in
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school, participating in school activities, attending teacher–parent conferences and other forms of
visibility within the actual school facility to keeping their children safe, getting them to/from
school daily, helping them with their homework and discussions with them about school. While
distinctions have been drawn between parental involvement in school and at home (Fantuzzo et
al., 2000; Kohl, Lenua & McMahon, 2000; Manz, Fantuzzo & Power, 2004), for the purpose of
this literature review, those differences will not be focused on due to the intention of this
literature review being on parents’ and administrators’ negotiations of race and racism.
Inspiring Traditional Parental Involvement. Through analyzing (Anderson & Minke,
2007; Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005; Manz et al., 2004) evidence for what inspires varied levels
of parent involvement are found. Parents involvement or level of participation is directly affected
by the skills and knowledge of parents, specific invitations from teachers and their child’s school
overall, parents’ own personal past experiences with schooling and school staff understanding
the life-context of individual parents. “Those findings underscore the importance of being
invited; whether it comes from the child or the teacher and school, feeling welcomed and invited
appears to be a critical variable for parents” (Anderson & Minke, 2007, p. 320). These articles
further emphasize structures in place that support a lack of emphasis on supporting those from
marginalized populations or populations other than the middle class traditional two-parent
household Caucasian families.
Evidence of this claim is clear via the statement of Manz et al. (2004) about low income
families, explaining that educational attainment and their participation [in their children’s]
school. This is a further explanation of parents’ involvement or level of participation being
directly affected by the skills and knowledge of parent. More specifically Manz et al. (2004)
state that, “caregivers with high school degrees reported greater involvement in dimensions
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requiring direct contact with school, School-based Involvement, and Home–School
Communication.” Bringing balance to this statement, however, they go on to explain the same
difference in engagement did not apply regarding “Home-based Involvement activities.” With
both being stated, this still supports Hoover-Dempsey et al. (2005) point that an “active role
construction for involvement and a positive sense of efficacy for helping the child learn” (p. 106)
plays an integral role in parent involvement as parents believe they should be involved with the
schooling of their children if not one way, then in another way.
Perceptions of invitations to be involved at school is another difference-maker. While
reliance on communications to be delivered by students to parents may be sufficient in some
homes, this may not hold true in others. Some parents need encouragement to become involved
while others do not. “[A]s explicated well in a literature focused primarily on social class,
culture, and family-school relations, some parents are heavily involved in their children’s
education and need few incentives for still further involvement” (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005,
p. 106). The expectation or assumption that sufficient efforts to reach out to parents have been
made can very well be unfounded. Another factor in communication between school staff and
parents is the regularity of communication. Parents whom are only contacted when there is a
problem at the school or other negative reasons will be far less likely to be inspired to be
involved at the school. The life-context of individual parents can only be understood when
school staff make relationship-building efforts by reaching out to parents regularly.
This section has provided only a brief overview of the importance and relevance of parental
involvement and the role it plays in the lives of students and the functioning of schools. Parents
involvement or level of participation is directly affected by the skills and knowledge of parents,
specific invitations from teachers and their child’s school overall, parents’ own personal past
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experiences with schooling and school staff understanding the life-context of individual parents.
The next section will provide an analysis of literature on parental involvement more specific to
the role of race and racism in schools.
Race and Racism in the Design of Traditional Parental Involvement. In general, the
role that race plays in parental involvement is not problematized in the general literature on
parental involvement (Howard & Reynolds, 2008). Using articles that take race into account in
their review or analysis of parental involvement, in this section of the literature review (Howard
& Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson, Baker, & Aupperlee,
2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren, Hong, Rubin, & Uy, 2009) are synthesized focusing on
what issues of race and racism exist in schools. It is noted in these articles overall, AfricanAmericans and Hispanic/Latinxs are largely overlooked in the realm of professional research on
parental involvement. Howard & Reynolds (2008) specifically state that “African-American
parents and students… are largely overlooked in the professional literature” (p. 80) as Turney &
Kao (2009) are even more specific in their confirmation that African-American parents, whether
immigrants or not, face higher levels of issues based on race/racism, explaining that the findings
in their study showed:
Black, Hispanic, and Asian foreign-born parents faced substantially higher levels of
barriers than their White native-born counterparts. Of the native-born parents, only
Blacks faced more barriers than their White counterparts. Interestingly, Hispanic and
Asian native-born parents faced amounts of barriers similar to those of White native-born
parents. (p. 264)
With this said, the literature on Hispanic/Latinx parent’s involvement is of focus along
with that of African-Americans in regards to minorities as is supported by the statement that
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“non-White and non-Asian students in middle-class schools are frequently overlooked in [NCLB
accountability data]… as it relates to parental involvement and engagement” (Howard &
Reynolds, 2008, p. 80). While race is the overlapping issue within parent involvement analyzed
in this section, it is fully recognized that the literature review of Kim (2009) focuses specifically
on race alone regarding its effect on parent involvement, Howard & Reynold (2008) reviewed an
intersection of race and class and Turney & Kao (2009) and intersection of race and immigrant
parents regarding parent involvement. It is further clarified that much of the existent literature on
parental involvement is based on cross-sectional studies (Turney & Kao, 2009). Using a CRT
lens, I thus focus in this section on what issues of race and racism exist within schools.
This review confirms that parent participation in schools tends to be viewed from the perspective
of the needs of the school (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009;
Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009) as Howard & Reynolds
(2008) explains that the role of parental involvement in schools is “understood in terms of ‘what
they do’ and how that fits or does not fit with the goals of the school” (p. 84). This view is
further exacerbated by the use of a deficit model view (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009;
Turney & Kao, 2009). The pervasiveness of this deficit model viewpoint in schools results in an
unspoken understanding conveyed to parents who are not members of the dominant culture,
namely minorities in this case, influencing the way they determine their own terms of
involvement or engagement in schools. Parents’ past experiences in school themselves add to
their perceptions of the roles they are expected to play regarding their involvement in their
child’s school (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009). This deficit model
design is the foundation which enables the existence of issues of race and racism both in the
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design of schools in their operation and in direct regards to the parental involvement, or lack
thereof, of minority parents.
Issues of Race and Racism in the Design of Schools. The American school system, as a
whole, mirrors American society. When segregation was the law and the norm throughout
America, so was the case throughout the American school system. Even though schools are no
longer legally segregated in the USA, Meshulam & Apple (2014) make it clear that “powerful
forms of segregation persist in US society in general; and in particular in public schools” (p.
652). Meshulam & Apple (2014) goes on further to explicate that “race itself and racializing
policies and practices, inside and outside education, are primary factors accounting for this
segregation in education” (p. 652). The mirroring of American society occurs not only in its
education system, but systemically throughout American institutions. As Ladson-Billing (2004)
clarifies: “Issues of race and racism permeate US culture – through law, language, politics,
economics, symbols, art, public policy – and the prevalence of race is not merely in those spaces
seen as racially defined spaces” (p. 5). It is with this in mind, that regardless of specific instances
encountered by parents considered to be issues of race and/or racism, it is understood that issues
of race and racism are intertwined in the threads of the educational system itself.
This literature review has found that issues of race and racism encountered by parents in regards
to their childrens’ schooling includes: schools offering less rigorous courses to minority students,
minority students being referred to special education at a higher rate, school curriculums
designed without focus on cultural or ethnic diversity, minimal, if any, presence of minority
faculty members (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009; NzingaJohnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009). Of focus in this literature
review, however, are the issues of race and racism encountered by parents regarding parental
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involvement. The issues of race and racism encountered by parents regarding their children’s
schooling is mentioned first due to these issues being of concern to racial minority parents,
which also has an impact on their levels of involvement, their desire to be involved and their
perceptions of whether their involvement is wanted in advance and/or appreciated once given.
Issues of Race and Racism in Minority Parent Involvement. There are a host of issues
resulting from racial biases faced by minority parents as Nzinga-Johnson et al. (2009) lists
“linguistic barriers, teacher and school practices that are inequitable and reinforce power and
privilege, previous experiences of ethnic minority and poor, and the quality of the relationship
between school staff, parents, and students” (p. 82). Kim (2009) further lists “language barriers,
less education, low self-esteem, low socioeconomic status, differences in child-rearing practices,
physically demanding jobs, lack of social networks, and uncomfortable feelings toward schools
based on negative previous school experiences” (p. 81). This literature review, however has
found that a of host of issues extending beyond these lists in additional literature, the issues of
race and racism encountered by parents in regards to their parent involvement can be categorized
under: teachers’ lowered expectations of minority parents, the expressed concerns of minority
parents being discounted or disregarded, and a lack of consideration for parents with lesser social
and cultural capital (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009; NzingaJohnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009).
While this literature review will not focus on class or SES, it is noted throughout the
review of literature that these factors are additionally compounded with a large percentage of
racial minority students attending school in impoverished areas where they face the additional
problems of a higher rate of having “under qualified teachers, deteriorating and overcrowded
schools, inadequate learning materials [and] high administrator and teacher turnover” (Howard &
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Reynolds, 2008, p. 81). Provided subsequently, this literature review shares some details
regarding issues of race and racism encountered by parents pertaining to their parent
involvement: teacher’s lowered expectations of minority parents, the expressed concerns of
minority parents being discounted or disregarded, and a lack of consideration for parents with
lesser social and cultural capital.
Lowered Expectations of Minority Parents. Viewing racism in schools through a
Critical Race Theory lens brings to focus the history of racism in America enabling the
likelihood of not only teachers and faculty having lowered expectations of minority parents, but
also minority parents having lowered expectations of themselves regarding active participation at
their child’s schools. Nzinga-Johnson et al. (2009) explains that “the legacy of institutional and
individual racism may still significantly influence minority parents’ sense of acceptance,
belonging, and shared community” (p. 88). When these lowered expectations are also taken on
by teachers and faculty, whether knowingly or unknowingly it then affects parental involvement
from both ends. This is exacerbated when the first language of a parent is a language other than
English especially if the language spoken in the home is other than English. Such practices
reinforce power and privilege that exist between minority parents and a school system which is
designed toward the inclination of the White middle class as Kim (2009) clarifies:
Research has shown that not only has the initiation of involvement of minority parents’
participation in school been dismissed, but also the solicitation of parental involvement
by the school is less frequent when the parents have few resources and more stress
(DeMoss & Vaughn, 2000; Grolnick et al., 1997) and speak English as a second language
(Garcia & Donato, 1991; Huss-Keeler, 1997). Teachers often have chosen wealthier
White females to participate in school activities (DeMoss & Vaughn, 2000). (p. 87)
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In schools where parents feel they are a part of the school and expectations of them are
not lowered, they are both more likely to be invited to participate by school faculty as well as
feel more inclined to participate. The quality of the relationship between school staff, parents,
and students is essential. Nzinga-Johnson et al. (2009) explains that otherwise, “behaviors,
attitudes, and beliefs of the school culture may also negatively affect minority parents’
involvement” (p. 88). When the quality of the relationship between teachers and parents is not a
strongly positive one, it easily results in hesitation of teachers to invite parent participation
beyond the bare minimum required by their school. When it comes to teachers making the
request for parental involvement of minority parents in particular, their hesitation is often “based
on the perceptions of the teachers about these parents as studies have identified a connection
between teachers’ beliefs and their practice of involving parents in school activities” (Kim, 2009,
p. 87) It is easy under these circumstances for teachers to assume they are doing minority parents
a favor by not infringing upon their time or figuring that they would not have the time, energy or
money to take part in the school activity they did not invite them to.
Teachers who recognize the benefit of parental involvement both for students and for
themselves or their profession, also recognize the importance of specific practices to
attract minority parental involvement which includes developing parental involvement
activities geared towards attracting minority parents (Kim, 2009). Lowered expectations
equal lowered participation and lower parental involvement. Most urban schools, where
there are the largest percentages of minority students, “fail to engage families broadly and
deeply around the education of their children… [and thus] few can claim large numbers
of parents participating as powerful actors in the school community” (Warren et al., 2009,
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p. 2210). If school faculty raise their level of expectation of minority parents, so in-turn
will the rate of minority parent involvement.
Discounting/Disregarding the Concerns of Minority Parents. Discounting or
disregarding the concerns of minority parents varies in the reasoning behind such occurrences.
Many dismissals of the concerns of minority parents are done so unwittingly and unnoticed
because, as in American life outside of schools, “race is a salient factor affecting outcomes of
schooling… regardless of [parents’] income and education [as] minorities continue to encounter
prejudice, discrimination, and devaluation” (Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009, p. 83). Based around
the various beliefs of parents due to different cultural, racial/ethnic, economic and other
variations, they will have different views of what their roles should be regarding parent
involvement. When schools have a strict definition of what they consider as appropriate or
desired parental involvement, the attempts of non-traditional parental involvement are not
acceptable.
The expectation of minority parents, overall, is to assimilate to the dominant culture of
the White middle-class. The benefits and disadvantages of doing so are made clear by Kainz &
Aikens (2007):
Parents who adapt to dominant views of involvement privilege their children to certain
social and academic assets, such as positive teacher/parent relationships, access to special
learning opportunities (Lareau, 2000), and long-term academic skills and attainment
(Reynolds, Ou, & Topitzes, 2004). Conversely, parents who challenge, defy, or ignore
the practices of our educational institutions render their children vulnerable to the
negative and stiff penalties associated with school failure. (p. 308)
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When parents are involved via the traditional parent involvement model, they are
positioned to receive information only or help teachers in superficial ways such as clerical
assistance or providing an additional set of eyes to watch and monitor students. Going beyond
this model to voicing their personal concerns does not fit within this model. Howard & Reynolds
(2008) shared that in their research they found that “when minority parents voiced concerns
about the education of their children, their claims were discounted… [or] restricted to a
prescriptive kind in which schools determine the roles parents are to assume” (p. 85). Minority
parents when making efforts to be involved at school in ways that are not part of the traditional
parent involvement model find that their efforts are unwelcomed. Positions that do hold power,
such as school improvement team leader and other governance related opportunities are not
commonly offered to minority parents (Howard & Reynolds, 2008).
Parents who fit within the dominant culture are accepted even when voicing their
opinions in an aggressive manner while minority parents taking action or advocating on behalf of
their children in less aggressive manners are dismissed or even ignored (Kim, 2009). A results of
such treatment is often the appearance of minority parents lack of care since they know they
won’t be heard upon speaking up anyway. Compounding this is the general difference in
behavior in the parent-teacher relationship with minority parents tending to be more comfortable
with less formal conferences and communications while teachers tend to prefer the strict timelimits and scheduling of parent-teacher conferences. When the English proficiency of the parent
is not optimal these factors are magnified.
Lastly, with regards to discounting or disregarding the concerns of minority parents is
that school faculty should make sure their only communication with parents is not on occasions
of discipline or when their children are not performing well academically. “[F]eelings of distrust
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and distance among parents are the result of miscommunication arising from the teachers’ use of
teaching jargon and their focus on the negative behaviors of their children” (Kim, 2009, p. 89).
Minority parents care just as much about their children and would like to have communication
with their children’s schools which support that and being heard is but a small step towards
likening the chances of the parent becoming involved at the school and thus helping their child
and the school overall.
Social and Cultural Capital. Racial minority parents having a lack of social and cultural
capital is the theme most referred to in the literature when examining racial disparities. Social
capital in the reviewed articles is viewed as family norms such as parenting skills and language
ability, and communication patterns pertaining to parent-student, parent-school and parent-parent
communications. Cultural capital in the reviewed articles is best summarized by Howard &
Reynolds (2008) as “a familiarity with the styles, tastes, and dispositions of the dominant
culture” (p. 82) which is the culture of the White middle class. Both social and cultural capital
are lacking for minority parents while parents of the dominant cultural share this commonality
with most school faculty. From a deficit model standpoint, racial minority parents are assumed to
have little knowledge or capital to advocate on behalf of their children (Howard & Reynolds,
2008; Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009). Racial minority parents may also be viewed as the
primary reason why their children are not better prepared academically and are viewed overall as
a significant part of the problem with school underachievement. “From this deficit viewpoint,
either parents participate in school-sanctioned activities or the educational process for the child
could be minimized and their academic and social growth may be stunted” (Howard & Reynolds,
2008, p 84).
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In the literature, parental involvement is generally conceptualized as a form of social
capital. The ability to network and access to connections provided within this social capital
secures for White middle-class parents the benefits that come along with their virtual
membership within social networks and social structures. Turney & Kao (2009) iterates from
Domina (2005) the three benefits acquired by children via their parents’ social network
connections and thus the disadvantage of racial minority parents:
First, parental involvement socializes children; parents who are involved send a message
to their children that education is important, and these children are more likely to value
education themselves. Second, parental involvement provides parents with a means of
social control; involved parents get to know other parents, teachers, and administrators
who may then discuss their children’s performance with them. Last, involved parents are
privy to information about their children; if teachers tell parents their children are
struggling, parents are in a better position to intervene. (p. 258)
The social capital of White middle-class parents is usually congruous with both the norms and
values of school faculty members while “parents and families employing different forms of
capital to advocate on behalf of their children are viewed through a deficit lens and in need of
transformation or acculturation” (Howard & Reynolds, 2008, p. 86).
Along with racial differences comes cultural differences and schools lacking a conscious
recognition and appreciation of cultural diversity, as the cultural capital valued tends to be that of
the White middle-class parents from the dominant culture. This inherently provides racial
minority parents fewer opportunities to take on meaningful roles in schools. When the number of
participation opportunities are limited and are of the nature that does not attract many minority
parents, the result is minority parents being viewed as less involved in the children’s schools.
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From a multitude of sources within the literature reviewed, it is clear that “middle-class White
parents who share harmonious cultural capital with teachers are at an advantage” (Kim, 2009, p.
82) and thus, as further explained results in a disadvantage for minority parents regarding the
advancement of their children’s academic achievement. Without conscious and deliberate effort
to do otherwise, this then results in the reproduction of social class within the American school
system.
An Engaging Approach to Parental Involvement. Dominant discourse on parent
involvement revolves around or evolves from the dominant culture, which in America is White
middle-class culture. The selective access to this culture based around cultural, gender, and
family structure expectations, privileges White middle-class parents and their families while
simultaneously obscuring the viewpoints, family structure, and resources of racial minority
parents and families (Kainz & Aikens, 2007). In this literature review, whether directly
espousing the term parental engagement or not, there is a consensus in the literature that actions
considered under the umbrella of parental engagement result in a much higher level of parent
participation at schools than the expectations defined and detailed above regarding Traditional
Parental Involvement.
The major difference between parental engagement and parental involvement is that
parental engagement serves the purpose of consciously engaging parents as opposed to having
specific expectations of parents. Warren et al. (2009) describes parent engagement as a relational
approach in which providing a more active and powerful role for parents in schools in which
parents build strong relationship amongst one another as a community, build their capacity as
leaders and minimize the social and cultural gap between faculty and parents (Warren et al.,
2009). When parents feel like they are genuinely a part of the school community as a whole, it
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heightens the likeliness of their participation. Parental engagement starts with building
relationships which thus makes parents feel connected to the school beyond the simple fact that
their child attends the school. In recognition of the fact that parents may not engage at a school
site due to their perception of differences in the practices and beliefs of the faculty compared to
their own (Howard & Reynolds, 2008) it is important for faculty to build relationships with
minority parents in particular to close the inherent social and cultural gap (Warren et al., 2009)
that exists between faculty and parents.
Collaboration between faculty and parents is a product of parental engagement as
opposed to parents simply following the expectations faculty have of them. Showing how
parental engagement is expressed as advantageous throughout the literature in this review, Kim
(2009) while using the term “parental involvement” makes it clear that the actions defined in
parental engagement are advantageous: “In the case of parental involvement, when schools not
only value supportive parents but also try to engage uninvolved parents, this school field may
change the habitus of parents, thus leading to collaborative relationships with them” (p. 82). Kim
(2009) then further goes on to confirm how this approach is especially advantageous regarding
outreach to minority parents stating that, “how schools view minority parents and their habitus,
and how they shape available cultural capital in the field may contribute to changes rather than
simply reproduce the existing cultures of the schools and the parents.” Parental engagement
provides for such shifts.
In efforts to gain the advantages provided within membership of the White middle-class,
some racial minority parents may attempt assimilation to the dominant culture. In a school where
the Traditional Parental Involvement model is followed the choices may be stark as Kainz &
Aikens (2007) explained earlier that, “parents who adapt to dominant views of involvement
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privilege their children (Lareau, 2000; Reynolds, et al., 2004) [while] parents who challenge,
defy, or ignore the practices of our educational institutions render their children vulnerable to…
school failure” (p. 308). This speaks clearly to the advantages of engaging parents, building
relationships with parents, providing opportunities for parents to build relationships with one
another through culturally related activities, as opposed to restricting them to participation only
within parameters designed around the dominant culture.
Howard & Reynolds (2008), using the Barton et al. (2004) Ecologies of Parent
Engagement (EPE) framework summarize the focal points of parental engagement under the
headings of: The importance of being informed, the need to question, critique, and challenge, and
the importance of collaboration. These headings encompass many of the views and idea
expressed in alternate ways throughout the literature reviewed. In the Traditional Parental
Involvement model information is dispensed to parents via newsletters and formal parent-teacher
conferences while examples of parents being informed within the parental engagement model
include “community forums addressing various issues involving school levies, budgetary
concerns and the election of school board members as other means of involvement” (Howard &
Reynolds, 2008, p. 91). In the Traditional Parental Involvement model parent-faculty conflict
between the thoughts, plans and ideas on the operations of the school are not permissible. Such
conflict is expected in the parental engagement model with appreciation for the benefit that
comes from parents being fully engaged and the best ideas coming from the results of the debates
ignited between the conflicts. Howard & Reynolds (2008) explains the need for parents to
“welcome and invite conflict as a means to mediation” (p. 92).
The shift in culture and power that Warren et al. (2009) speaks of in supporting parental
engagement is initiated by collaboration. The shift is from a focus on the dominant culture only,
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where the power exists in the American school system, to an appreciation and acceptance of all
cultures. This is a dual effort, or collaboration, between parents and faculty, not taking from one
and giving to the other. “Increasing parent power through collaboration does not require that
teachers lose their authority as experts in education. But it does require that teachers enter
authentic processes of relationship building and engagement with parents and community
leaders” (Warren et al., 2009, p. 2243).
In summary about parental engagement, the literature reviewed repeatedly reinforces the
importance of building relationships which then leads to all the other items listed that occur
within the parental engagement model. Regardless of the term “parental involvement” being
used, the study of Nzinga-Johnson et al., (2009) suggests from the parental engagement model
that “parental involvement is improved among less-involved parents when these relationships are
characterized by warmth, trust, and communication.” Studies overwhelmingly show that racial
and otherwise minority parents are “less-involved” so in order to increase parental involvement,
it is the conclusion of this literature review that the parental engagement model is ideal in
comparison to the Traditional Parental Involvement model.
Parent Involvement versus Parental Engagement. Traditional parental involvement is
individualistic, school centered, and activity based (Warren et al., 2009) while parental
engagement is relational, empowering, culturally inclusive and collaborative. Keeping in mind
systemic racism is woven into the fabric of America (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015;
Khalifa, Jennings, Briscoe, Oleszweski, & Abdi, 2014; Khalifa, Dunbar, & Douglas, 2013;
Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014) and mirrored within the
American school system (Brooks, 2012; Fishman-Weaver, 2014; Howard & Reynolds, 2008;
Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Ladson-Billing, 2004; Pollock, 2009; Theoharis, 2009;
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Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000), of all the issues of race and racism parents face in schools
with regards to their involvement or engagement and how these issues are best addressed,
Warren, et al. (2009) provide a list of three solutions which summarize what has been found as
most beneficial within the literature reviewed in this section: parent-faculty relationship building
and parent-parent relationship building; parents’ leadership development; and a shift in culture
and power within the school. Table 2 (based on Table 1. Warren, et al. 2009, p. 2245) illustrates
direct comparison.

Table 2. Parental Involvement / Parental Engagement
Parental Involvement
Activity-Based
Parents as Individuals
Parents Follow School
Agenda
Workshops for Providing
Information
School to Parent
Communication

Parental Engagement
Relationship-Based
Parents as Members of Community
Parents as Leaders & Collaborators in
Setting Agenda
Trainings for Leadership Development and
Personal Growth
Mutual Exchange of Relational Power

Within the Traditional Parental Involvement model “some families get involved and
succeed in schools while other families struggle, erupt, and dissociate is the visible sign of the
invisible power system that exists within schools in the United States” (Kainz & Aikens, 2007, p.
308). Subverting this invisible power system in efforts to build equity within schools and
strength in relationships within communities can start by transitioning to the ideas and methods
within the Parental Engagement model. The following sub-section provides examples of the
success of such models.
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Examples of the Advantages of Parental Engagement. In this final sub-section of my
literature review I synthesize recent articles (Fenton et al., 2017; Jiménez-Castellanos et al.,
2016; Warren-Grice & Parker, 2018; and Yull & Wilson, 2018) which demonstrate the
advantages of parental engagement, as described thus far in this literature review in comparison
to Traditional Parent Involvement Structures (TPIS). In 2004, The United States government
officially recognized the importance of parental involvement in schools with policy requirements
for parental involvement in the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). More than ten years later,
however, expansions NCLB through the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in 2015
demonstrated a recognition of the advantages a higher level of parental, family and community
members engagement in schools provides. These revisions included stipulating the allocation of
funding, resources, and programming for collaboration with community organizations that have
a proven track record of increasing family engagement as well as “provisions for developing
policies that address the barriers, needs, and relevant strategies for all parents and families,
especially those belonging to racial, ethnic, and [other minoritized and/or] disadvantaged
populations” (Fenton et al., 2017, p. 215). Solidifying this example of the United States
government confirming through policy that parental engagement is more advantageous than
TPIS, the ESSA in 2015 changed policy language from “parental involvement” to “parent and
family engagement.”
In common with all four articles in this sub-section is their alignment with the recognition
of “the national pattern of a deficit-based construction of [racial minority] parents and the
treatment they receive because of this marginalization” (Yull & Wilson, 2018, p 183). While
Fenton et al. (2017) and Yull & Wilson, (2018) speak specifically to the parental engagement of
Black parents and community members, Jiménez-Castellanos et al. (2016) to Latino parents and
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community members, and Warren-Grice & Parker (2018) naming both, all four are addressing
the needs and concerns of the parents and communities of racial minorities as defined in this
study. Jiménez-Castellanos et al. (2016), while focused on the Latino community, speaks broadly
of bicultural parents and communities, explaining they use of the term bicultural as opposed to
minority, citing Darder (2012) who explained that the term “linguistically and hence politically,
reflects and perpetuates a view of subordinate cultures as deficient and disempowered” (p. xix).
Regardless of terminology used, the authors of these articles are aligned with the broad
array of researchers over decades who have “made multiple pleas for educators to reach out to
and engage [racial minority] parents within their schools to develop meaningful and authentic
relationships that value, honor, and capitalize on their assets and contributions” (JiménezCastellanos et al., 2016, p. 93) transitioning from TPIS to parent/family/community engagement.
Fenton et al. (2017) compares TPIS “separate and sequential relationships” between schools and
families in comparison to the “collaboration” designed in parental engagement (p. 217). JiménezCastellanos et al., (2016) define TPIS as “accommodationist or assimilationist” as opposed to the
“transformative or change-oriented” approach of parental engagement (p. 94). Yull & Wilson
(2018) explain that their parental engagement program enables parents, families, and community
members to have a say in how they will be involved as opposed to the TPIS model in which
schools make the decision for them which “reproduces relations of power that often marginalize
[racial minority] parents (p. 179). Lastly, Warren-Grice & Parker (2018) espoused their
recognition that while “parents and community members as advocates [in their program]
help[ed] to provide holistic student development,” in line with the model of TPIS, both tend to be
“traditionally and subliminally discouraged from participating” (p. 47).
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The parental engagement model is evidentially more advantageous for schools overall
and for parents, families and communities overall regardless of their schools’ racial demographic
composition. The need for a departure from the TPIS model designed to advantage those with the
currency (Lareau & Horvat, 1999) of cultural and social capital is common in these articles.
TPIS structures have been engrained in the American school system historically to the extent that
racial minority parents primarily found and find the need to “assimilate into Whiteness” (Wilson
& Yull, 2016) to find means of accommodation and/or acceptance within the designed structures
for parental involvement. Yull & Wilson (2018), citing Wilson & Yull (2016), explain that their
Parent Mentor Program was designed to directly oppose this assimilation they describe as “Black
parents… modify[ing] their dress, speech, culture, and interactional styles [,] in order to be
palatable to the Eurocentric culture of the school” (p. 164). Similarly, Jiménez-Castellanos et al.
(2016) cite their previous work (Olivos, Jiménez-Castellanos, & Ochoa, 2011) explaining that
their parent engagement program was designed with focus of their recognition of schools
needing to stop “attempting to mold parents in the image of high-status, middle-class white
parents [and in]to maximizing the gifts, talents, and aspirations these [racial minority] parents
and communities can offer their schools (p. 94). Without naming the status quo of the White
middle-class, Warren-Grice & Parker (2018) expressed how parents through their program,
helped racial minority students in “retaining their home/cultural traditions while learning the
working racialized identity expectations of success in predominantly white schools (p. 47). These
articles support the conclusion of the need to depart from TPIS, which supports the status quo of
advantaging White middle-class parents in an exclusionary fashion to others, in favor of the
relationship-building design of parental engagement.
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These examples of the advantages of parental engagement are supported both by the
overall literature analyzed in this review and the dissertation overall.
Conclusion
American history, from the mass genocide of Native Americans and enslavement of
kidnapped Africans, through the era of Jim Crow and inclusive of the systemic racism
experienced by racial minorities to this day, racism is deeply engrained into the history of the
United States of America (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et
al., 2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014). “Although overt
systemic racism has been largely outlawed, over the centuries it has become invisibly integrated
into many institutional processes” (Khalifa et al., 2014) and I thus acknowledge that my
recognition of this directly affected the lens through which I analyzed the literature in this
review. Deflecting issues of race as an educator or a researcher reproduces racialized disparities
in schools (Khalifa et al., 2013) and is the foundational rationale for my making sure not to do
so.
Most central in the racial socialization messages that children receive are parental/family
factors, shaping their propensity for academic achievement, coping with discrimination, ethnic
identity, self-esteem, and psychosocial well-being. The two most common dimensions of racial
socialization throughout the literature reviewed are those of cultural socialization and preparation
for bias followed by the dimension of silence about race. This literature review further clarified
the importance and significance of anti-oppressive and anti-racist stances in relation to racial
socialization.
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The more parents are involved/engaged at schools the more collaboration there can be
between home-school relationships. Evident through this literature review, there is great support
for a transition from traditional forms of parental involvement towards forms of parental
engagement. Building relationships between school staff and parents and community member
where there is a mutual exchange of relational power with parents as leaders and collaborators is
not only advantageous for parents outside of the White middle-class, but for all parents and thus
all students and schools overall.
Implications for Research. This review is a demonstration that the literature on a
particular dimension of parent-school engagement that has not been addressed vigorously in
much of the school-community relations literature (Bjork et al., 2012; de Carvalho, 2000;
Ishimaru, 2014) exposing the lack of literature in this intersection between noting the
negotiations of human differences in schools and parents’ collaboratively with school
administrators working towards addressing race and racism in schools. This review serves as an
example of the missing dimension in the educational field of literature on parent-school or homeschool with regards to direct active efforts between administrators and parents for which
conversations on race and other human differences can serve as an initial foundation.
Issues of race and racism have long been addressed in the broader literature on
racialization (Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014), and race and racism in schools (Hanley-Lopez, 1994).
Literature on race and racism between parents and schools, including administrators is also rather
broad (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Tate, 1997), with particular emphasis on
how many communities do not have trust in school organizations. The literature in this review
shares the commonality of addressing parental involvement with regards to parental power
and/or lack of power as opposed to addressing parental engagement whether school or parent
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initiated providing an opportunity for collaborated efforts between administrators and parents
towards addressing the existent negotiations of human difference in schools.
Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández (2013), specifically addresses interactions of
PTA/O’s regarding negotiations of human difference and the PTA of this school was the
foundational organization which initiated what became a three-year C-PAR study and eventually
providing the opportunity for this dissertation study. Citing Posey (2012), they express that
“White parents may also exert positions of dominance in parent organizing spaces” (p. 158). As
opposed to specifically addressing PTA’s/PTO’s they address Traditional Parent Involvement
Structures (TPIS) which include PTA’s/PTO’s. The leadership, however, of a PTA/PTO
determines whether these norms are followed. These norms are not followed at the school where
I conducted the Critical Participatory Action Research study directly prior to this dissertation,
from which the primary participants in this dissertation study were selected.
While it is with recognition that research efforts to recognize parental agency (Barton, et
al., 2004) and nontraditional parent involvement practices, may still result in a return to White,
middle-class behavior norms (Cooper, 2007) inherent in TPIS (Baquedano-López et al., 2013),
initiating the efforts demonstrated can still have lasting effects on the individual parents
involved. This minimal contribution in the field in the literature provides the opportunity for new
research in relationship to PTO’s and PTA’s engagement in schools with focus on productively
engaging in conversations on race in effort to positively affect negotiations of human difference
existent in schools.
The Influence of Parents’ Past Experiences. “It is through interactions with others,
especially parents, that children and youth gain insight regarding their racial heritage and learn to
assume, resist, or negotiate the statuses associated with racial group membership” (Rollins &
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Hunter, 2013, p. 140). Since racial socialization is communicated through verbal and non-verbal
communication as well as intentional and unintentional forms, their world-view is communicated
to their children in some fashion regardless of intent. The same applies with the experiences of
each parent effecting their world-view. Parents who have had more personal and direct
encounters with incidents of discrimination and racial bias towards them are far less likely to use
a color-blind (Hagerman, 2014) approach to racial socialization. For parents who use the racial
socialization color-conscious dimensions of cultural socialization and/or preparation for bias,
their past experiences with discrimination and racial bias effect the stories they tell their children
in their efforts to protect and prepare them for dealing with and/or negotiating issues of race and
racism (Caughy et al., 2006; Caughy et al., 2011; Hagerman, 2014; Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al.,
2006; Hughes & Johnson, 2001; Richardson et al., 2015; Rollins & Hunter, 2013).
In this section, I synthesized literature on racial socialization and in so doing I pulled
together the topics of the previous strands of literature. The impact of the stories told by parents
to their children as part of the racial socialization process is what gives significance to the use of
life history methods in this dissertation study. Conducting this family histories study revolves
around the critical incidents shared by the study participants explained in full detail in the next
chapter.
Implications for Family Histories Research. The literature reviewed in this study
brought to the forefront findings about racial socialization and parental engagement with school
staff regarding issues of race and racism. Further demonstrated in this review is the existence of
racial bias, and racism in education and actions/reactions taken because of these barriers.
Through synthesizing the literature in this review, I have learned how parents have negotiated
issues of race and racism in schools to inform a potential research design that seeks to better
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frame and understand these phenomena as well as their impact on practice. This family histories
study provides the opportunity to study racial bias and racism while focused on examining how
family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and engage school staff
around issues of race and racism.
Summary
Chapter Two of this dissertation has provided background information about parental
engagement with school staff and addressing issues of race and racism in education. Introducing
this chapter was an explanation of the use of Critical Race Theory as the lens through which this
literature was reviewed and also helped me situate this research. Concluding this literature
review was a synthesis of literature on racial socialization. Finally, I discussed the scarcity of
literature recognizing race and racism in schools and the collaboration between school parents
and school administrators’ collaborative engagement addressing issues of race and racism. This
is where my qualitative research study can contribute to this field of literature. Chapter Three
will provide context to this dissertation study by detailing the background and history of the
research study from which this dissertation study evolved.
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CHAPTER THREE: CONTEXT
Introduction
This family history study emerged from a Critical Participatory Action (C-PAR) project I
conducted at an elementary school in the southeast region of the United States, titled in this study
as Carter Elementary This previous study with the Carter Elementary School Diversity Group
spanned nearly complete three school-years, from 2014 to 2017. In this chapter, I describe the
context of the previous study and my previous set of interactions and knowledge of the school in
a separate study. The earlier study at the school became critical to developing a high level of
trust with the families in my study, as developing trusting relationships is central to family
history studies (Kemmis, McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014). Cole & Knowles (2001) suggest that
building the level of trust needed to share intimate or emotion-laden reflection that can contribute
to rich family history studies can take years. Additionally, in this chapter I share themes from the
previous study that came to inform my set of questions and probes around parents socializing
their children and engaging school staff around issues of race and racism.
The Carter Elementary C-PAR project from which this study stemmed focused on adults
in a Parent Teacher Association learning from and leading one another in dialogue concerning
dimensions of diversity and the existence of power imbalances between groups of people. The
group discussed a range of issues associated with marginalization, such as racism, sexism, and
classism as well as cultural and interpersonal differences. Nevertheless, issues of race and racism
tended to be prominent and intersect with group members discussions around ethnicity, religion,
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sexual orientation, cultural identification, and national origin. Issues around race and racism
were addressed more than any other topic. In this chapter I describe the school history and
demographics before describing 2 distinct elements of the school-the International Baccalaureate
programs, and the magnet school program in the school district. I then provide details of the
growth and development of the C-PAR study in order to explain how interactions and themes
from that study inform the current life history study reflected in this dissertation. In concluding
this chapter, I provide explanations for how the family history study was an appropriate
methodological choice that builds upon the previous study.
Carter Elementary
My involvement with the Carter Elementary diversity group originated as a communitybased project which I participated in as a form of service. The Critical Participatory Action
Research (C-PAR) study began in late 2014 and was conducted is an IB World School, better
known as an International Baccalaureate School. Participants for this life history study were
drawn from the original diversity group that was central to the C-PAR study.
Carter elementary is racially and culturally diverse magnet school physically located in a
Southeastern US metropolitan area. With a total enrollment of nearly 400 students, the
population at Carter Elementary is nearly one-third White, one-third Latinx, 17% AfricanAmerican, 14% Asian, and 5% multi-racial. In comparison to other schools in the large district
(200,000 students), Carter also draws parents with a wider range of country of national origin
from all over the district. While the building was constructed on land donated by its namesake in
1926 it was not named after him until the building was re-opened in 2004 as the school district’s
first public International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program.
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Carter I.B. Elementary Magnet School is in the central area of this metropolitan area
directly across the street from a neighborhood park, which many participants describe as being
known for after-hours drug dealing and other illegal activities. On a scale of 1-100 (low-high) the
crime rate in this area rates at 75 (violent crime) and 69 (property crime) compared to the US
national average of 41 and 44. The population density is over 2,800 people per square mile with
a median household income of $36,000 and income per capita of $21,000, with approximately
25% of the population earning an annual income of less than 15,000 per year.
The school is also located very near an expressway entrance/exit allowing direct access to
the many areas of higher income throughout this metropolitan area. The building structure while
aged, is very well-kept painted in the unassuming color of White, decorated with artifacts from
the original building. The school also sits in a position with all entrances distanced away from
high-traffic roadways providing a calming physical environment regardless of being in a central
metropolitan area. Historically, the school was a neighborhood elementary school geared
towards providing schooling for the children of local factory workers which this predominantly
Latinx, low-income population mostly consisted of in the early 1900’s. Nearly one-hundred
years later, after being closed for several years, the school re-opened as an International
Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme school. The student population of the school is now
built from a lottery system for magnet schools. In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, the
origination of magnet schools in the USA was designed to reduce racial segregation. Similarly,
the lottery system used in Creek County School District continues to enhance the likelihood of
evenly divided racial demographics.
The central theme of this magnet school is that of being an International Baccalaureate
school. The school is still highly sought by parents for their reputation of being a school parents
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feel very secure in sending their children regardless of the school’s physical location, the
distance of the location from their homes, or the commute time between their homes and the
school. The schools’ website proclaims that:
Since it has been the goal of the school to unite students, teachers, parents, and
community leaders in efforts towards creating a stronger global learning community
where students share information about each other, their cultures, and their
communities. With a racially and culturally diverse student population, the school has
built a global learning community rich in a culture of problem solvers working
together to make a difference in the world.
In addition, in their mission statement, Carter Elementary School proudly displays their focus on
inquiry and appreciation for diversity:
We cultivate in each student the desire to grow in wisdom, to nurture an open and curious
mind, and to serve others with a generous spirit. Our School's vision is to create an
advanced elementary program where students become aware of the shared humanity that
binds all people together and develop respect for the variety of cultures and attitudes that
adds to the richness of life. (State School Improvement Plan)
On the school’s website states that celebrating cultures “provides one with dignity and worth of
self and others, fosters the empowerment of both, and encourages and supports the maximum
development of human potential for the benefit of the common good.” An appreciation of
diversity is further expressed on the Carter Elementary website which states that the school is
“committed in providing children the opportunity to develop a continual love of learning through
a secure and encouraging atmosphere in which daily success is met, diversity is appreciated.”
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The value and appreciation of diversity expressed by this school is further reflected in the
school’s vision:
to create an advanced elementary program where students become aware of
the shared humanity that binds all people together and develop respect for the variety of
cultures and attitudes that add to the richness of life. (State School Improvement Plan).
Carter Elementary School has also expressed commitment in their School Improvement Plan to
developing a school that “will be characterized by a strong and sustained partnership among
families, faculty, staff, administration, and alumni” further strengthened by the promotion of “a
system-wide culture of safety, high engagement, customer service, and cultural competence.”
The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) of the school was awarded as a National PTA School of
Excellence two consecutive school years (2014-15 & 2015-16).
International Baccalaureate Schools
Carter Elementary is a magnet International Baccalaureate (IB) school. Parents, including
the participants in the diversity group C-PAR study and the subgroup that later became the
subject of my CPAR study, were drawn to an IB school for various reasons, one of which was
the embracing global perspectives on diversity. The IB program officially incorporates the study
of differences and intercultural understanding, as reflected in the IBO program mission (IBO,
2013):
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring
young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural
understanding and respect. To this and the organization works with schools, governments
and international organizations to develop challenging programs of international
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education and rigorous assessment. These programs encourage students across the world
to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other people,
with their differences, can also be right.
Chartered under the Swiss civil code and with its headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, The
International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO) is a private, non-governmental organization
recognized by the Council of Europe and has consultative status with UNESCO (IBO, 2013).
Growing out of international school efforts the IBO was intended to establish a common
curriculum and university entry credential for geographically mobile students. Anttila-Muilu
(2004) further explains that these practical considerations were/are accompanied by an idealistic
vision of international educators to create an environment inclusive of a shared academic
experience emphasizing critical thinking and exposure to a variety of viewpoints fostering
tolerance and intercultural understanding among young people.
In its early years, the approved abbreviation for the International Baccalaureate school
was IB school, which at the start of this century was modified into IB world school as the IBO
continues to aim to be recognized as a leader in international education. The original IB Diploma
Programme evolved from its original purpose as a service to the international community and
now also embraces member schools in national systems across the globe (Anttila-Muilu, 2004,
The Middle Years Programme (MYP), for students ages eleven to sixteen, was added in 1992
and the Primary Years Programme (PYP), for students ages three to twelve years, in 1997. From
the IBO mission statement, it is the final sentence which clarifies the emphasis on a focus of
diversity in the intention of its programs encouraging students to become active learners who
“understand… other people… [and] their differences” (IBO, 2013).
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Further supporting the goal of diversity is the statement of the IB Learner Profile, which
states, “The aim of all IB programmes is to develop internationally minded people who
recognize their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to create a better
and more peaceful world” (IBO, 2013). In this statement, it is the clarification of a “common
humanity” which addresses a focus on diversity. The ten attributes valued by the IBO directly
and indirectly support efforts of diversity. While the IBO explanations of “Thinkers, Caring,
Risk-Takers and Reflective” speak to an undercurrent of support of diversity, the remaining six
attributes directly espouse support of diversity:
Inquirers (We know how to learn independently and with others.) Knowledgeable (We
engage with… ideas that have… global significance.) Communicators (…listening
carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and groups.) Principled (…with respect
for the dignity and rights of people everywhere.) Open-Minded (We seek and evaluate a
range of points of view.) Balanced (We recognize our interdependence with other people
and with the world in which we live.) (IBO, 2013).
Selection Into The IB Magnet Program At Carter Elementary
The IB program at Carter Elementary stretches from Kindergarten through 5th grade, and
the majority of parents enrolls their children in the early grades and keep their children at the
school until 5th grade. This allows for stability of parent involvement and engagement in the
school, which was central to building trusting relationships over time. In addition, the dynamics
of magnet program selection means that many parents who applied and were selected for the
school were knowledgeable and invested in their enrollment decision.
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Creek County School District (CCSD) performs a computer-based lottery process for
student placement at magnet schools. In this computer-based lottery are a designated number of
seats for individual categories inclusive of: gender of student, race/ethnicity of parents and
student, parent’s employment location, and home address of student. Once the application
window closes and the lottery begins, offers are made for placement via email and/or phone
message. Once a seat is offered, parents can accept or decline the offer prior to the deadline for
confirming seats. Offers can be accepted or declined either online or by phone. Seats unaccepted
by the given deadline for each lottery round are then offered in the next lottery round.
Coming To The Study
Kemmis et al. (2014) suggest that in C-PAR, projects are often initiated by collaborative
groups of teachers. These groups are sometimes together with university educational researchers
and sometimes by principals and teachers in response to a call for proposals from an education
agency or research organization. In this case, the chain of events that led to my being invited to
initiate a C-PAR project started with the Parent Teacher Association (PTA) board members.
The board members of the PTA expressed a desire to the principal of the school to
address their concerns with racial tensions resulting from the national spotlight on the Trayvon
Martin killing less than one hundred miles away from Carter Elementary. Around this same time,
the assistant principal of the school had a conversation with her former professor, and my then
major professor, about the possible opportunity for a discussion or presentation for the parents at
her school. I was then invited by my major professor to join him and another professor, now on
my dissertation committee, to join the principal and assistant principal for a discussion on the
possibilities of creating a group to have regularly scheduled discussions around issues of
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diversity. The principal explained that the parent and student population is a racially and
culturally diverse and she would expect similar diversity within the participants of this proposed
group. The original group included the principal (White Female), assistant principal (Asian
Female-of Indian descent) and members of the Parent Teacher Association, which included
Latinx parents from various countries, as well as African-American and White parents. Also
included were same-sex married members and members of various religious backgrounds. The
principal proudly shared these facts but did so in an explanation that they felt the need to better
understand one another’s backgrounds and experiences.
Specifically, from the notes taken during that first meeting between the three of us from
USF and the two elementary school administrators in early September 2014, the following
possible topics arose:
•

Conversations around race and difference

•

Helping parents understand what IB is and how having a diverse student
population and diverse school community are assets

•

Looking at human capital and globalization of language and culture

•

Following an IB curriculum inclusive of an intentionally diverse population
designed through school district recruitment and acceptance policy into the Carter
Elementary Magnet

•

Conversations around nation & identity with regards to globalization and race

•

Intersections of race and class, with the idea of supporting participants while also
conducting research
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Unlike research in its most
conventionally thought of forms,
Kemmis et al. (2014) points out that
Participatory Action Research (PAR)
stands out due to three attributes:
shared ownership of research projects,
community-based analysis of social
problems, and an orientation towards
community action (p. 11).
It was evident to me that a
project could be forged with shared

Figure 2. Components of P.A.R. (Kemmis et al., 2014)

ownership because it was wanted and
started by the participants themselves. The second attribute, community-based analysis of social
problems was also present as the school administrators and PTA wanted to come to better
understand and analyze issues of race, racism, and diversity brought to the surface through the
Trayvon Martin case. The participants furthermore expressed the desire for change within the
way they act and interact with one another, as well as others within their lives outside of the
school community. As PAR expresses “a commitment to bring together broad social analysis, the
self-reflective collective self-study of practice, and transformational action to improve things”
(Kemmis et al., 2014, p. 12) our first group discussion with the Parent Teacher Association board
members in attendance to discuss pertinent and timely issues related to race, racism, and
diversity. They were particularly interested in engaging in transformative discussions amongst
themselves.
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Diversity Group Meetings
The administrators, teachers, and parents came to name themselves the diversity group.
The group held most of their sessions in the teacher’s lounge, which is located off to the side of
the school cafeteria. where upon entry the ambiance is a total change from the bright and busy
student cafeteria. As opposed to fluorescent lighting of the bright and busy cafeteria, the
ambiance of the teachers’ lounge is calmingly lit by a hanging chandelier light fixture above
each of the three, large, round glass-covered tables. The entry door to the teacher’s lounge is to
the far-left corner. Upon entry stretching from the door to the wall opposite the entry door is a
long, narrow, table-like fixture along the entire left wall to the left, large windows along the wall
opposite the door clad with open blinds with a sink and cabinets in the corner opposite the entry
door. Continuing around the room, next was the door and entryway to a pair of staff restrooms
followed by a relaxing study area with glass covered coffee table upon an orange shag rug in
front of a 2-seater couch along the entry wall with 2 shelves of books directly above the couch.
Between the couch and entry door are a small table by the couch with a school phone atop it and
by the entry door decorative table with a decorative lamp sitting atop it.
Each Friday, the long table-like fixture was covered with food and drink items brought in
by parents on a rotating sign-up basis. Every Friday, guests of the school were invited to partake
of the edible riches laid-out for staff in the teacher’s lounge. My arrival was often after classes
had begun for the day, but there always remained food left over after teachers had come between
their arrival prior to the student drop-off time and the starting for instruction to begin.
The designated start time for our Diversity Group sessions was 9:00 AM, which allowed
time between classes starting at 8:00 AM and then for me to comfortably prepare for the start of
each session welcoming parents and other guests as they entered. This start time also allowed the
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principal and/or assistant principal time to confirm all is well throughout the campus prior to our
session starting. Our sessions were scheduled to end by 11:00 AM resulting in some staff starting
to arrive just before or just after we concluded each session in preparation for staff entering to eat
lunch. This lounge area was also one of two locations for staff restrooms, so it was common for
teachers and other adults to briefly pass through the lounge area on their way to/from the
restroom. These brief pass-throughs never caused any disruption to the flow of our discussions as
someone in the group not speaking always lets passers-by know that it is fine to enter whether it
be to grab items from the food and drinks table or a restroom stop.
On days when there was a big event like food being brought in for a holiday, I would
tend to sit on the sofa preparing for the day’s session because of all seating at the tables being
filled. In the case where there was an alternate meeting being held in the teacher’s lounge, I was
always referred to the principal’s conference room. Very much like the lighting in the teacher’s
lounge, the principal’s conference room also had the relaxing ambience of dim lighting as
opposed to the fluorescent lights throughout the halls, classrooms, and cafeteria. The decorations
in the principal’s conference room consisted of pictures and artifacts from cultures around the
globe with a very nice conference table surrounded by very large, swiveling, plush, leather chairs
on rolling casters. There were two chairs on opposing sides of a rectangle table with one on each
opposing end from the entry point to the opposing wall where even with the blinds opened, the
pouring in of sunlight was prevented by the tall huge-leaved plants outside. This is the location
where I would sit and prepare on the days I arrived extra early, while cafeteria staff and parents
were cleaning and preparing the teacher’s lounge. This principal’s conference room was where
we had our introductory session with the principal and assistant principal discussing plans for
starting what later became a PAR group. This room is also where I would often sit after our
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monthly sessions to reflect upon my visit, review my field notes and type entries into my
reflective journal.
Process of the C-PAR Study
The first session of group discussions was in line with what Kemmis et al. (2014)
describes as the “first task of people considering undertaking a C-PAR initiative [which is
forming] an initial group of co-participants… around a possible shared felt concern, to work out
what is happening in their shared setting” (p. 90). In this initial session on 22-Oct-14, I was
introduced to the PTA board members. The stories told by parents revolved strongly around the
questions, concerns and comments of their children about the Trayvon Martin 1 and Michael
Brown 2 shooting deaths, both at the hands of police. The conversation extended into the school
with questions about the interactions of racially and culturally distinct parents they witnessed
amongst one another during school functions/events/activities. The participants felt comfortable
enough to share portions of their personal life history to support or explain their worldviews
around these issues. Those discussions brought insight and built trusting relationships, which
later informed the later more organic development of this family histories study.
What was developing was what Kemmis & McTaggart (2000) describe as public spheres
which presuppose communicative freedom. The idea of public spheres allows participants to

1

On February 26, 2012, Trayvon Martin, an unarmed 17-year-old African-American high school student walking
home at night was viewed as suspicious by a self-appointed neighborhood watch person resulting in the man
confronting and fatally shooting the student in the resulting altercation. The end-result of the court case was an
acquittal of the shooter. This incident sparked national interests in discussions on race and negative assumptions
and expectations of young Black males.
2
On August 9, 2014, Michael Brown, an unarmed 18-year-old African-American was suspected of having robbed a
convenience store and by most witness accounts, was shot multiple times by an officer while his hands were up.
Reinforcing national attention on the shooting and killing of unarmed Black males, this case resulted in an
additional investigation of the Ferguson, Missouri Police Department by the US Department of Justice in which
racial discrimination was confirmed.
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participate at the level they individually feel most comfortable, whether as listener and observers
only, or by verbally contributing at their own will the amount they feel comfortable with (p.
310). When we had our next session on 24-Mar-15, I noted that the school principal made a point
to share with each new person entering our group discussion session that none of us in the group
take on any form of leadership position, but that we were all equal partners in this environment.
Table 3 below details the members of the group on this date, inclusive of their roles at the school
or in the community. Note also, that the volunteer who is a retired principal is also a friend of the
principal and her husband occasionally volunteers at the school. I attended these group
discussions typing notes without audio recording. The third and final meeting led by PTA
members, prior to my receiving CCSD study approval was held in April of 2015. Table 3 below
displays those participants, their roles, race and sex.

Table 3. Participation Roster

Name
A1
A2
O1
L1
X1
L1
B1
X2
R1
X3
A4
X4
B2
A3

Participation Roster
Participant’s Role
Race/Sex Start of Initial Participation
Principal
W/F
October 2014
Assistant Principal
Ind/F
October 2014
PTA President (2014-15)
B/F
October 2014
PTA Vice-Pres. (2014-15)
W/F
October 2014
PTA Secretary (2014-15)
B/F
October 2014
PTA Treasurer (2014-15)
W/M
October 2014
School Counselor
W/F
October 2014
First Grade Teacher
W/F
March 2015*
Parent (Grades 2 & 4)
H/F
March 2015
Volunteer (Retired Teacher)
H/F
March 2015*
Principal’s Husband
H/M
March 2015
Parent (Grades 2 & 4)
W/F
April 2015*
School Resource Officer
B/M
April 2015
Principal’s Secretary
B/F
April 2015
*Indicates participants who did not continue participating beyond the
pre-approval stage of group discussions.
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Kemmis et al. (2014) explain that in the development of this public sphere there is a need
for the research facilitator to engage in the iterative process of going between talking with
participants and identifying what their concerns are. I found this to be evident as I was unable to
identify who would participate in this public sphere until I knew what we intended to investigate,
while simultaneously not knowing what to investigate until I knew who would be participating.
“Don’t rush it” is the specific advice given by Kemmis et al. (2014) about this reconnaissance
stage of developing a C-PAR group/project. I was living the iterative process over a period of
extended months before my major professor and I agreed that I should pursue approval from the
school district for an IRB approved study. I had completed the opening of a communicative
space, which Kemmis et al. (2014) describes as the first stage, as “people need both space and
permission to bounce ideas around” (p. 91) and this group was providing just that, as we
continued to meet monthly for the remainder of the 2014-15 school-year.

Table 4. Session Participation

Name
R1
M1
X6
X7
X8
A3
A1

Session Participation
Participant’s Role
Race/Sex Sessions of Participation
PTA President (2015-16)
H/F
Sept. & Nov. 2015
PTA Vice-President (2015-16) H/F
Sept. & Nov. 2015
Parent (Grade 3)
W/F
September 2015
Parent (Grades 2 & 5)
H/F
September 2015
Teacher (Gifted)
W/F
September 2015
Principal’s Secretary
B/F
Sept. & Nov. 2015
Principal
W/F
Sept. & Nov. 2015
There was no group discussion held October 2015.

Ironically, near the end of the first session with the PTA board members in October of
2014, one of them had expressed that our groups’ sessions might possibly provide a dissertation
opportunity for me. I reserved a response at that time but was relieved to know that having this
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approval from the school district would ease my university IRB path. I secured IRB study
approval and facilitated our first audio recorded Diversity Group discussion with completed and
signed consent letters from all participants on December 11, 2015. From that point forward, we
met monthly through the end of the 2015-16 school-year with all participants continuing into the
2016-17 school-year, after the 2016 summer holiday break.

Table 5. Roster of Participants in the IRB Approved Research Project
Roster of Participants in the IRB Approved Research Project
Name
Participant’s School Connection
Race/Sex Signed IRB Consent
A1
Principal
W/F
11-Dec-2015
A2
Assistant Principal
Ind/F
11-Dec-2015
A4
Principal’s Husband
H/M
11-Dec-2015
M1
PTA Vice-President (Gr. 2, 4, &6) H/F
11-Dec-2015
A3
Principal’s Secretary
B/F
11-Dec-2015
L1
Parent (Grades 6, 6 & 6)
W/F
11-Dec-2015
L2
Parent (Grades 5 & 6)
W/M
11-Dec-2015
B1
School Counselor
W/F
11-Dec-2015
B2
School Resource Officer
B/M
08-Jan-2016
O1
Former Parent (Former PTA Pres.) B/F
08-Jan-2016
B4
Cafeteria Manager
B/F
12-Feb-2016
R1
PTA President 2015-17 (Gr. 3 & 5) H/F
12-Feb-2016
B5
School District Administrator
B/M
15-Apr-2016
L5
School District Principal Mentor
B/F
15-Apr-2016
M5
School District Board Member
W/F
15-Apr-2016
B6
Parent (Grades 3 & 5)
Ind/F
13-May-2016
L6
Parent (Grades 4)
Ind/F
13-May-2016
M6
Teacher Mentor
B/M
16-Sep-2016
O6
Teacher (Grade 4)
W/M
04-Nov-2016
O5
District Race Relations Supervisor B/F
09-Dec-2016
R5
District Guidance Supervisor
B/M
13-Jan-2017
L4
Parent (Grade 4)
B/F
17-Feb-2017
R6
Teacher (Music)
W/F
17-Feg-2017
*Indicates participants who did not continue participating after official
IRB approval was granted on 19-Nov-2015.
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Themes from the CPAR study that Informed the Family History Study
Immediately after each of the fifteen, two-hour group discussions, I would take time to
reflect, taking note of what stood out most during our discussions as well as my own reflections
and emotions that emerged from the discussions. I first reviewed my notes to confirm
recollections and then added any additional insight. I then formally performed a systematic
analysis of the recorded transcripts and came to construct four overarching themes that
dominated the discussions in the CPAR study: 1.) race and its intersection with other issues of
diversity, 2.) anti-oppressive stances, 3.) desire for intercultural communication, and 4.)
openness to reflection.
As I later reflected upon the many sub-topics that arose during the C-PAR study
discussions, I came to realize the first theme is the most outstanding. This foundational theme
was that for the participants in this study, issues of race and racism were focal. While sexism,
classism and other dimensions of diversity would become focal in specific stories shared, issues
of race and racism tended to intersect with topics of ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation,
cultural background, national ancestry, as well as sexism and classism. No matter what the topic
of discussion was, participants became engaged, but via systematic analysis of transcripts and
notes I found that race was the one topic each participant spoke to more than any other.
Of the remaining three themes that emerged, none were more robust than the others. In a
conversation around oppression that I had with the school counselor after one of our group
discussions, she expressed said “I am far more spiritual than religious”. I paused a moment and
shared with her that I recall many others in our group expressing similar sentiments-often
describing their stances against oppressive conditions in religious or spiritual terms. The school
principal, who was also a participant in the study, passed by and confirmed the same, saying to
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me, “You need to write this down. This could really help in your writing.” She then proceeded to
find a note pad and jotted notes from our discussion for me. When I later brought this subject up
in one of our next group discussions, one of the statements made by a participant, that was
strongly agreed upon by other participants, was that he does not want his religious beliefs to
infringe upon another person, what they believe and how they live their lives. I later confirmed
that the idea of not wanting ones’ religion or their own religious beliefs to oppress others
emerged as a primary theme. I concluded that it is the desire of participants who voluntarily
engage in a study addressing the sensitive topics of human diversity, with race as the foremost,
are not only more spiritual than religious but are against all forms of oppression.
It was also clear that the participants in the diversity group consistently came to express a
desire for intercultural communication. It is evident from the stories told by each of the repeat
participants in this study that they had/have a desire for understanding the ways, thoughts,
culture, and backgrounds of others, deeper than the surface or visual accounts people are most
recognize by or noticed for. While general factors about a person such as the food they eat, the
music they listen to, or the clothes they wear are curious to most, interculturalist are interested in
getting to know and understand those from cultures and backgrounds different than their own at
a much deeper level. Participants in this study expressed interests in better understanding others’
religious beliefs, their attitudes towards social status, their expectations of gender roles, the rules
of etiquette in their culture and more. These traits, of which there are many more examples,
support the theme of participants in this study having a desire for intercultural communication.
Lastly, a theme which I sensed would be advantageous for the recruitment of participants
in this study for my dissertation study, was that they would often speak of moments of reflection
they had in regards our past group discussions. In every session we held, participants were
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regularly sharing how they had thought about what we had previously discussed; how their
thoughts of a certain story shared by someone else effected how they reacted when incidents
later occurred in their lives; and how much they were looking forward to sharing stories of
incidents they witness or were involved in that they then repeatedly thought about until we met
again and wanted feedback from others of different backgrounds. During the sessions it was
always interesting to witness participants silently listening to the feedback of other participants
before responding with words that demonstrated they had reflected on their own experiences in
reference to what they were listening to before responding. In my curiosity about their reflecting,
I asked the entire group on multiple occasions, indirect questions about their reflecting on our
previous group discussion(s). While I would still remind them to reflect during my closing
statements of most sessions, I learned that participants in this study each maintained a constant
expectation of themselves to reflect. They were each open to reflection.
Once again, this study laid the groundwork to draw from for my dissertation study as not
only was there an elevated level of trust between myself and the participants who fit the selection
criteria, but they were extracted from a group of participants who each fit within the themes
which emerged in my previous study.
Summary
Chapter Three of this study has provided background information and historical details
about the Critical Participatory Action Research study from which this study evolved. Further
underlying this chapter has been information about the school attended by the children of the
families interviewed in this dissertation study. The context leading into this study, enhanced my
understanding of how purposeful the use of family histories would be for this study. Concluding
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this chapter was an explanation of the themes that emerged, thus helping the early development
of this research study, which also serves as an additional opportunity to contribute to multiple
fields of literature. Chapter Four will provide background regarding the methodology and
methods used for this dissertation study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY AND METHODS
In this chapter, I first introduce the methodology supporting the construction of this
study. I then explicate the research paradigm that informs this study and assumptions taken.
These steps support the purpose of this study to gain a deeper understanding of the stories
families tell regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and
their children/students. I then fully explain the participant recruitment and selection process used
in this study followed by the evidence gathering procedures. Lastly, this chapter will explicate
the process of analysis of evidence gathered before I close with explanations on confidentiality,
trustworthiness, and ethical considerations.
Methodology
The approach in this study is one of family history, which draws upon life history
methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 2001; Goodson &
Sikes, 2001; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014). Life history methods express the
importance of trust between the researcher and participants when engaging sensitive topics such
as issues of race and racism. In the previous chapter I introduced the role of the previous study as
setting context to build trust.
Research Paradigm
In this section, I describe the research paradigm of social constructivism, which supports
the construction of a family histories study. This will then be followed by explanations of
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participant profiles (Callahan, 1995) from life history methods as the collection of such evidence
will prove vital in conjunction with this study. This section will then end with a summary
supporting the usage of life history methods by demonstrating the fluidness from C-PAR into
family history for this qualitative dissertation study.
Social Constructivism. Research is located within paradigms (Lincoln, Lynham, &
Guba, 2011; Mertens, 2010) which reflect a conceptualized means of processing research
phenomena. Guba (1990) defines paradigm as ―a basic set of beliefs that guide action (p. 17). A
researcher’s epistemological and ontological assumptions reflect the paradigm in which a
research work resides (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Within social constructivism, “individuals seek
understanding of the world in which they live and work… develop[ing] subjective meanings of
their experiences… leading the researcher to look for the complexity of views rather than narrow
the meanings into a few categories or ideas” (Creswell, 2013, p. 24). Guba (1990) and Denzin &
Lincoln (2011) claim that research is constructed, interpreted, and defined by a researcher’s
beliefs regarding how the world is organized and studied. This paradigmatic standpoint posits a
subjectivist epistemology (Schwandt, 2007) and relativist ontology (Crotty, 1998; Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011). Subjectivist epistemology is guided by the belief that knowledge is filtered
through the interpretations of individuals, thus resulting in varied definitions (Schwandt, 2007).
Relativist ontology assumes reality exists within multiple truths regarding the nature of society
relative to the views of the individual (Crotty, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Schwandt (2002)
points out that under a constructivist frame the researcher should not attempt to impose
conventional order upon the ―messiness of human practices (p. 63).
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Table 6. Social Constructivism
SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIVISM (Creswell, 2013, p. 36)
Interpretive Frameworks and Associated Philosophical Beliefs
Ontological Beliefs
Multiple realities are constructed through our lived
experiences and interactions with others.
Epistemological
Reality is co-constructed between the researcher
Beliefs
and the researched and shaped by the individual
experiences.
Axiological Beliefs
Individual values are honored and are negotiated
among individuals.
Methodological
More of a literary style of writing used. Use of an
Beliefs
inductive method of emergent ideas (through
consensus) obtained through methods such as
interviewing, observing, and analysis of texts.

The goal of research engaging the social constructivist stance, is to “rely as much as
possible on the participants’ view of the situation… [with] subjective meaning… formed through
interaction with others and through historical and cultural norms that operate in individuals’
lives” (Creswell, 2013, p. 24/25). The constructivist stance endorses participant subjectivity,
individuality, voice and also captures the situational experiences of participants. It is with this in
mind, that I use profiles collected in individual interviews and focus group guided conversations
following the methods of life history (Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes,
2001; Olive, 2014). The C-PAR study described in chapter three previously provided an
opportunity for me and all other participants to better understand one another’s diverse beliefs
that serve to build trust in ways that honor each of our unique experiences, viewpoints, and
situations. Participants in the C-PAR study built strong relationships with one another as they
shared deep intimate stories from their experiences related to race, racial bias, and racism. This
family histories study provides the selected participants an opportunity to expand their depth of
knowledge gained during the C-PAR study.
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Life History. The broad purpose of life history is to “gain… insights into the broader
human condition by coming to know and understand the experiences of other humans” (Cole &
Knowles, 2001, p. 11). In speaking with the two family-units in the two focus groups of this
study, they shared life stories related to their experiences linked to racially socializing their
children and engaging school staff on issues of race and racism, providing new insights on the
subject at hand. Life history inquiry is about understanding a situation by coming to know how
the participants work with, deal with, operate within and teach/prepare their children to do the
same regarding the topic at hand (Cole & Knowles, 2001, p.11); in this case, race.
Life history methods provide the opportunity to “tap into contradictory subject positions
embedded within our lives that have been covered over and often forgotten may open up
possibilities for disrupting institutionalized power relationships” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 115). Making
sure to avoid what Sharkey (2004) refers to as “uncritical celebration of stories” (p. 496) stories
told by participants in this study were all intended to support the rationale for the views, actions
and/or reactions of each participant with their told stories. Further enabling this intention is each
relationship that has already been built between myself as the interviewer/researcher and the
primary participants.
In this study, I take an in-depth look at institutional power structures, which Sleeter
(2008) describes as “critical.” The underlying admittance of unequal relationships that exist
within institutional power is spoken to by Norquay (1990) who argues that our memories and
what we forget are based on an assumption of what constitutes normalcy in the society in which
one lives. Sleeter (2008) further explains that “[i]n critical approaches to self-examination,
personal and family experience is the beginning of a research process” (p. 115). The experiences
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shared by participants regarding issues of race and racism in this study address unequal
relationships that exist within institutional power.
In the interview process of both the primary participants and the additional family
members in the focus groups, they shared personal experiences from their lives regarding issues
of race and racism. To produce the critical incidents (Goodson & Numan, 2003) I extracted from
the life stories they shared, I approached the interviews with the expectation of there being an
underlying admittance of unequal relationships that exist within institutional power. Norquay
(1990) speaks to this inequity specifically in her argument that our memories and what we forget
are both based on an assumption of what constitutes normalcy in the society in which one lives.
Life stories shared by participants in this study consist of encounters and experiences
(personally involved and witnessed) in relation to race/ethnicity. In addition to race/ethnicity
overall there was a focus on the effects of; how those events have shaped them as individuals;
how they relate to other adults in their families, outside of their families, in racially homogenous
environments, in racially mixed environments, in school environments; in dealings with issues
related to race at their child(ren)’s school; and how, as a result of their experiences and resulting
views, they socialize their children and engage school staff regarding issues of race and racism.
Research Design
The research design I followed for this study was constructed with the intent to avoid
following a specific research method. Per Piantanida & Garman (1999), there should be no
pursuit of a single correct research method for a study, as such does not exist. Instead researchers
should focus on recognizing the purpose of their study and the research questions in order to best
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inform which research method or combination of methods work best for their study (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011).
In this section, I will first restate the purpose, research question and methods rationale of
this dissertation study. I will then provide a brief but detailed overview of the methods used for
conducting this dissertation study. This will be followed by the full explanations of all sections
starting with an overview then background information about portraits/profiles. Next, I will
explain the importance of having a relationship of trust built with recruited participants, before
detailing the methods used for participant collection and recruitment, including inclusive and
exclusive criteria applied. This section will then conclude by providing the specifics steps taken
for conducting this study, including; an explanation of the evidence gathering (data collection)
process, types of evidence gathered, how I gathered, thematized, designed, transcribed, analyzed,
verified (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), and stored evidence, and presented findings for this study.
Purpose. The purpose of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of how
families socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
Research Question. How do family histories inform the ways in which parents
socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism?
c. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
socialize their children around issues of race and racism?
d. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
engage school staff around issues of race and racism?
To achieve my research purpose, I used a research design that provided for the
participation of the members of the school community whom invited me to join them in their
pursuit of learning how to best negotiate their questions regarding race relations. I used research
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methods that allowed me and all participants to better understand the multiple perspectives of
fellow participants, to search for patterns, to be in close proximity with participants, and to
contextualize findings. Building profiles and learning from individual participants’ experiences
related to race is consistent with the Critical Life History approach of Sleeter (2008). Guided by
my research question, I have built upon the relationships that were established through my
previous study as the catalyst to this family histories study.
Participant Recruitment and Selection
Trust. For a researcher to have any expectation of an open dialogue with an interviewee,
a true sense of trust must exist between the researcher and the participant. Kemmis, et al., (2014)
speak specifically to this need when it comes to sensitive issues such as race, gender and climate
change. This study consists of participants sharing stories from their personal lives related to
how they socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism. Prior
to the initiation of this study, I had the level of trust needed with the participants recruited as they
were each looking forward to sharing stories from their life experiences related to race and
racism as well as stories related to how they socialize their children and engage school staff
around issues of race and racism throughout the recruitment and selection process.
On the topic of trust, Cole & Knowles (2001) explain that in conducting life history
research, a “sense of trust that stories will be treated with sensitivity is essential in this style of
working with people” (p. 147). Supporting the purpose of this study to gain a deeper
understanding of the stories families tell regarding issues of race and racism and how those
stories inform the socialization of their children and engagement of school staff around those
issues, Cole & Knowles (2001), citing Measor & Sikes (1992), continue by explaining that a
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“relationship of trust also provides opportunities for participants to explore deeper meanings and
to gain new insights” (p. 147).
The life history methods of profiles, life stories, and life histories used in this study
connect directly with the selection criteria for participants due to the sensitivity of the topic
resulting in a need for there to be trust between the researcher and the participants. Kemmis, et
al., (2014) state explicitly that “[m]any… researchers feel overwhelmed by the apparent
intractability of major social and environmental issues… [listing] race, gender, [and] climate
change… [as] example[s]” (p. 78). Issues of race and racism are pervasive in American culture
and thus reflected in American schools (Brooks, 2012; Fishman-Weaver, 2014; Howard &
Reynolds, 2008; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Ladson-Billing, 2004; Pollock, 2009;
Theoharis, 2009; Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000) yet the topic is one sensitive enough that
there is a need for a prominent level of trust for people to be willing to engage the topic. Issues
of race and racism, in fact, are too often overlooked, ignored or dismissed in American schools
(Davis, Gooden & Micheaux, 2015; Gooden, 2012; Rivera-McCutchen & Watson, 2014;
Theoharis & Haddix, 2011) confirming the advantage and/or need of a pre-existing relationship
built on trust between researcher and participants.
Chapter Three explained the history of the relationships I have built with the participants
selected for this dissertation study enabling open discussion about their personal lives in the
context of dialogue concerning race, racial bias, and racism. They were each additionally open to
and looking forward to sharing stories on how they and their additional family member(s) also
participating in this study together raising children, socialize their children and engage school
staff around issues of race and racism.
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Portraits/Profiles. Based on the stories I already knew from the relationships I had
previously built with my two primary participants, I constructed their portraits/profiles to paint
pictures of them which make them and their views, the featured points of the stories. I then
provide portraits/profiles of their family members who also participated in this study enhancing
the data pool. From the many life stories, I gathered from the five participants in this study, I was
then able to focus on specific issues and themes that arose from their stories. These steps then
resulted in final portraits. “[F]rom the picking of a hero or heroine to the seeking of data pools, to
the selection of issues and themes and to the final image or portrait that is drawn” Smith (1994)
expresses, “doing biography is an active constructionist activity” (p. 302). Smith (1994) provides
a list of labels given to variations of biography as, “portrayals, portraits, profiles, memoirs, life
stories, life histories, case studies, autobiographies, journals, diaries, and on and on” (p. 287).
Of the listed variations of biography/life writing, I used the combination of profiles of
interviewed participants in addition to specific life stories related to their family, personal and
social experiences with race and identity. The definition I use for profiles is a short, vivid
biographical and character sketch. The word “sketch” in the definition implies exactly that no
full-length biographies were recorded. My intention was to record identical specific demographic
and background information from each interviewee instead (see appendix A). In the development
of the profiles my goal was to use the format provided by Callahan (1995, p. 40):
Structure – There should be a flow, with a beginning, middle and end to the story.
Balance – It is beneficial to have all the ingredients of nonfiction: quotes, descriptions,
narrative, and anecdotes.
The Best Quotes – Choose quotes that reveal character, not general information.
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Color – It is advantageous to provide anything that will help readers see your subject and
understand the hows and whys of their behavior.
Details – Writing becomes colorful when details are included.
Anecdotes - These short, revealing stories are crucial in profiles.
Comprehensiveness - Research must be done in advance to be prepared for interviewing.
The portraits/profiles of the primary participants in this study are comprehensive as a result of
my supporting research I developed prior to their interviews during my previous study from
which they were selected. From these profiles of each participant interviewed, I then expanded
into specific life stories which explain their viewpoints on race and provide background to their
experiences regarding race, to better understand their stances throughout the study.

Participant Selection Criteria. The criteria for participant selection was that participants
Had to be parents who have:
1. participated in the Participatory Action Research (PAR) study I conducted 2014-2017.
2. attended at least half of the fifteen IRB approved sessions of the 2014-2017 PAR study.
3. willingly engaged issues related to the socialization of their children around issues of race
and racism.
4. willingly engaged school staff around issues of race and racism.
5. indicated that they have family members central to helping them raise their children and
who are also willing to participate in guided conversations about socializing their
children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
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Selection Criteria Rationale
Rationale for Criteria-1: Participants are parents who participated in the Participatory Action
Research (PAR) study I conducted 2014-2017.
In this section, I will start by clarifying the classification of “parents” in the criteria. I will
then continue by explaining the rationale for selection of participants for this study from this
particular group. Participants in the PAR study I conducted included school community
members, parents, former parents, administrators, teachers and other school staff of this one
school. The rationale for selecting from the categorization of parents in that study is based on the
focus of the research question being on ways in which parents socialize their children and engage
school staff around issues of race and racism.
Researchers who choose to use a life history approach do so based on the fundamental
reason that “they believe that detailed, personal information about how people have perceived
and experienced things that have happened in their lives will enable them to better understand
whatever they are studying” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 91). The purpose of this study is to gain
a deeper understanding of the stories families tell regarding issues of race and racism and how
those stories inform the socialization of their children and engagement of school staff around
those issues. The participants in the PAR study I conducted from 2014 through May of 2017
were ideal candidates for participation based on their proven willingness to share personal stories
and engage issues related to race and racism.
Per Cole & Knowles (2001): “It is critical that the life history researchers cultivate and
maintain ongoing, trusting relationships” and they continue explaining that there is a stronger
possibility of deeper insight, the closer the relationship is and the stronger level of trust that exist
between the researcher and participant(s). Cole & Knowles (2001) support these claims by
sharing how they “developed trust through… ongoing commitment to those individuals’ lives”
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(p. 201). With each of the repeat participants from my previous study, I have a relationship
constructed upon the trust that had been built between us throughout my ongoing commitment to
their individual lives since December 2014. This bond of trust then enabled having open
discussions about how they socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race
and racism.

Rationale for Criteria-2, 3, & 4: Participants are parents who attended at least half of the
fifteen IRB approved sessions of my 2014-2017 PAR study.
My 2014-2017 PAR study received IRB approval in November of 2015. Starting in
December of 2015, we then continued to have monthly group discussions during the school-year
with the only omitted month being that of March-2016. Two of the four parents (not inclusive of
former parents) have attended at least half (8) of the IRB approved PAR study monthly group
discussions. Table 7 below illustrates participant attendance during the IRB approved period of
my previous study.
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Table 7. Participant Attendance During the IRB Approved Portion of the 2014-17 C-PAR Study

Name
A1
A2
A4
M1
A3
L1
L2
B1
B2
O1
B4
R1
B5
L5
M5
B6
L6
M6
O6
O5
R5
L4
R6
A5
A6

Participant Attendance During the IRB Approved Portion of my 2014-17 PAR Study
School
Race Dec Jan Feb Apr May Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
Connection
/Sex '15 '16 '16 '16 '16 '16 '16 '16 '16 '16 '17 '17 '17
Principal
W/F
Assnt. Prin.
Ind/F
5
Prin. Husband H/M
3
PTA V.P.
H/F
Prin. Sec.
B/F
5
Former Parent W/F
Parent
W/M
Counselor
W/F
Officer
B/M
7Past PTA Pres. B/F
6
Parent
B/F
3
PTA President H/F
3
District Admin. B/M
District Mentor B/F
District Board W/F
Parent
Ind/F
Parent
Ind/F
School Mentor B/M
Teacher
W/M
District Sprvsr. B/F
2
District Sprvsr. B/M
Parent
B/F
Teacher
W/F
Visiting Teacher B/M
Visiting Teacher B/F
Parents of students enrolled at the Gr. K-5 reseach site in 2016-17 are highlighted in gray.

Apr May
'17 '17
13

8
10
9
15

2

Selection Criteria 2, 3 and 4 are that of parents who not only are willing to engage issues
of race and racism, but who prioritize engagement by evidence of their consistent participation in
the PAR study. My PAR study revolved around their engagement with issues around race and
racism. In using life history methods for this family histories study, I share the broad purpose of
life history, as explained by Cole & Knowles (2001), as being “about gaining insights into the
broader human condition by coming to know and understand the experiences of other humans”
(p. 11). Repeat participants, during each session they attended, shared stories from their personal
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lives which demonstrated complete engagement with issues related to the socialization of their
children and engagement of school staff around issues of race and racism. This enhanced the
likelihood that I would be able to extract rich context from the lives of the two primary
participants who fit the selection criteria, supported and enriched by stories from their family
members in the designed focus group sessions. The focus group guided conversations hence
allowed me to focus on how family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their
children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism.

Rationale for Criteria-5: Participants are family members who collectively raise their children
and who are also willing to participate in guided conversations about socializing their children
and engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
Goodson & Sikes (2001) repeatedly clarify how, similar to Participatory Action
Research, “life history research is in essence a collaborative methodology” (p. 102). Just as the
primary participants selected for this study have repeatedly demonstrated their willingness to
engage issues of race and racism, it is not surprising that the ways in which they socialize their
children and engage school staff on these issues involves family members who are also willing to
do the same. This research was made possible as a result of the selected participants agreeing to
tell their stories with my “reasonable belief that the stories they tell consists of no deliberate
intentions to lie or deceive” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 102). Not only were both of the invited
primary participants looking forward to participating in this study throughout the recruitment and
selection process, but so were their invited family members. As a result of the relationships I had
built with the participants in my previous study, they had shared many of their experiences
interacting with me, with the adult family members they invited to participate in the focus group
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guided conversations. Their spouses and parent were thus looking forward to meeting me and
engaging in guided conversations related to the socialization of their children and engagement of
school staff around issues of race and racism from the moment they were each first invited.
Introduction of Participants
Please note that the first names and family names of every participant in this study as
well as any name of individuals mentioned by participants are all pseudonyms.
Thomas
Thomas (a primary participant) is a 48-year-old White male who was born in a large city
in Pennsylvania, attended early elementary in private Catholic schools in update New York, and
completed grades 4-12 at private Catholic schools only, living near Baton Rouge, LA.
Marie
Marie is a 46-year-old White woman who was born and raised in a large metropolitan
area near the Georgia/Florida border. She attended private Catholic schools only throughout her
K-12 years of schooling.
Alexia
Alexia (a primary participant) is a 37-year-old Hispanic female male who grew up in NJ
in a small city near a bridge into NYC through elementary school and continued her publicschool education completing middle and high school in a large metropolitan area in Florida.
Antonia
Antonia is a 63-year-old Hispanic female who was born in Colombia, moved to the USA
upon completing high school, met her first husband soon after with whom she had a son and
soon thereafter, her daughter Alexia.
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Andre
Andre is a 40-year-old African-American male who was born in a segregated Black town
in Florida before his mother married a man in the armed services resulting in him spending
grades 2-12 growing up on US armed service bases in various countries outside the USA.
Evidence Gathering (Data Collection)
Goodson & Sikes (2001) explicate that “life history samples tend to be small” (p. 22).
They further share that “[i]t is impossible to say how many informants should be involved in any
project. So much depends on the aims of the research, on the topic, and on what is actually
possible” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001). While individual interviews were conducted only with the
primary participants, the number of participants individually engaged in guided conversations in
this study was considered adequate once “sufficient [information] had been collected and
saturation occur[ed] and variation [wa]s both accounted for and understood” (Morse, 1994, p.
230).
Extending beyond the details shared by individual participants, I openly express my role
in constructing the life histories presented in my dissertation. In doing so, I created what
Germeten (2013) refers to as a “new” story based in the logic that stories, “may be different from
the order in which things are presented by the subject. The logic is controlled by the researcher
and derives from selections of statements that form the basis for creating a holistic history” (p.
623). I utilized what Goodson & Sikes (2001) refer to as “listening beyond,” by finding core
themes and/or concepts from the clues and hints provided in the context of the words shared by
participants in each focus group. Germeten (2013) said that from his past experience, he knew
that “analysis of the interviews starts at the time you turn on the tape recorder and listen through
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the interview for the first time” (p. 622). With similar intent to “listen beyond” I followed in the
steps of Germeten (2013), who explained his procedures of assuring listening beyond by not
taking notes during interviews in order to maintain eye contact with interviewees, followed by
personally transcribing interviews.
Limiting the number of interviews to four sessions was intentional. The sampling
selection provided a diverse population consisting of; the two primary participants, 1-1 female to
male; primary participant racial demographic representation, one Caucasian, one Hispanic.
Additional known demographics include the Caucasian wife of the Caucasian primary
participant; the African-American husband of the Hispanic primary participant; and her Hispanic
mother as well.
Pilot Interviews. I conducted two individual pilot interviews with participants from my
previous PAR study, not in this study. (See Appendix B for pilot interview questions.) While I
did not use their responses in this dissertation study, their responses and the experience overall,
were vital in my preparing the protocol of the semi-structured interview questions I designed for
the individual interviews. The first pilot interview was with a school staff member during a
school-day in her office. The interview was scheduled for two-hours and lasted nearly ninety
minutes. The second pilot interview was also scheduled for two-hours but lasted nearly threehours. This session was held in the home of a former parent who continued participating in the
PAR study during its final year after her youngest child had completed elementary school the
previous year. This experience confirmed my expectation that a guided conversation based
around the same semi-structured questions would develop into stories told by the participants
that may be more extensive with some than others. These two pilot interviews were conducted on
consecutive days during the third week of May-2017.
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Individual Interviews. I conducted individual interviews of the two primary participants
on two consecutive days during the final week of May-2017. Based on my field notes taken
during the pilot interviews I had modified the protocol which was then IRB approved prior to
usage with the two primary participants’ individual interviews. I allowed both participants to
exhaust every story they could think of in relation to the study with Thomas’s interview lasting a
few minutes longer than the two hours set aside for the interview and Alexia’s interview lasting
more than an hour longer than the two hours we had planned.
Focus Groups. From the notes I had taken during my initial review of the individual
interview sessions, I created the protocol for the focus group sessions. The primary function of
the focus group sessions was thus to provide what Seidman (2006) refers to as the “focused life
history” of the participant, tasked to contextualize and contemporize their life experiences
relative to the topic of scrutiny (p. 17). I conducted guided conversations with two focus groups.
Each focus group consisted of one primary participant and the adult family members he/she
invited. Family members invited by the primary participants were those adult family members
who help them in raising and socializing their children and engage school staff around issues of
race and racism. I arranged focus group interview date/times with the primary participants.
I sat in the exact same seat for each focus group session that I had previously sat in for
the individual interviews of the same participants. Focus Group-1 with Thomas and Marie lasted
forty-five minutes short of the two hours we had scheduled while Focus Group-2 with Alexia,
her mother, Antonia, and her husband, Andre, lasted seventy-five minutes beyond the two hours
we had scheduled. The dates and times chosen for the focus group sessions were selected by the
participants to best fit their combined schedules. Each focus group session was scheduled for two
hours to provide time for in-depth answers while also intending to be considerate of the time
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restraint regarding the needs of each family. Each session was audio recorded with an RCA
digital recorder (Model voxx2012).
Follow-up Interviews. I conducted a follow-up guided conversation with both primary
participants as a member check opportunity as saturation was reached during both focus group
guided conversations. These final interview sessions were not recorded, and I instead relied on
note taking as I typed on my computer in a MSWord document throughout the course of both
video chat sessions. Not inclusive of the general friendly information asking about how one
another’s families are doing, how the summer holiday break is going, etc., each session lasted
less than twenty minutes with all remaining answers I had, answered and enough information
provided to the primary participants that they had no additional questions. I provided them each
with the opportunity to choose pseudonyms, which they were both excited about and informed
me that they would provide the same for the family members who participated in the focus
groups to me soon after.
Reflective Journaling. During individual interviews and focus group sessions, I kept a
record of observations through reflective journaling or reflective field notes. Locke, Spirduso &
Silverman (2013) speaks of field notes as synonymous with “the art of recording observations”
(p. 112) while Saldaña (2016) refers to journal entries as one of multiple forms of “analytic
memos” (p. 44). In my past qualitative research experience, analogous to Saldaña (2016), “I
found it difficult… to write freely and analytically within the bounded parameters of an artificial
memo category as a framing device” (p. 44). I, therefore, typed a form of reflective journaling in
an MSWord document saving directly on a cloud server with date, time and locations stated at
the start of each new entry.
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I also handwrote general information on the printed interview questions protocol I
brought to each session, but this consisted of only one-to-three-word reminders of information
that could not be captured via audio recording. I made note of body language, expressions,
people entering/exiting the room in which the interview or focus group guided conversations
were held, etc. I made sure to then use these handwritten comments to include this information
during my journaling session always held within twenty-four hours of the interview or focus
group session concluding. I also created a separate reflective journal while analyzing transcripts,
resulting in initial coding in one MSWord document then reverting to the other MSWord
document when I had thoughts, memories or comments to follow excerpts from each transcript.
Reflective Field Notes. Within my Reflective Journal I also included field notes on
general observations of interactions and discussions leading up to and following the interview
and focus group sessions capturing the physical settings and overall moods of the setting/
environment. As per the suggestion of Saldaña (2016), I kept my smartphone handy to make
immediate notes to then transfer to and expound upon in this document later (p. 45). Miles et al.,
(2014) provides arguments for the usage of minimal prior instrumentation, a lot of prior
instrumentation and a category titled “it depends” (p. 38-42) all followed by advice of which to
use when. Instead of prior instrumentation, I recorded observation evidence in the forms of
reflective journaling and field notes in MSWord documents based on the following criteria from
Miles et al. (2014):
•

Rich context description is needed.

•

Concepts are inductively grounded in local meanings, not defined ahead by the lead
researcher.

•

This study is exploratory/inductive, not theory-driven.
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•

The intent of this study is descriptive.

•

There is basic research emphasis as opposed to being evaluation or policy focused.

•

This study is of this singular case, not a multiple case study.

•

Comparability is not a proposed factor.

•

Generalizing is not a concern.

•

This is a qualitative, free-standing study, not quantitative or multi-methods.
Transcription. While it was my plan and intention to personally transcribe both

individual interviews and both focus group recordings, due to time restraints this was not
possible. I personally transcribed the individual interview with the male primary participant and
due to time restraints paid a transcription service for the other individual interview and both
focus group guided conversations. Keeping in mind that transcription is, “the conversational
interaction between two physically present persons… [becoming] abstracted and fixed in a
written form (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 177),” I recognize my intended purpose in
personally transcribing being to preserve accuracy in the records of evidence I gather. I did,
however, build an intimately close connection with the recordings and transcripts regardless of
whether the original transcription was personally conducted or via a transcription service due to
my extensive process of confirming the accuracy of each transcript.
To confirm accuracy of each transcript I listened to the recordings while reading each
transcript thoroughly making corrections and other modifications along the way. I also
conducted selective transcribing on the final focus group guided conversation transcript while
waiting for the final transcript from the transcription service during the final days of completing
the first draft of my dissertation. My selective transcribing was due to the transcription company
finally replying to multiple phone calls out of concerns with the length of time that had passed
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since submitting the recording for transcribing. They informed me that the transcript would not
be ready for more than an additional month.
Personally-transcribing one individual interview and following the confirmation process I
described for the other, both helped to disallow a processing time-gap and also better prepared
me for subsequent interviews (Rubin & Rubin, 2011). I used precise transcribing methods
(Rubin & Rubin, 2011) to maintain accuracy. In efforts to minimize the fact that “transcripts are
impoverished, decontextualized renderings of live interview conversations (Kvale & Brinkmann,
2009, p. 178),” I notated pausing words and sounds as well as extended silences and other such
pauses and/or hesitations. Many of the important physical gestures I would like to have been in
the transcript were instead notated in my field notes and then typed into my reflective journal
making sure that all note-worthy information was gathered as evidence. As many details as
possible that could influence the interpretation of the evidence were noted and included to
provide the highest level of accuracy.
Member Checks. Via video conferencing, I conducted three member check sessions
with each of the two primary participants. The first member check session followed the final
follow-up interview differing in that I used no form of a script for guided conversation. Prior to
this first member check session, I emailed the primary participants the complete transcripts of
our individual interview, their focus group guided conversation, and the initial draft of the
narratives I had created from those transcripts. Preceding the second and third member check
sessions I had with both primary participants, also via the WhatsApp video-chat venue, I once
again sent their individual and focus group transcripts which I had further amended as a result of
continued daily reviews and re-reading along with listening to the recordings.
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Prior to the final member check session, I included the critical incidents I had crafted
from their shared family histories. With the primary participants speaking on behalf of their
family members who participated, I took notes during each member check session to confirm I
had made each change requested. I also invited participants and their families to attend my
dissertation defense with plans to introduce them only as my friends. It was my deliberate effort
to make sure the final product of this dissertation represented what my participants intended and
that they were not in disagreement with my portrayal of their words and stories. What stood out
most to me as a result of each of the member check session was that they were both/each/all
more interested in what I thought of, and got out of, their stories and the end-result of the study,
as opposed to any desire to have their stories told any specific way.
Analysis
Smith, Flowers & Larkin, (2009) describe the relationship the researcher has with the
evidence gathered as a “double hermeneutic,” whereby researchers strive to make sense of the
participant making sense of his/her lived experience (p.35). In addition, the researcher’s
ideological and value commitments impact his or her interpretation of the participant’s lived
experiences (Cole & Knowles, 2001). Therefore, while coding and analyzing evidence gathered,
the researcher’s knowledge and reflection on analytical lens is critical (Saldaña, 2003, 2016).
Coding. I used descriptive, initial and process coding to provide analytical leads for
in-depth exploration (Saldaña, 2016) allowing all evidence gathered to guide my coding and
subsequent analysis. Analysis occurred using multiple re-readings and an inductive system of
coding as I read, reviewed, re-read, and re-reviewed each interview multiple times utilizing a
memo file (Rubin & Rubin, 2011) to note elements within the evidence gathered that stood-out
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to me or that I recognized as connecting directly to the research question, eventually reaching
saturation. Saldaña (2016) describes various lenses through which researchers’ code evidence
gathered; some coding schemes relevant to this study include Descriptive, Initial and Pattern
Coding. Each has advantages based upon the purpose and research question of this study.
Although Saldaña (2009) distinguishes between these coding lenses, they each contain elements
of the others.
This study also involved acts of deconstruction, or dissecting text for tacit meanings.
While doing so could have been facilitated through the commonly used process of analytic
memoing (Saldaña, 2016), I forewent memoing to avoid the reinforcement of my preconceived
thoughts upon the evidence gathered (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Instead, I simultaneously created
reflective journal notes later used in the third level of analysis and triangulation. In this study, I
conducted multiple iterations of reviewing and analyzing the evidence gathered against
literature-based categories inductively and deductively, resulting in a fluidity in coding,
particularly where my interpretations placed evidence gathered in multiple categories (Saldaña,
2009, 2016). While verifying the accuracy of both interview transcripts by carefully listening and
simultaneously reading them, I also began inductive and deductive coding using both an apriory
coding system based on my literature review and adding codes based on evidence gleaned from
the interviews.
I employed both inductive and deductive processes to code throughout the formal
analysis process (Miles et al., 2014, Saldaña, 2003, 2016). I began coding inductively based on
what emerged from the transcripts of the individual interviews in the first round of analysis. This
created my initial analysis matrices (Miles et al., 2014, Saldaña, 2003, 2016). Next, I reviewed
the extensive list of codes developed from emergent themes in comparison to the coding system I
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had originally designed a priori from the literature review. I then began to group, categorize, and
develop abstractions (main categories) leading to conceptual mapping and/or a model for
answering the two research sub-questions (Miles et al., 2014). Specifically, I began with multiple
readings of interview transcripts, listening to the recorded interviews, and structurally coding
individual interview text against literature-based categories defined operationally (Miles et al.,
2014, Saldaña, 2016). I concluded my analysis of evidence gathered by structurally coding
evidence from my reflective journals; subsequently returning to the individual interview
transcripts and focus group transcripts to begin to pattern and theme the evidence gathered
(Miles et al., 2014, Saldaña, 2003, 2016).
To display the vigorous systematic process used in the analysis of evidence gathered,
tables 9.1 – 9.4 (in Appendix H) display the evolution of coding from the initial emergent codes
from the first round of coding to the eventual codes used for the triangulation of all four
transcripts and each corresponding reflective journal and all reflective field notes. The frequency
of codes is intentionally omitted in these displayed tables, as I forwent the quantitative step of
tabulating or counting in favor of focusing on the impact of the critical incidents shared by the
participants (Saldaña, 2016).
Saldaña (2016) explicates that, “Coding is just one way of analyzing qualitative data, not
the way (p. 289).” My purpose and intention in this findings chapter is based on the Miles et al.
(2014) explanation above. I took the advice of Saldaña (2016) to focus the parameters of my
study in efforts to find its core presented in this section. Saldaña, (2016) states that “Regardless
of codes applied to them, extract no more than 10 quotes or passages from your field notes,
interview transcripts, documents, analytic memos, or other data that strike you as the most vivid
and/or representative of your study (p. 274/275).” The design of this write-up applies the “top100

10” (Saldaña, 2016) list in the form of critical incidents extracted from the evidence gathered and
based upon emergent themes. For a full explanation and understanding of the impacts within
each theme, I narrate the analysis processes I used in each level of analysis in the following
evidence analysis sections.
Inductive Analysis. I conducted this first round of coding using inductive coding on the
individual interview with Alexia. (See Table 9.1 in Appendix H for the full list of initial
inductive codes.) I was able to add the few codes not addressed in Alexia’s interview which I
knew would be used in Thomas’s in my next round of revising the list of codes. (See Table 9.2 in
Appendix H for the first revised list of inductive codes.) I was completely encapsulated by what I
was hearing as I was listening to the recorded individual interview of Alexia, making corrections
to the transcript and also making entries into a reflective journal based on thoughts, memories,
questions for asking during the focus group session. I did all of this simultaneously along with
using the highlighting and “Review” functions of Microsoft Word to re-affirm coding. Upon
completion of my first revision to the initial codes, I continued to revise the codes while
continuing efforts to complete transcription of the first interview. (See Table 9.3 for the second
revised list of inductive codes.)
Deductive Analysis. My analysis was guided by my conceptual framework focusing my
analysis around: Socialization (leadership, students, parents/families); Engagement (leadership,
students, parents/families); and issues of race and racism (related to socialization and
engagement between leadership, students, parents/families) with focus of issues of race and
racism on individually centered experiences related to issues of race and racism and power that
manifests in structural levels. Even though Creswell (2015) provides a list of six steps in
analyzing and interpreting evidence, it is also clear through his explanation that it is both an
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iterative process as well as multiple steps being performed simultaneously process with overlaps
throughout all six steps (p. 236-237). Those six steps, in no particular order, are: gathering
evidence, preparing evidence for analysis, reading through the evidence, coding the evidence,
coding text for research presentation themes and coding text for descriptions in the research
presentation. I hence experienced the analysis process as one that was a continual process
throughout this study.
Miles et al. (2014) provides a list of CAQDAS (Computer Assisted Qualitative Data
Analysis Software) but also state that such software is not needed for small studies (p. 48). I
started out using Dedoose software for analysis, but diverting from this usage of this software
beyond organizing the evidence gathered into the tables seen in Appendix H. When using
CAQDAS, it is up to the researcher which tools within the software to use and which not to use.
In using Dedoose, I also followed the advice of Miles et al. (2014) by working at my own
comfort level with computer technology extending my understandings with help from fellow
doctoral candidates using the same software (p. 48). I chose not to use the software for a
tabulation of occurrences of codes, except for noting which codes were not used at all in the
evidence gathered from either participant nor his/her family focus group.
The third revised list of inductive codes (See Table 9.4 in Appendix H) is the set of codes
I first used in Dedoose re-coding the individual interview I originally coded and coding the other
individual interview. The focus group guided conversations were conducted in this second phase
of analysis. Many of the stories shared in the individual interviews were reinforced during the
focus group session, but some stories were also altered by the primary participant agreeing with
what his/her spouse or mother said regarding their recollection of the same incidents. This focus
group round was also beneficial in that it provided insight to the additional participants when I
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based questions around information provided to me by the primary participant which they were
enlightened to learn of. I was originally planning to use this same coding system seen in Table
9.4 for all transcripts and reflective journals, but instead narrowed my focus to the research
questions (shown in Table 8 below) prior to the return of the focus group transcripts.

Table 8. Final Version of Codes used for Analysis in Dedoose
RacialSocialization
RacialSocialization
CulturalSocializationOrSupport
PreparationForBias
ColorConsciousRacialLogic
AntiOppression
AntiOppressionStance
AntiRacismStance

ParentalEngagement
ParentalEngagement
InvolvementVsEngagement
RecognizingSystemicRacism
InterculturalConnectivity

As I did in the previous round of coding, for the focus groups I listened to the audio
version of the interviews while following along and making corrections in the transcript. I made
these corrections in the reflective journal I was simultaneously creating due to not being able to
do so directly in Dedoose. My reflective journal entries were based on my thoughts, memories
and questions to ask during the final follow-up interview with the primary participant and
member check session with them.
Table 8 details the final analysis built from the research question:
How do family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and
engage school staff around issues of race and racism?
a. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
socialize their children around issues of race and racism?
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b. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members
engage school staff around issues of race and racism?
Seidman (2006) stresses that meaning making occurs in each interview, however, these
final follow-up individual interviews with both primary participants brought meaning-making to
the forefront as I confirmed how the story I am telling in this dissertation fits with the stories
they both felt were told by themselves and their family members. It was quite interesting to learn
that they were both more interested in learning what I got out of the entire process, as opposed to
any desire to have their stories told any certain way. Knowing one another from their children
attending the same school, both being active members of the PTA at that school, and both having
participated in the PAR study I conducted over the past three school-years also resulted in them
both being very interested in the information gathered from the other. They are both, thus, very
much looking forward to this final product and presentation.
Reporting. In this study, I created profiles of each participant. These profiles are short,
vivid, biographical character sketches, not full biographies of the participants (Cole & Knowles,
2001). These profiles are based on participants responses, including their perceptions of their
identities and are inclusive of where they spent their childhood, adolescent, and early adult years.
Further adding to these profiles is their individual background information regarding what types
of environments they lived within at each of those stages of life. This study is crafted from
participants’ shared life stories from their experiences related to issues of race and racism in both
individual, and focus group guided conversation session.
Through the stories shared by the participants, I also recognize that participants present
themselves as what Goodson & Sykes (2001) refer to as “negotiated subjects”, implying that as
interviewees reflect upon their past, they are also trying to make sense of those past experiences
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in the context of their current understandings. Their doing so, in essence, is a portrait of the
complexity of social life (Germeten, 2013). Having control of the construction of the overall
presentation in my dissertation, I am creating what Germeten (2013) refers to as a “new” story
based in the logic that, “may be different from the order in which things are presented by the
subject. The logic is controlled by the researcher and derives from selections of statements that
form the basis for creating a holistic history” (p. 623).
Concluding my analysis, I used triangulation as a process of cross-checking multiple
sources of evidence in effort to increase the credibility of research findings (Creswell, 2002,
2009, 2013, 2015; Locke et al., 2013 Wolcott, 2005). Utilizing evidence gathered from both
individual interviews, both focus group interview sessions, my reflective journal with
observation notes, and my reflective field notes, I transitioned from the process of formally
analyzing, organizing, and coding into triangulating the major themes, into post-coding and prewriting (Saldaña, 2016). Upon reaching this stage I selected a limited number of ideas that had
emerged from the study to prioritize the wealth of evidence gathered and reflect upon the
essential meaning of the total sum produced (Saldaña, 2016, p. 274).
Additionally beneficial to my analysis process, was sharing with my participants and
gaining further insight to the development of my writing from their feedback. I explained this
process in the Member Checks sub-section just prior to this analysis section. When I reached the
pre-writing stage I tried more than one of the many ideas put forth by Saldaña (2016) to inspire
the development of rounding out a conclusion to this study through findings and conclusions.
From Saldaña (2016) list of top-10 quotes or passages, I simply asked myself; what I felt the top3 themes generated by the study were, then wrote about each theme generated one at a time. I
found this to be a challenge midway through the process and reverted to another option offered
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by Saldaña (2016), writing the conclusion first to inspire my writing of major outcomes which
led up to that conclusion.
Confidentiality
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) required signed consent forms for participants to
participate in this study. The USF, IRB consent form outlined the parameters for the study in
terms of rationale for the study, benefits and risks associated with the study, and steps taken to
ensure the complete anonymity of participants’ information. A copy of the IRB consent form is
presented in Appendix F.
Writing Findings
In this study, the literature I reviewed proved to be a foundational support for the
following categories defined operationally and developed through analysis of the evidence
gathered. These categories of racial socialization and parent engagement around issues of race
and race and racism essentially comprise themes or threads, that intertwine and strengthen the
categories (Mayan, 2009; Saldaña, 2003, 2016). The emergent themes I recognized in this study
are overt racism, covert racism, awakening, closeness, and an umbrella theme of both families
deciding to place their children in the same school.
I wrote the findings in a manner displaying “critical incidents” (Callahan, 1995) extracted
from the shared life stories of each participant. In the writing of findings, I first share critical
incidents experienced by the Bender parents individually, followed by a critical incident of the
Bender family related to racial socialization, then another critical incident related to engaging
school staff around issues of race and racism. Using the same pattern, I then followed with
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critical incidents from the life stories of the three participants of the Jones’ family individually,
followed by critical incidents of the Jones related to racial socialization, then another related to
engaging school staff around issues of race and racism. I conclude my presentation of the
findings from both families with their reasoning for choosing the same school for their children
as the opposing family in this study.
These critical incidents will include citing specific comments from each participant at
each level of evidence gathered; i.e., individual interviews, focus group guided conversations and
reflective journals and field notes. Later, in chapter six, I will present a discussion of the findings
providing a cross-synthesis from the two families on how both families chose the same school
for their children to attend, providing an integrated analysis respective to the most prevalently
noted categories (Miles et al., 2014) in this section above. In my presentation of emergent themes
relative to the research questions, I will also discuss coinciding implications for the future use of
Critical Family History (Sleeter, 2008, 2011, 2014) and overall life history research in building
parental engagement, enhancing racial socialization skills, and opening at-home, at-school and
general public conversation around addressing issues of race and racism as discussed.
Trustworthiness
To increase the credibility and trustworthiness of the findings of this study, I made sure to
adhere to credibility measures (Miles et al., 2014 Saldaña, 2016). As part of this effort, I
conducted triangulation of evidence gathered as a means of looking for convergence among the
individual interviews, focus group guided conversations, and my reflective journals and field
notes. As mentioned earlier, I also conducted member checks inclusive of participants having the
opportunity to review and amend any of their responses during either the individual interviews or
the focus group sessions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Additionally, I chose to use a systematic
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coding and analysis method with the intention of offsetting possible impact of my personal
ideology upon the evidence gathered.
In the end, however, in keeping alignment with the qualitative lens and assumptions of
the critical paradigm, per Creswell & Miller (2000), I used researcher reflexivity, disclosing my
personal beliefs and biases early in this study. Also from the critical paradigm, credibility is
enhanced by having collaboration from participants as Creswell & Miller (2000) explains that,
“[t]his validity lens is one of building the participant’s view into the study” (p. 128). Credibility
is further enhanced in this study via the constructionist lens (Smith, 1994) as I used thick rich
descriptions (Miles et al., 2014). Through this constructionist lens, it is my intention that in
chapters five and six, readers feel, “they have experienced, or could experience, the events being
described… [or that you feel] transported into settings or situations described” (Creswell &
Miller, 2000, p. 129).
The data in the form of all documents and information related to the study has been
stored securely in accordance with Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines. Inherent to this
family histories study is the degree to which readers may determine the possibility of a level of
transferability to their cases (Miles et al., 2014). Finally, I conducted this study for my
dissertation as partial fulfillment of requirements for conferral of a Doctor of Philosophy degree;
therefore, my major professor conducted external audits of the research at critical points,
providing guidance as needed. The aforementioned measures not only strengthen credibility and
trustworthiness of the study but increase the quality and rigor as well (Piantanida & Garman,
1999).
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Ethical Considerations and Procedures
I followed all guidelines of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) in the process of
acquiring IRB approval to conduct this study. Assurances of confidentiality and anonymity were
included in the IRB approved consent form and attached in Appendix F. Moreover, I informed
participants of their rights to choose to participate or not to participate followed by reconfirming
this understanding and receiving their verbal agreement of the same via audio recording at the
start of their recorded interview and/or focus group session. Each participant was further
reminded of their rights to withdraw from the study at any time. Additionally, I adhered to
storage and confidentiality agreements in accordance with IRB guidelines.
Summary
This chapter introduced the methodology supporting the construction of this study,
presented with explanations for the research paradigm used and methodological assumptions
taken. Further detailed was how life history methods with foundations of the importance of trust
between the researcher and participants when engaging sensitive topics such as issues of race and
racism clarified the usage of family history. Details regarding the site, participants, evidence
gathered, and analysis procedures have been provided followed by concluding the chapter
relaying delineating steps I took to strengthen credibility and trustworthiness and address ethical
concerns within the study. The next chapter presents my findings regarding the research question
based on the analysis of evidence gathered, shared in the form of critical incidents I extracted
from the life stories shared by the five participants in two families.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS – THE FAMILY HISTORIES OF TWO FAMILIES
Introduction
Using life history methodology to examine and explore the life stories of five participants
in two families, in this Findings chapter I peel back and reveal the layers of their complicated
lives in relation to a subject that is often viewed as highly sensitive. This subject is that of race
and racism (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al. 2009; Turney & Kao,
2009).
In this chapter, I first present the “critical incidents” (Goodson & Numan, 2003) of the
Bender parents individually as they both relate to issues of race and racism. Following this, I
then introduce “critical incidents” from their life stories as parents, related to issues of race and
racism they have experienced in relation to socializing their children and engaging school staff
around issues of race and racism. Next, I follow the same pattern by presenting the “critical
incidents” experienced by the Jones parents as individuals, then as a parental team from their life
stories as parents related to the same two areas of focus. Lastly, prior to providing a summary
focused around racial socialization and parental engagement around issues of race and racism, I
will provide a section of “critical incidents,” one from each family, presenting the findings in
relation to both sets of parents having in common their desire to have their children attend Carter
Elementary School.
The many life stories shared by the Bender Parents (Thomas and Marie) and the Jones
Parents (Alexia, Andre and Antonia) are reflected in the selected “critical incidents” (Goodson &
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Numan, 2003) extracted from the life stories they shared. These critical incidents provide a
deeper understanding of ties between their past experiences and the effect those experiences have
on how they racially socialize their children and engage with school staff around issues of race
and racism. Regardless of the two families having different racial identities, thematic analysis
reveals many similarities and differences in their past experiences and how both families racially
socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism. Through an
examination of the participants stories I gained a deeper understanding of the stories families tell
regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and their
children/students.
The themes associated with the Benders’ family history were overt racism and covert
racism while the themes associated with the Jones’ family history were awakening and closeness.
I will share background stories of each of the participants revealed under those themes. I will
then share two critical incidents from life stories of the Benders as parents followed by two
critical incidents from the life stories of the Jones as parents. With the stories of both families,
the first is focused on the racial socialization of their children and the second is focused on their
engagement with staff around issues of race and racism, both followed by concluding with the
theme of their choice of schools for their children. These findings bring recognition to the
continuing realities of systemic racism in America.
Thomas Bender
“We Never Heard the N-word” (Background Story)
Thomas Bender is one of the two primary participants in this study and from his
childhood, he touched upon how he came to understand how to be anti-racist, against all forms of
oppression and open-minded in general. As we started the interview discussing his early
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childhood, and adolescent years to build an understanding of his background, he stated clearly
that racism or any other forms of discrimination were not allowed in their house. He said,
we never heard the N-word in our house, ever. From my parents or anything like that.
People are treated equally and all that. And my Mom would tell us stories about like
when HER parents came over, they were discriminated against. My grandfather had to
take a bus to work and there was always these African-Americans that were always with
him too, they were in a kind of the same boat, sort of, you know, they kind of banded
together, the African-American and the Irish were kind of on the same team, you know,
until, you know, later.
The era during which Thomas grew up in America, however, was a society often segregated by
race. So, he nevertheless shared his own participation in segregated spaces, as the golf club
membership that came along with his parents purchase of a home on a golf course, “the club was
all White, no Black people. I didn’t even realize that until I got older.”
Even though he tried to conjure others in his mind as role models, the only person he
provided a back story to regarding what made them stand out to him or how they fulfilled a role
model position in his life was his dad. The multiple stories about his dad standing up to racism,
discrimination and racial bias seems key in his development for having a keen eye for noticing
racial discrimination and what could otherwise be signs of racism often unnoticed by those
White people who attempt being color-blind as opposed to color-conscious.
The second most influential person in his life was his mother who he described was the
disciplinarian of the family. While his friends described his household as strict, he reflects on
there being strict parameters but no severe oversight by his parents, as long as he didn’t blatantly
violate simple rules such as curfew and doing chores. Thomas also included stories about how
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both of his parents are conservative by title, but his father passed away last year reverting to
conservative views after being more liberal most of his life. Regarding his mother, he says, “it
doesn’t fit her personality, being conservative… you could argue about for poor people, for this,
and social justice and she’ll agree with you,” but it turns out her one foundational reason for
calling herself conservative is because of one wedge issue: her staunch Catholic anti-abortion
position.
His father, once again, had the strongest influence on Thomas as the role model placed
before him regarding interactions surrounding race.
I remember my Dad had took a client and he was African-American, they [at the golf
course they lived on], they told him not to bring him back again. And I think, I don’t
know if my Dad quit at that point of time or pulled back or getting rid of the social,
but he explained that he did take a stand. I asked him for clarification on whether he took a silent
stand by his actions only, or if he vocally voiced his opinion against the racist policies in place.
He said, “No, no, no. He voiced it. He voiced it. And I remember he brought that guy.”
Further demonstrating Thomas’ construction of his father being against racial
discrimination when Thomas was a young child, his dad
also had a Japanese friend that he worked with him and he said when people, [made
comments] he would, called them ‘stupid people at the club,’ yeah. He would bring Mr.
Miyagi there to go golfing… But he was around our house all the time. My Dad has,
‘cause he worked in plants with a lot of people. I think he was around people more often
and then being from the north and then to [our current hometown], I’m sure there’s
racism here, but in Louisiana, you didn’t mix, at all, period. You know, and I think that
was really didn’t sink in with him. And he wasn’t very accepting of it.
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These incidents describe the privilege Thomas experienced being White, and that his
father utilized to take a stand against overt forms of racism. The question then turns to a focus on
Thomas in his own personal life stories. In the next section, I display one outstanding story
shared by Thomas prior to his marrying and having children. This story is built around a critical
incident in his life which I noted as a turning point regarding his recognition of the imbalance of
power regarding race and how he would function within this society as a result.
“They Were the Nicest People, But…” (Overt Racism)
Myself, personally, I had no singular turning point in which it was brought to my
awareness that absolutely any White person I know may possibly be racist. As far back as my
memory will allow me to recall, I remember story after story then incident after incident of an act
by someone White that was either blatantly racist, easily perceived as racist, or even unwittingly
and unknowingly racist by the person. Scheurich (1993a, 1993b & 2002) and Sleeter (1993) both
point out the difficulties for White people in general to recognize their White privilege until
faced directly with undeniable incidents. Even then, in many cases, their minds make excuses for
what they have seen. Thomas Bender, however had a set of critical incidents in his life which
resulted in his realizing the even the nicest people could have views on race and the American
power structure built upon race that completely contrasts what he believes to be an open mindset.
I remember I used to hang out with my buddies’ girlfriend …They had a nice house,
upper, more wealthy than us… they had a place on the river… everybody from Baton
Rouge would go out to the river to do some fishing, we’re gonna go water-skiing or
something like that. I remember being blind-sided, because… they were the nicest
people… and had a boat camp and all the boys got to sleep in the boat camp. … But they
were full-on racists. I had no idea until we were sitting around a table one day and I think
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they had a maid… like an ‘Alice.’ You see the Brady Bunch? It was almost something
like that. She didn’t live there. So, I was like, ‘Is she coming out here with…’ and they
were like ‘no, no, no, she not coming out here’… She’s Black. And they love this
woman, they’d like. I would go to their house. They’d give her a hug. She helped raise
their kids and all of that stuff. But yeah. They would never sit at the same table with her.
The Grandmother would throw the N-word around like it was nothing, and you
were talking about the a… the a… what you called them serving by Black people saying
they’re not smart, they smell and this and that. They were saying this stuff, and I would
start arguing with them. And they were like, they would just pat me on the back and say,
‘oh, you just don’t understand it yet. You haven’t been here long enough.’ I’m like. And I
still didn’t get it. I’d get into arguments with Collene and them and like OK, I was a guest
in their house, down there at the river eating their food and drinking their beer and stuff.
But they still make fun of me, like ‘Mr. Liberal,’
Thomas stated that the blatant racial hierarchy of Black people being subordinate to
White people was strange to him, but so common in the area that he mostly noticed things as an
adult in hindsight, stating that as he, “worked in kitchens and restaurants and waiting tables….
you start noticing things. ‘Oh, yeah. Black people. They’re not allowed in the front of the house.
It was all in the back of the house.’” Thomas gave a good explanation of how ordinary racism
was twenty to twenty-five years ago when he was living in Louisiana. He said that,
back then, I think they would be floored if you thought that they were racist. If you said,
like, ‘you’re racist’ they’d be like, ‘aw, man.’ They’d say, ‘she was like my second mama
to me,’ but then you won’t eat at the same table with her. Or maybe if you were out for
dinner. Maybe the same house, having breakfast or something while she was serving. It’s
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almost like they couldn’t see the difference. It was very strange. It seemed like less of a
hatred than an accepted difference on both sides. But then when I went to Pensacola and
then to [my current hometown] it’s more like, they almost don’t like each other.
Thomas explains the difference in the use of the N-word between the two locations being
that it would be used a lot in Louisiana as if it was just another synonym from the list of Black,
Negro, Colored, African-American, but instead they used the N-word. He contrasted this with his
hearing the use of the same word in his experiences in Pensacola as a purposeful derogatory
term, using the examples of hearing, “that F-ing, N. They need to know their place, I get that a
lot, it was more like an anger behind it. There was an anger and an angst.” Reflecting upon his
teenage years in Louisiana he said, “I still can’t believe it that it blows my mind back then”
stuttering that they would tell racist jokes and he would tell them that those jokes were not funny,
explaining, “you would just have to go away when they’d start telling jokes like that” since he
couldn’t stop their racist commentary.
When asked of other friends and if any were Black, Thomas explained that while he did
not have many Black friends, he didn’t have many friends at all because he was close with the
few people he saw more regularly. His network of friends was small due to living a 45-minute
drive from school. Regarding Black people though he was able to share first and last names of
the few Black students (each male) at school while he was there. He explained that even though
he didn’t know where they lived based on his own 45-minute drive to school, “I have a few
friends at the end of it being friends with people all around me at the time.” During our first
interview, he called them friends and explained how he is still in contact with them, but it was
during the focus group interview that he seemed to have reassuring recollections of how close he
was with two of the three Black students at his school.
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Thomas Bender had a foundation instilled in him that minimizing others based on their
race was improper. He later experienced critical incidents in his life which opened his eyes to
how common racism is in this country. In the next section, I share the background of woman he
would marry and the critical incident in her life that stood-out most to me of the many stories she
shared related to race.
Marie Bender
“Not ‘Out-and-Out’ Racists” (Background Story)
Marie Bender and Thomas Bender together they have a daughter and a son. Before going
into their family story, however, this section is Marie Bender’s background followed by my
portrayal of a critical incident in her life regarding her awakening to race and racism. Her stories
were far fewer than Thomas’ but compelling none-the-less. Her background story revolves
around policing boundaries, in that it was acceptable to work with, attend school with, and
otherwise associate with non-White people, but for Marie to date a non-White person, as the
following background story displays, would not have been acceptable to her parents. This would
have been beyond the boundaries of what is acceptable to them and thus there exists a policing of
boundaries that explains why she says her parents are not “out-and-out racists.”
“As far as race is concerned, my dad was… He was very—he was an older—he was
older when he had us.” She explained that she had older parents when speaking of them both but
specified of her father that, “He was definitely a different generation of parent… He wasn’t a—
he wasn’t horrible, but he was just an—he just had an older mentality, and just had that older
mentality.” Marie’s use of the term “older mentality” defines her explanation of her father as
“not out-and-out racists.” She said,
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My dad was such an opposing force of good and bad… He was not a mean person, either.
He was still very kind, and would certainly help out a Black person, if they were down on
the road and they ran outta gas or were in trouble. He would certainly pull over and help
them out. He would totally do that.
For the sake of clarification, I asked her if he was nice to them in the manner told in multiple
stories by Thomas about people in Louisiana who were very nice to their Black maid even
considering her family but yet would never imagine her sitting at the same table with them for a
meal. She explained that, “no, I think he was a very moral guy, as a person, and he would do the
right thing… All in all, I think that he was fine with Black people.”
“My mom definitely didn’t think that she was racist. She was from Ohio.” Implying that
racists were people from or in the south where overt racists acts were recognized more as the
norm.
My parents thought they weren’t racist, of course. But looking back, I’m like yeah, I
think you were. My parents weren’t out-and-out racist. They were the racist where you
don’t know you’re racist, so you’re kind to everybody. You’re nice. You’re not overtly
racist. My mom would say they’re not racist, but yet, we didn’t really hang out with
Black people… That was just their norm.
The environment Marie’s parents placed her in was nearly completely racially
homogeneous. She recalls that no students of color attended her elementary school and that her
interactions with classmates were with White classmates only throughout her secondary school
years, as she explained that, “in my Catholic school, there was probably two Black kids.” Once
again, not being as direct as using derogatory language or terms in reference to people of color,
her dad made it clear where he stood regarding his thoughts about people of color.
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Specifically, I remember my dad telling one time that he had a dream about me. I was a
little bit of a—I had a little bit of a rebel streak in me, as a child and a teenager. If you
told me not to do something, I would go do it… My dad came out, I remember one day,
and he said, ‘I had a dream,’ he said. ‘You were leaving. You were gonna go get married.
Somebody pulled up on motorcycle.’ My dad hated motorcycles, hated motorcycles. Not
only did you pull up on a motorcycle, but he was Black. I was like oh.
Unlike Thomas who grew up in an environment where racism was directly repudiated,
Marie’s parents seemingly accepted racism as the norm. Her parents displayed to/for her the
example that White people hold a place above people of color without directly saying or
purposefully teaching her such. Regardless of this, however, there was also the open belief of her
parents that they were not racist with a list of reasons and examples to support their rationale for
this claim:
I remember her telling me a story that my mom and dad were at some bar restaurant
place, near our house where we grew up, and… two Black couples came in and sat down.
There were just a few people in there. They actually made them leave. My mom was like,
‘I still, to this day, don’t know why we didn’t get up and leave with them.’ She knew.
Years later, she was still feeling bad that they didn’t do the right thing, and get up and
leave with them. I thought that’s interesting, okay. She’s regretting. She would never say
she was racist. Oh, my god, she’s from the Midwest. She would not say that, whatsoever.
In efforts to get clarification from Marie about her parents’ perspective of being
accepting of Black people, Thomas asked if her parents would have been accepting of her dating
a Black guy and her immediate stern response was: “That wouldn’t have worked, that wouldn’t
have worked for them.” She did go on further to explain that her perspective about possibly
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dating a Black guy was that, “A soul is a soul. A person’s a person. [And this was when] I was
probably in my 20s. In my 20s, I think I was good with it. I was like I don’t see a problem with
it.” It, being interracial dating, which was a transformation from the way she was raised in her
family. Regarding the rest of her family as a whole, however, just as her parents’ do not perceive
themselves as racist but she sees that they are, the same applies to the rest of her family. In her
detailing about their lack of recognizing their racism she explained that,
No one in my family does. I go back now. I go to Jacksonville, and they’re all [of a
specific political party] which I was one, growing up, but I clearly am no longer, and
have not been, now, for probably, I don’t know, ten years or so. Just as I became an adult,
I started to view things differently, and decided that I don’t agree with that side at all, so
I’m gonna go over to this side.
“Are They a Bunch of Monkeys?” (Covert Racism)
Marie described moving out of her parents’ home to attend college at a state university in
the neighboring state as a critical transition point. She said,
I don’t think I had any Black friends, growing up. Then, when I went away, I had plenty,
over the years now. Thomas: In college, you probably—in [named state] Marie:
University of [named state]? Yeah, none there. Then, through work, I’ve had… I have
plenty.
Marie’s critical incident was innocent enough as she had no malintent, but when a person reared
and schooled from elementary through college in a homogeneous environment, socializes with
other White people only until she starts working with people of other races, it is easy to see how
she may not realize the underlying racial overtones of some terms.
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Marie explained that she was working for a specifically named retailed store, and that she
had to do inventory. I’d just started, and they just threw it on my lap… saying you don’t
need to be on any of the calls preparation because this guy… [who] has worked for the
company for [like] 20 years is gonna be there with you, and he… does it every year, so
don’t even worry about it. [Then,] the day before the night of inventory, his mother ends
up passing away, so he couldn’t be there. I had to do it. I had no idea what I was doing.
I’d only been at the company for two months or something. It was a fiasco. Just—people
can’t count. It was ridiculous. I was in the office complaining, in general, just to whoever
was in there. I was complaining. I was like they can’t—what’s wrong with people, they
can’t count. I said, “Wow, are they a bunch of monkeys?”
Cassie and Lena, two Black women who I loved and worked with were in there.
Cassie did her eyes like that. Lena was like she doesn’t know what she’s talking about. I
didn’t mean it at all. Lena got that. I was like—I thought about it. I was like oh, I didn’t
mean to offend them. I wasn’t talking about them at all. They weren’t counting. I was
talking about the dumb White people, White and Black, whoever. Whoever was counting.
That was an instance where I was like oh, did I say something wrong, did I offend. I
didn’t wanna offend anybody. I felt bad, but I certainly didn’t… mean anything by it.
I asked her if she had any conversation with her Black co-workers later and she explained that
when she checked with them, they assured her they had no problem and that they continued a
normal friendship throughout her years with the company and is still in regular contact with each
of them on Facebook to this day.
During her primary and secondary school years, Marie Bender seemingly never
questioned racial differences or even paid much attention to racial differences. She later
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experienced that critical incident in her life which resulted in her taking her own stand in direct
opposition to that of all her brothers and sisters regarding their views on race which followed the
examples set by their parents. Her siblings state they are not racist with their own rationale and
personal proof, but it is Marie who in her recognition of the power imbalance in race, has come
to struggle with recognizing racism as she takes steps leading in the direction of being anti-racist
and anti-oppression. In the next section, I detail the first of two critical incidents involving the
Bender Family; this one focused around the socialization of their children before moving to the
next which will be focused around their engaging school staff around issues of race and racism.
The Bender Parents
“Daddy, I’m Afraid of Black People” (Socializing Their Children)
Regarding race,
Liz, she’s like, it seems that she doesn’t have a whole lot of questions because she
doesn’t get why somebody don’t like somebody just because of their skin color, his skin
are darker, or different, funny accent or anything like that. The only thing she said to
like, ‘Why people are always talking about my hair’. Me and Maya [an AfricanAmerican classmate], people always wants to touch our hair. Yeah, and Maya and Julie
has a very, very curly hair… You know what they would never say, they would never say
my Black friend, Peter…Well, yeah, she’s like people like to touch my hair, her very,
very curly hair. Why people like to touch my hair, right?…
This brought me to ask how diverse his daughters’ closest friends were in elementary school to
which he named five of her classmates whom he recalled would all come to their house for
sleepovers. As he named them one by one and their races, he named Asian, African-American
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twice, Indian and after time trying to recall the fifth in addition to his daughter he identified her
as White before later recalling her name. He explained that his daughter Julie,
does not have a racial thing. I got to believe that that’s got to have some effect on them
[meaning attending a diverse school]. I would imagine, a positive effect, you know, to
where I think you would go in an all-White school or I guess maybe all-Black school and
that is all you experience, you know? That kind of sets some of your thought process.
Thomas said, “Oliver is the same way” but then Marie mentioned the same story of his
once expressing a fear of Black people that Thomas had previously shared in our first interview
as follows:
We were driving and listening to Snap Judgement. And they were talking about Miami
Gardens, you remember about Miami Gardens down there. Apparently, that was just a
mess, but apparently the police was just like off the hook, like nobody was controlling the
police department down there. We [Thomas and son, Oliver] had a little discussion. ‘Why
they pick on that guy?’. Why? Some people do this because they just don’t like some
particular race, ‘But why?’. Sometimes you just do not know why, they just had [a] bad
experience, they were never taught before.
There was quiet for a while and then… ‘I’m afraid of Black people.’ I was, [a
sound of befuddled surprise], where did that come from. You have teachers, you have
friends, you know like, … What do you mean? He goes… well you know, they are
always smoking, and just hanging out. I’m like… what are you talking about? Then it hit
me… no, no… I was like and I realized when I would leave and drive back from my
office, I’m going to right through an area where it’s just run-down, a bar and people are
hanging out selling drugs on the outside.
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Thomas realized as he reflected that what he exposed his son to by driving through this area
where there are lots of homeless people who are mostly Black, plus multiple bars where many
Black people hang out as well as a corner store and public housing projects. He then directly
explained to his son that the problem is money-based but then also admitted to me that he then
realized he needed to expose his kids to neighborhoods where there are affluent Black people
because if this type of neighborhood is the only one where he sees Black people outside of his
teacher, classmates and their parents in school, this then drives his opinions of what Black people
are like in general.
This critical incident with Oliver stating his fear of Black people is a story that Marie told
in our focus group only to learn upon asking for clarification on the details from Thomas, that he
had fully shared this story with me during his first interview. Upon my asking Thomas and Marie
about how they address their kids and teach them around the topic of race, Marie expressed that
she realizes that if she had Black sons the conversations she would need to have with them
would be different than the conversations they have with their White son and daughter. Marie
responded,
I think that one thing I need to do, with Oliver, that we haven’t done yet, is explain to
him—cuz he has a little buddy. He’s got Black friends who come and spend the night. I
was reading some article on Facebook, just saying, if you have a White child who’s
friends with a Black child, that White child needs to know that there’s things that they
can’t do because he’s a Black child. Things are perceived differently. This was written by
a Black person. They’re saying [things like] don’t ever leave your Black friend if your car
breaks down, don’t leave them there at the car. They’re saying you have to be aware.
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Listening to Marie share this revealed her awaking to racism or her process of coming to know
or recognize how engrained racism is into daily life. As she uses the word “aware” it becomes
apparent how she is becoming more aware. She continued by explaining her understanding that,
They’re saying just be aware that there’s differences. There’s differences. I do teach my
kids that, if you see somebody getting bullied, if it’s because… the color of your skin, if
it’s because they’re wearing glasses, cuz they’re fat, or they’re not smart, whatever it is,
we always need to stand up for that person and help them out, regardless of that.
By addressing human differences other than race Marie is leaning towards the
characteristics of not only being antiracist, but also anti-oppression as she becomes more aware.
In her awakening, she also is practicing a form of socialization by speaking with her children in
efforts to make them more aware of race and racism also. She said,
Yeah, I talked to the kids about the shootings. I said, “All these poor boys”—cuz the
worst—they’re all horrible. They’re all horrible. Trayvon Martin, the one with the poor
little kid sitting in the park with his fake gun. I absolutely told my kids about that. I said,
“Look, this is what happened. This is what you guys need to be aware of. This is racism
in America. This is the ugly side of things. You guys need to be aware.” I tell them all the
time, “What are you gonna do? How are you gonna make a difference? What are you
gonna do with that?” Try to give it back to them.
This was her attempt to give back to her children. Her commentary became quite intense as she
asked question after question as if she was watching the events on the news in real time and
speaking directly with her children about the events in a tone that expressed how disturbing that
reality of racism is. She said,
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I don’t want my kids to be shell-shocked. I want them to at least have the knowledge to
be able to go with their gut, and say this is wrong, regardless. I just try to… make them
be a positive influence in the world, and not stand by things that aren’t right. I’m not
gonna hide the fact that police are shooting Black kids. I think my kids need to know that,
and they need to be aware. They need to be aware that it’s happening and it’s not right.
I reminded Thomas about conversations our group had had in my previous study in which
conversations of White Privilege arose and asked them both if they discuss this with their
children to which Marie shared, while they don’t use the term “White Privilege” they do tell
them without the term. She gave the example:
about the shootings. It’s like look, it’s different for you. That’s White privilege. That’s
different for you. If you’re 16, Thomas, and you’re in the car, and you’re with three of
your White friends, you know what, you’re probably gonna be fine. For this kid over
here, he can probably get killed. That’s the difference. That’s the difference in White
Privilege. It’s not right, and it’s not fair is probably how that [conversation would go]
Thomas: I think it’s when they’re older and they get in the car, or they’re out in the
neighborhood by themselves more. Marie: I feel like right now, they don’t necessarily
care because they don’t really— Thomas: They don’t get it.
Concluding our conversation about their conversations with their children related to
White Privilege Marie shared in reference to the amount of racism in the world, that she’s,
…hopeful that, as our kids grow up, it will become less and less because the world is
becoming so global now, and it is becoming—Diversity. It’s here. You people are trying
to roll it back, but you can’t. I hopeful that diversity, with that, will help Black people,
like we’re not such an anomaly. There’s all these other—there’s Indians and there’s all
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these other people, too. My hope is that, if kids, the younger generation—I feel like some
of that old crusty racism, on a certain level, will go away, but I’m sure there’s always
underlying uh—I don’t know, maybe I’m wrong.
Let’s Make the PTA Racially Diverse (Engaging School Staff)
Working as a parental team, Thomas and Marie confer on their role within their
children’s school, but Thomas is the parent who has a schedule affording him the time for active
engagement at the school. Thomas’s first response to this question of whether they engage
school staff around the topic of race and/or racism was: No, other than our conversation within
our group, referring to our monthly group discussions held throughout my previous three-year
study. Other than discussions with administrators, teachers and other school staff members in
that group, he admitted, I have not brought anything that needs to be [addressed]. What he did
touch on briefly, however was being part of the PTA when they had a Black PTA president who
was the first non-White PTA president in the history of the school. He said they were,
trying to make it more diverse and [the PTA president] had problem with that, she was
like…. ‘We don’t have a lot of Indian. It don’t seem like that culture wants to join PTA
other than like one group that did a lot of stuff, other than that, it is hard to get some of
the–… that’s all I think of.
He explained that he was part of small group of parents that felt the PTA should be more diverse
as a representation of the student and parent population. He was then part of this small group of
parents who made a concerted effort to recruit more non-White parents from the racial groups
with a significant presence in number based on student enrollment. Those would be Black,
Hispanic, and Indian parents. In so doing, he engaged in conversation regarding race as a result
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of learning more about things that occurred at the school that were related to issues of race and
racism that he otherwise would not have known about.
While the Bender’s have no other experiences dealing with incidents related to race in
school, their readiness and willingness to engage on the topic in school is none-the-less
important in this section. Their recognition and attention paid to the institutional or systemic
racism in America is inclusive of the institution of education and thus schools. In our focus
group discussion, I pointed out to them that Marie referred to a specific political party as if the
term were completely synonymous with the term racist just as Thomas had done throughout our
previously held individual interview. I did not point this out to him or ask him about this because
I was interested to learn of whether she would do the same. Upon her doing so throughout our
focus group session I pointed out to them that they both tend to use the term conservative, [one
specific political party], and racist as synonymous, as all one thing, as if they all go together.
Their combined response provided great clarity on their recognition of institutional or systemic
racism, explaining:
Thomas:
I think, in general—I don’t know if that’s true or not. Yeah, I’m sure you have some
racist liberals. Marie: you have plenty of [one specific political party] racist who don’t
know they’re racist. Yeah, it’s interesting. I feel, though—but part of that, too, is look at
they’re [one specific political party]. This is why [one specific political party]— They
don’t believe that everybody should get healthcare. Come on, really? You guys don’t
think that every person is entitled to healthcare? I think, if you have that belief—
Thomas: Gerrymandering too. [one specific political party]. Marie: If you have this
belief, you’re probably— Thomas: That’s a racist policy. Are they all racist? I don’t
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know, but you support a racist policy. Marie: They’re supporting racist policy, so that’s
probably where we would go with that.
The N-word not being allowed in Thomas’ family home understated the background of
his upbringing as did Marie’s statement of her parents not being “out-and-out” racists regarding
her upbringing. Those sections were followed by the critical incidents in both of their family
history life stories which stood out most to me in relation to a turning point in their recognition
of racism or the role of race in America. The two critical incidents which then followed, included
one related to how the Bender parents socialize their children regarding race and the other related
to how they engage staff around issues of race and racism. The following section about the
Bender’s choice of school for their children follows the preceding critical incidents because this
identical choice of schools made by both families in this study is an emergent theme.
Alexia Jones
“Marry-Up – The Whiter the Better” (Background Story)
Alexia Jones is the second of the two primary participants in this study and backstory
displays a situation where her neighborhood and the interactions she witnessed and experienced
around her had a much more profound effect on her views of the world in comparison to the
views espoused by her parents. For many months prior to our interview I would see her at Carter
Elementary during my monthly visits to the school and upon each visit she would remind me of
how much she was looking forward to our interview. She felt the need to express so much related
to our past group conversations related to her and her family’s experiences with race and race
related issues. We started from the beginning with her life stories in early childhood, then
adolescent years, building to stories in her adult life before and since getting married and having
three children. She and her husband are raising their three sons with the help of her mother, both
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of whom also participated in this study. This section tells of Alexia’s personal background and
upbringing.
Alexia’s recollections about her dad tell a story of discontent with Black people in this
country originating early in his arrival to the USA from Colombia. She said, “I remember him
sharing a story that he was robbed at gunpoint… I’m thinking it had something to do with some
Black males… and then he moved back to Colombia and then he came back.” His feelings about
race, however, she felt must have had roots that extended to his socialization in Colombia, before
he came to the USA. While Alexia did not learn of her father’s views about race from him
verbally until she was at least in secondary school, she reported that he held his views throughout
his life.
You need to be worried about– You always want to marry up you don’t want to marry
down and when you marry a Black person you marry down, because they’re in the
bottom. And so, you want to keep going [up], I remember having this conversation. I
don’t know when, at what point this is, was in high school or when, but I remember him
specifically explaining, you know. We have to marry up. So, Blacks are down. Even
Dominicans, Puerto Ricans, that’s down, Mexican. Marry up. The Whiter the better, you
know what I’m saying? So, you notice Dominicans are darker, Puerto Ricans are darker,
Mexicans are darker and then anything up is the lighter skin you know, Venezuelan. Even
in Colombia themselves there is African Colombian so even then I don’t know.
This confusion expressed at the end of Alexia’s statement relates to there being a variety
of skin complexions from very dark to very light in basically all Spanish speaking countries in
North America. But it also then brings to mind racial hierarchies marked by skin-color in each
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country. This concept of racialized hierarchies is repeated often throughout Alexia’s shared
experiences in the remainder of this section of findings.
While the narrative of Alexia’s mother is presented in the next section of this chapter,
presenting Alexia’s views of her mother are important at this juncture to introduce Alexia’s life
history incidents related to issues of race and racism.
I think that she started noticing [once Alexia was an adult] that she [her mother –
Antonia] would stereotype all Blacks… [or]… many Blacks as being trouble or
uneducated or something and so she started changing that [later once Alexia was an
adult]. She started but then again, I don’t know. It’s really awkward. I think a lot of it was
more about stereotyping because… she started going to college… and she had friends
that were Black from Ethiopia, but she didn’t have a problem because they were from
college. You know what I’m saying so she viewed them different you know. They were
educated.
This demonstrates the intersections of race, education, and other factors.
In addition to noting socialization influences from the parents who raised her, it is also
important to recognize the particular influence of other people Alexia held in the highest regard
as strong influences in her life. Those two people would be her mother and her aunt who is her
mother’s sister-in-law (wife of her youngest brother).
Growing up… My mom was a great influence. She was always giving, she would do
anything… for people like she would serve, she’s always been a servant and I remember
one time she was supposed to buy the pizza and we were super excited but then she saw
these kids in the corner they were hungry, so she gave them our pizza. So, she got home,
and [said] I’m sorry I gave away your pizza, so we were upset but that was my mom. She
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was like that. She always wants to take care of others even at the cost of her not having
anything she would give so definitely my mom.
Alexia simultaneously positioned her mother as stereotyping, yet still portrayed her as a
person capable of giving and caring for others regardless of who they are. The person who was
additionally quite influential was Alexia’s aunt, who is Puerto Rican.
I loved my Aunt Millie. I admired her. She was very outspoken, and she was the one that
talked to my mom, but she was this beautiful, beautiful woman and she was just very
outspoken. She would say whatever is on her mind and I just couldn’t believe it because
usually in our culture women don’t speak with their husbands… mak[ing] their opinions
known that much but she did. She was very outspoken, and I was like, wow. Very
outgoing so I admired that about her.
Alexia also reported that her aunt would call-out and reprimand Alexia’s mother regarding her
tendencies to stereo-type Black people. Alexia’s Aunt Millie also moved to Florida around the
same time as she and her mother and brother. Previously the family was still in New Jersey.
Alexia shared that, “I remember hearing my mom saying, ‘oh my God look at my son hanging
out with those Black kids’ and I remember my aunt getting mad at her.”
To paint as clear a picture as possible of Alexia’s up-bringing as it undergirds her
experiences related to race and racism, there is a third person she firmly expressed as being an
additional major influence in her life. That would be her uncle who is married to the aunt
discussed in the two previous paragraphs. This third positive influence (her mom’s youngest
brother) is one who she held in high regard due to his selflessness by always putting others
before himself. In Alexia’s own words:
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I admired him because he was always there for his family and I remember clearly
thinking one time I went to go see him. I was at the house and he was getting home from
work and he didn’t even go inside. He just rang the doorbell and her two sons came down
running because he was taking them to go play baseball and I was just thinking ‘oh my
gosh he didn’t even come home [and] he’s already taking the kids out.’ Mind you, my
father didn’t do that, so that’s why I [thought] ‘that’s amazing that he would do that, I
think. He’s tired and yet he’s going out with his kids.’ But he was always like that. His
family came first. My uncle would take care of my mom and anything my mom needed.
He would take care of his family, even his siblings. He was amazing.
A synopsis of Alexia’s environment from early childhood through early elementary
school in New Jersey would be her explanation that,
everybody knew each other and… we were always running around the neighborhood.
Everybody took care of each other. It was mostly Hispanics and that’s it. I didn’t know
anybody else. That was it. We had Dominicans and darker skin Hispanics but not
African-Americans.
This explanation speaks to literature on intersectionality regarding the positioning of Black
Latinxs as distinct from African-Americans. This explanation provided by Alexia supports the
belief of those in her community, later confirmed throughout each interview, that being Hispanic
is a group all its own regarding identity and completely separate from what they see as Black
people or African-Americans regardless of how dark their skin color may be and regardless of
having facial features considered to be of African descent.
The only story related to any interaction with a person of another race during Alexia’s
early childhood through early elementary school years was that of an African-American girl
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whose family moved into their neighbor and remained for what she recalls being less than a full
year. She explained that this girl she befriended was mean to her in a way she did not
comprehend but her fear of how the girl would react to being distanced from her prevented her
from ending the friendship in which she tolerated behaviors such as hitting her and taking her
belongings regardless of being told she could not have said belongings. Throughout all her years
of schooling Alexia was always very close to her brother. Her brother is one year older than her,
but they were in the same grade throughout most of their schooling after he was retained one
year early in his elementary school years.
Then we moved when I was in fifth grade or sixth grade to Northburg, New Jersey and
that was more diverse which was only about ten minutes away driving. It was way more
diverse and that’s where we had White friends, Black friends and we had everybody there
and everybody mingled…
In Jersey, there wasn’t– we didn’t see the racism. I would see it now because I have to go back
and think where it started but those are very little times that I remember even having to deal with
it because once we moved to Northburg and when we were hanging out with more people at that
time we hung out with Blacks, we hung out with Hispanics. Our neighbors were all White. We
hung out with everybody. So, everybody was cool with each other. It was great you know and
then we moved to Florida [and] that was a whole different ball game.
During the summer after their eighth-grade year with their now divorced mother leaving
their father behind in order to get her brother away from the Hispanic and African-American
combined gang-related friends who were his circle of friends, they moved south.
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So, we moved to Florida when I was entering ninth grade. I went to Spyder Junior High
with my brother and at that time everything was segregated. Blacks only hung out with
Blacks, Hispanics only hung out with Hispanics and Whites only hung out with Whites.
Alexia explained during our interview that what she and her brother recognized as gangs when
they lived in New Jersey were more-or-less groups of adolescent kids hanging out, in
comparison to the experiences she would later have upon moving to Florida. This move to
Florida landed them in an environment even more rife with gang-related friends she and her
brother made than where they had moved from in New Jersey. In fact, Alexia explains that their
entire experience in this large metropolitan city they moved to was one of segregation between
the races. Even though they all attended school together, they only associated within their
separate racial groups.
Alexia expressed that during her childhood/adolescent years she had great concern and
confusion with the conflict or disassociation between Hispanic students and African-American
students.
I remember my brother and I having discussions about… what is going on? Why are the
Blacks and Hispanics against each other? We didn’t understand it because in Jersey,
Blacks and Hispanics were always together and so we didn’t understand why that was
happening and so it was hard, because once again, my brother… made friends with
everybody. He was looked down upon because he… would have Black friends and the
Hispanics didn’t like that. … I remember the last day of school, that was the big thing:
The Hispanics were going to fight the Blacks and we were like, ‘why?’
This new life of gang-violence and racial conflict she and her brother were cast into
encapsulated them without their mother having any idea. Speaking of the gangs, Alexia shared:
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“I was in the same circle, but I wasn’t pressured to join a gang. He was more into that world. He
had more of those friends. I didn’t, so I was around it, but I was never pressured into joining.”
Alexia explained that where she was from in New Jersey, what she thought of as gangs were
really,
just kids being kids and hanging out and doing a little trouble here and there but not like
[here] where… gangs… are very organized. They had rituals, they had books written like
they had manuals, they had their signs, they had their colors. That’s unheard of where we
lived in Jersey. … Parents were trying to get their kids away from the gangs in Chicago,
the gangs in LA, the gangs in New York and… were moving to [here] not realizing that
they were bringing it with them and the kids would start it here and so then they become
more dangerous because they are little kids trying to prove themselves so they tend to be
the ones to do crazier things and they are used more by the older ones, so there was a lot
of drive-bys [shootings].
Once again referring to Hispanics viewing themselves as primarily identified by Hispanic
marker identity even in the case of being biracial as long as they were raised in the Hispanic
culture and especially if they speak Spanish. Here’s an example from Alexia:
I had a boyfriend, and he was Black and Puerto Rican, but he spoke Spanish you know he
would probably come across more Hispanic… But Felix was raised by his mom who was
Puerto Rican, so he was [of] the Puerto Rican culture… Like, he spoke Spanish but
whereas Pete was raised by his African-American mom and he didn’t know Spanish. I
think he even ever met his dad. He just knew that he was Puerto Rican.
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I pointed out to Alexia later after multiple interviews that she often refers to people as Spanish as
opposed to Hispanic and asked her if language is what identifies one as Hispanic? She didn’t
realize that she used the two terms interchangeably.
Alexia, through her experiences was very aware of the power differentials. Her language
was very vivid in her expression of seeing Black people and Hispanic people being the same
regarding the disadvantages faced in comparison to White people. In the next section, I display
the one major critical incident that stood out most to me in her various stories. This critical
incident is composed of multiple stories which all help to fully explain the incident of her
father’s refusal to attend her wedding or support her marriage to African-American.
“Dad Boycotted My Wedding” (Awakening)
Alexia explained that when she first introduced the man who would later be her husband,
Andre, to her father that he behaved in a way that her father felt was too comfortable in the house
he bought for his daughter and even wondered whether he was staying there. She made it very
clear that he was not, but then her father was even more shocked when the three of them went to
the movies later that same day and there was no clear explanation as to why she paid for
everyone’s movie ticket. She and Andre had a system set-up where he would pay for two dates in
a row and she would pay for each third date. Before I could ask her why she did not explain this
to her father in advance she said,
I’m a big people pleaser and so I didn’t know how to do that. I didn’t know so I’m not a
good communicator at that time, so I didn’t say nothing, and I paid for the tickets and my
dad was like no way. ‘He can’t? You’re paying for?’ So, he assumed I’m paying for
everything now and he was furious. So, he just kind of felt like that stereotype that
[Black] men usually like the women to take care of them and so that’s what he thought
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about Andre, that I’m going to be taking care of him, that he’s just using me and that I’m
his token. [Token meaning,] I’m the one that makes him better because I’m a higher
catch to my dad. That’s how he sees it.
Alexia also added another story in the same vein sharing that,
My best friend is Ecuadorian [and] her father is your complexion and he would not want
her with an African-American guy. We went to prom in senior year and both our dates
were African-American and he made her rip the picture. He [said], you messed up your
picture now we can’t put it up, so he did not put up her senior picture, her prom picture.
They are not okay with African-Americans dating their daughters. I’m not lying to you
when I told you he’s your complexion and he still would not. And the kids that we were
on a date with were light-skinned but they’re African-American and so, no. Alright and
they were in the military, so it wasn’t like they were bad.
Alexia then directly connected this story with how her father was against her marrying an
African-American.
So yeah, with Andre so my father and I had several conversations about that, and
he made it very clear he was not happy, and he did not agree with my wedding when we
got married and before we got married he didn’t want us to get married.
With that said, his rationale for disagreement was clearly based on race. In another conversation,
she explained that he said,
‘you know, you’re gonna have to think about your kids. It’s going to be hard for them.
It’s not easy for kids that are mixed and you’re going to bring into this world kids and it’s
not going to be easy. Why would you do that to them?’ And [said], ‘what? What are you
talking about?’ I [said], the only ones that are making it tough is people’s own families.
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You know the world doesn’t really care anymore. I mean at least that’s how I saw it at
that time.
By saying “at that time” Alexia is referring to what she later discusses regarding how she now
sees Black men are treated with the publicity of the disproportionate number of unarmed Black
men being shot by law enforcement officers as well as being pulled over by and questioned by
officers based on their being profiled by race.
Being the very respectful person and daughter that Alexia has always prided herself on
being, it broke her heart disinviting her dad. She said,
this was the first time I ever answered my dad back… I said you’re not welcome to my
wedding if you do not agree and to not mess it up and I said I don’t want to see you and
so that was it… He moved [from New Jersey] to [our city here in Florida] and he was in
[our city here] during my wedding but he did not come to my wedding and we didn’t talk
for a whole year and a half.
She couldn’t shake the thought of the whole matter. Her mind would not release the thought that:
There’s no reason besides my husband’s race for him to be mad because there is nothing,
I mean my husband is not. My husband is a great guy. It wasn’t like he was a thug or
anything. He wouldn’t agree because – Andre is… the preppiest guy, like he was just
very presentable, very, I don’t know.
Alexia Jones refused to accept the example her father displayed yet loved him all the
same. It was her hope that she would one day be able to open his eyes to view the world through
a non-racist lens. Instead she suffered what still hurts her to this day that she was “daddy’s little
girl” and loved him so much but had to make the decision she knew to be right regardless of his
stubbornness to retain his racist views. In the next section, I share the background of Alexia’s
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mother, Antonia. Her mother not only played an integral part in raising her but is now a hands-on
grandmother helping to raise Alexia’s three boys.
Antonia Garcia
An International Life 3 (Background Story)
Mrs. Antonia Garcia is currently married to an African-American gentleman from the
state of Alabama. Knowing Alexia’s story in advance I found this to be a complete surprise, as
does Ms. Antonia herself. Even to this day, when she reminisces of the path she has taken in her
life regarding her feelings, thoughts and emotions around race, it a journey she finds humorous
though quite tumultuous. In this section, I will share highlights of her experiences from the many
life stories she shared with me. This background story will provide an understanding of her to
allow readers to fully absorb the critical incident in her life which I will then later expand upon.
Ms. Antonia was very clear that the most influential person in her life was her mom. Life
history research can evoke deep personal emotions and in this moment Ms. Antonia’s voice was
breaking up as she tried to hold back the tears. All she did was answer that initial question before
fighting off tears for an extended time before continuing. “I grow up with a… mama have seven
children. She became a widow when she was like 37 years old and she raises us by herself. She
has five girls and two boys.” She explained that her dad passed away when she was very young
leaving her mother with seven children of which she was the youngest and no income to support
them. Speaking of when her father passed, she said, “my older brothers and sisters were like

3

During the focus group guided conversations with Alexia, her mother Antonia, and her husband Andre, there
were occasional instances when Ms. Antonia spoke with Alexia in Spanish to confirm her understanding of
questions asked and for help with translating difficult to translate word/expressions. In cases where Alexia
translated what her mother said/asked, I converted the transcript to read the translated words as if spoken by Ms.
Antonia with an indicator for myself that those words were translated. These instances occurred only a handful of
times. As were the exceedingly vast majority of words from Ms. Antonia, every quote from her used in this
dissertation was directly spoken by her in English.
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eleven and twelve years old. My mom found a place for them to start working.” Her mom sent
the older two sisters away to a Catholic boarding school that allowed them to attend for free.
Years later when Antonia was also left there, she felt abandoned by her mother at that
time, as the school was accepting them as a favor to their mom who could not afford to take care
of them.
We were really poor, very poor. When a family picture was taken, they were told the
picture would be sent all over the USA for people to help us. My mom did have anyone
to help babysit. The foster parents were in California and said they could only help one of
the children and the one chosen was me. We all went to get letters every month, and in
the letters, there was money. This family made a decision to help my mother. They sent
me gifts for Christmas, materials to sew. My mother was sacrificial and did so much for
us. She was always there for us no matter what. They were like my family. I loved them
so much. Year later, when I was twenty and my mother passed away and at the time she
was dying to make her feel better she told her mom she was going to find the family in
California. The mother is still alive and now 93 years old and two years ago I went to
meet them. I made a promise to my mom and I found them. Alexia recalls that first time
meeting them that she was seven and saying it was the first time they ate at a fancy
restaurant “there were so many forks and spoons we didn’t know what to do”
When asked about Colombia in general regarding race, Ms. Antonia explained:
I am from Bogota, the capital. Dark-skinned people in Colombia were from the coastal
area. There were friends who were dark-skinned that invited them to stay at their home.
Everyone was different, different in the food they ate, the music, the dancing.
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When I asked about conflicts between people based on race like thinking people are better than
other people based on race she said: “We did not have that problem in that moment. We did not
have that problem growing up. We got along, and we appreciated that family.” In her description
of the family in California she clarified they were White.
When I was like 16 living in Colombia, I remember a friend invited me to the hospital to
see her uncle. I met a young man from the coast in Colombia. He was dark-skinned. But
in Bogota you don’t see that much people with dark skin. Everybody’s like Spanish, not
like White, White, but like Spanish. Whenever I go to the hospital I like to go talk to
other people. He told me he was from the coast and he had nobody in Bogota, no friends.
He said, ‘when you go out of Bogota why don’t you come by and visit me?’ And I said,
‘ok, when my friends are going to see their relatives, I can come with them.’ So, when
she went to the hospital, I went to visit him, and I think I was in love with him. But the
thing is, he had to go, so he went back one day. My mom was ok with him and his family,
but that’s the only people I interacted with that were dark-skinned.
This was Ms. Antonia’s only race-related story prior to her moving to the USA once she
completed high school.
When I moved to the United States I saw a lot of– this is different. So, I came to
New Jersey and then to New York. Over there I see some more people with dark skin.
But my family when I move over here my auntie see I don’t see have any problems or
anything. But then when I got married– My husband and I, we don’t have any darkskinned friends…. We had no family in this country, so he is from Colombia, that is from
the northern city, I met him over here, I had only one sister, but I have aunties and
cousins. So, we don’t have no much family. No African, only Spanish friends pretty
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much [ok] Spanish friends. When I married my husband, I remember one time when he
told me many times, many times he came home very tired, very hardworking man he
came always very frustrated telling me that these people that work with him they always
come drunk to work and they sleep… work for 3 hours and sleep for 4 hours.
She explained that he was working the overnight or graveyard shift and felt the Black
guys chose that shift to sleep and leave the work on others,
so he was, very anger all the time. They don’t work, and he has to work, work too hard.
They make him work and they just sleep. Always, he was very angry with them. That
was the only time that I saw him talk about the Black. He’d say these Black guys, they
are so lazy, they drunk, they don’t help, they mess with everything, they are so dirty, they
don’t clean their face. You know where everybody was supposed to clean for the other
people to come in the morning, they don’t clean they left everything so dirty.
In addition to the closest person to her, living with daily frustrations he saw as the way
Black people are, Antonia’s husband and the father Alexia and her brother, was the closest adult
to her within her limited circle of people. Along with their two children, she and her husband
moved into a portion of a home rented to them by the owner who was a Cuban woman. The
combined influence of this woman and her husband proved consequential regardless of the fact
that,
I had never had no problem when Alexia was in school and she have different kind of
friends, I had no problem with them or I took them to the park I had no problem with who
she plays with, you know, what nationality or anything. She was ok she had to play some
to play with whoever she want to play.
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Antonia continued to explain the results of the influence their new landlord had on her
views regarding race. She said,
But we moved to this house, this lady who was from Cuba, very elegant lady you know
like she was a queen or something heels… Unfortunate she had to give me a ride to work
every day for 5 years, for 5 years, go and come back, and we go to work and come back
from work she always was complaining the friends my daughter have and my son, cause
they have friends that are dark skin and she was always ‘that Negro’, you know, look at
what they are doing, saying ‘these people is not good, I do not know why you let your
children play with them, why are they in the house, why are they at the step of my house,
why are they doing there? Why do you let your daughter and your son, you don’t know
blah, blah, blah... That was for 5 years ‘cause I needed the ride to work and I was
working and my husband do not want me to drive because he say… something going to
happen, I cannot drive blah, blah, blah… Then, I have to deal with this lady and not only
that, when she have time she goes to my husband as well and talk and complain and you
know… how do you say?… Brainwashed! [Alexia confirmed that in Spanish her mother
had explained that the lady had brainwashed both of her parents.]
Ms. Antonia explained that this lady, complained and complained… complaining about
the children, complaining about they are here… Then, my husband would say,
‘look at the newspaper. Do you know who the majority people who is in jail? AfricanAmerican. Do you know who have the best cars? African-American…You know what?
Because they do not like to live in the house, their car is their home.
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Ms. Antonia laughs as she reminisces in a manner that implies how ridiculous she now
recognizes what she used to allow herself to accept is and was. “Because their house is a mess.
That’s what he was always telling, me a lot of things…”
As Alexia is hearing this from her mother for the first time it occurs to her that her father
must have been saying these things openly in the presence of she and her brother, because even
though she does not directly recall hearing him say those things, what she does recall is thinking
those same things when she moved here, thinking, “‘why do I have this in my head’ and I would
see these guys in Lexuses, and they would be living in the projects and I was like ‘where’d I get
this from?’” Ms. Antonia confirmed how openly this was all spoken saying: “He would tell
you… they have the fancy cars and look at who drives the better car. They do. But they go to the
house, they don’t have nothing to eat, they live like poor people.”
Evolution – From Racist to Encompassing (Closeness)
Antonia relates that she never thought less of people with darker skin in her original
home country of Colombia and that only changed with the influence of her surrounding upon
moving to the United States of America. When she provided for children in need here in the
USA, she stated that she did not base any given provisions or amounts based on their skin color,
culture, or national background either. None-the-less, her views of African-Americans were fully
encompassed within the well-promoted lens of negativity displayed in mass media. The critical
incident she experienced, however, is more than a single incident, but instead a series of events
that opened her eyes to the racist conceptions she had come to realize or recognize.
“Ok, I divorced and moved [here] and I noticed that her father is racist [and] when I enter
Florida, I see all these African-American and all Black people and I was, ‘oh my God.’” Alexia
explained that where they were from in New Jersey there were very few Black people but that
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the few there were, she and her brother were friends with each. Ms. Antonia then transitions into
explaining her fears for her daughter bringing in another aspect of racist concerns: Alexia started
dating.
She’s growing up, sixteen, seventeen, and all her friends and all the guys she really liked
a lot was like dark skin guys and I really was having a lot of issues, about they would
treat my daughter very badly, and or situation was really tough, bad and because I had
bad issues, it was, it was not her fault, it was me. I was having issues. She told me once
when they come to the door I say no, no, no, no …. My daughter is not here, or dark guys
are not going to come into this house, no way. She’s the one to tell me, ‘Mom, what is
your problem? Guess what. They have a heart of gold.’ She told me “You don’t give the
opportunities to get to know them. But they have the heart of gold, mom. And yes mom,
I’m going to marry an African-American. And you know what, you going to be a
grandma. And this little kid, you are going to do their hair.” And she just say it all that,
oh ya, oh ya, ha ha ha. Yeah, look at that. And, thank you God, because I was had a lot of
issues, then my marriage finished and me raising two kids by myself.
That is the way the story was shared. That is the way the story evolved through Ms.
Antonia’s recollection of her transition from having racist views to thanking God that she now
sees things differently. Evolution, however, takes time, and for Ms. Antonia to have been so
anxious to share her stories when she first met me weeks prior when I was interviewing Alexia
individually, told me there was much more to be revealed. Let’s go back to the beginning of the
previous paragraph and look deeper into the results of “‘Ok, I divorced and moved [here, and]
when I enter Florida, I see all these African-American and all Black people and I was, ‘oh my
God.’” As a newly divorced woman now living over one thousand miles away from all she has
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known for more than a decade, a primary need is an income to take care of herself and her two
children.
The employment Ms. Antonia secured was working as a salesperson at a popular
shopping mall retail center similar to a JCPenney’s or Sears. She explained that she had become,
the number 3 top seller in the whole store and the whole store department and they love
me because I was bringing a lot of money to the company because I was a good
salesperson. But this girl always want me to take care of her and she was Black. And
probably she noticed something in me and I don’t want to take care of– I don’t wanna
deal with, you know. And she said ‘you know what? Call the manager. Call the manager,
and I said ok. I called the manager because when somebody says call the manager, you
have to call the manager. And the manager call me, she made a complaint. She said to the
company that I was, I was racist. When she come to the store, she noticed that I don’t
want to deal with her. She want to give a return or spent time, it just wasn’t me… The
Manager of the company at that time called me and told me ‘Antonia, be careful because,
we do not want to lose you because you are the greatest worker. We love you, but you
have to be careful because we have to help everybody and we have to treat everybody
equal.’ And I said, I’ll change, you know because I need the job. I changed so, because I
need the job. I changed soon because I needed the job.
Change. Evolution. Yes, Ms. Antonia changed, but change is surface-level, while
evolving is at a deeper level. This next story demonstrates that while Ms. Antonia had changed
on the surface for maintaining an income to support her family, her evolving was not complete.
Ms. Antonia said that while she was thinking this skinny lady needs vitamins, that this lady must
have been thinking,
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‘This lady needs the Lord.’ And you know, pretty much that’s what she told me because
she invited me to church. When I came to her church, oh my god, when I came to this
church. It was this church that have the whole nations. Like I said it, all nation together.
There was Spaniard, it was White, it was Black, it was Japanese, and then at that time
there was Chinese… wealthy people… poor people… I never saw a church like this one.
Because many times I always wonder how they really, the Black people live? You know,
[how would it really be] talking– being a friend with an African-American person, but I
never really… When I came to this church, I saw all African-American, White blue eyes,
ladies and men, tall and short, wealthy people and hugging and listening, spent time long
time conversation talking… But then I saw the love, I saw the love in the church.
This being the same church that Alexia joined, she questioned her mother’s timeline
regarding her evolution due to her mother having introduced her to a Black kid that worked with
her mother prior to her joining the church. Alexia said, there was a kid that worked there… that
was African-American, and she loves him. She introduced me to him, and we are all friends, he
would come to the house, so she was ok with him. Ms. Antonia clarified her lack of evolution at
that time explaining that she saw certain Black people as exceptions to what she still thought of
regarding Black people as a whole. Ms. Antonia said,
I mean, I guess remember, because my husband used to say that they are not educated,
that they are like garbage, they do not want to go to school, but he was different. He
really looked like he was a person that is educated, loving, kind, you know, he was
different. It’s not like I hated everybody. Well, like kinda. I was not like hate everybody
because they’re Black. Because in New Jersey, I used to work in another company there
was a lot of Black people too, but they were educated people. And I was treating people
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who were educated different. That is what it was. If you was educated, then I treat you
good. But if you were not, and you’re Black? Sorry.
What about uneducated White people or uneducated Spanish people, I asked Ms.
Antonia. Upon clarification of my intended question via Spanish translation, instead of yes/no
answer regarding similar or different treatment based on race, Ms. Antonia gave compounding
rationale for her reactions to the kids who would come over to visit her children stating,
maybe when somebody is disrespectful. I’m telling you not to come to my house
anymore. I do not want African-American in the house because you know, you don’t
want your child– Not only uneducated. I think everything goes to respect as well.
Somebody respect me and I’ll listen. I was a single mom… My children have friends not
listening. I was really bad, I mean not that bad, you know, I was just angry, you know,
because they’re bad… How do they look? How do they dress? And at that time, that was
the time they started wearing their pants down, you know, you are not used to that. You
have to see all their underwear, oh my gosh, you know? All that counts.
From Alexia’s interview, she admits that she and her brother gravitated towards having friends
who had the worse behaviors, so this rationale fits based on the types of company her children
kept during those K-12 school-age years. But the admitted racist mindset was still there.
Within time Ms. Antonia however did evolve from
working in retail… hav[ing] to take care of African-American, Black people, I used to
treat them bad… I don’t want to deal with, you know– [while underneath recognizing,] It
was also good in my heart because you guys have no problem. African-American is not
the problem, the problem is the ignorance… When I came to this church, there were
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people that were not educated anyway. It is a lot of people in our church that, they don’t
go to school.
Speaking of people in general and how we need to change mindsets away from racism she
reiterated her comment about ignorance stating, “we are so ignorant we do not know all are the
children of God.”
Ms. Antonia continues to live a life rich with international experiences and rich with
culture from her years growing up in Colombia to now helping raise her interracial grandsons.
Just as Alexia was looking forward to our interview sessions, so was Ms. Antonia. She cried both
tears of pain and tears of joy during our focus group guided conversation. After three hours, she
expressed that she feels these types of conversation should happen with more people and more
often to help one better understand and appreciate one another’s differences.
Alexia’s father, on the other hand, lost his fight with cancer not too many years ago with
Alexia steadfast by his bedside, yet he never changed his views on race, her marriage or her kids.
“The only time he would see the kids is if I would have to bring the kids to the car and then like
do a drive by my father’s house and I would have to catch him outside.” Alexia’s love for her
dad withstood even those extreme of views as she had shared that on one of those occasions not
long before he was hospitalized, he shared that,
that’s why it’s important not to mix. That’s why animals don’t mix. You don’t see tigers
with lions, and he gave me the whole spiel of that. And then he said the African race is
not a very smart race honestly because look how many, they still can’t even get out of the
slavery and the poorness in their country and this and that… They haven’t even learned
how to get out of it, you know. And so, not that smart. And so, I’m like oh my gosh. He
goes, ‘that’s why it’s very important not to mix because then the kids will come out
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like… they don’t come out that smart…’ Sure enough he was being honest. That’s what
he felt. And so, I walked out of the house and I’m BAWLING in the car.
My reason for sharing this information about Alexia’s father at this stage in the narratives
is to point out how refreshing it was for me to know that even though her father never changed
his views, her mother did. Ms. Antonia shared with me how much she appreciated having the
opportunity to share her stories and explore her own feelings through telling her stories and
hearing the stories of her daughter and son-in-law. All three of them said they shared things in
our focus group guided conversations that they each had never thought to share with one another.
Ms. Antonia had to hurry home as we were speaking, but her evolution brought me joy that at
least one of Alexia’s parents allowed themselves to see past/through their once believed
misconceptions regarding race. In the next section, I share the background of Andre, father of
Ms. Antonia’s grandchildren and husband of Alexia.
Andre Jones
He Witnessed No Racism Until Age-23? (Background Story)
When asked, Andre identified himself as Black or African-American simultaneously or
as one or the other depending on what’s listed on forms. He is not someone who can pass for
White. In fact, he and I have nearly the same dark complexion of skin color both with facial
features and hair texture befitting that of which one would lead one to read as recent African
ancestry. He related delayed experiences with racism. These were not the result of a sheltered
life, but instead quite the opposite. Andre was born here in the same state he met his wife in and
they are raising their children in, but at a very young age his mother married a man in the U.S.
Armed Forces resulting in him living in various countries outside the USA. It was not long after
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he returned to the USA that he experienced a short series of events supporting the claims he had
once only heard about regarding racism in America.
Andre explained that the most influential people in his life were his maternal
grandparents. Speaking of his grandmother he said:
She was a business woman. She ran her own nursing home and provided everything and
taught us how to do everything. Just watching her operate and not have to work for
somebody was a big influence, ‘cause I got to see what is was like to own your own
instead of just working for somebody. My grandfather worked for Quaker Oats. How he
influenced us was in the Army and when he came home, he would tell us stories about all
the miles he had to walk and how rough he had it. Since he served, together we figured it
had to be during World War II.
Andre and I are close in age and I knew my grandfather served in World War II, so I knew it had
to be the same war.
I then reminded him that the armed services were segregated back then and asked if his
grandfather shared any stories related to the fact that Whites were separate from Blacks and
received different treatment according to their race and how that all affected him. He said,
he didn’t really tell us a lot of THAT. He didn’t get into that– the racial part. I never
really thought about it but he was always – He told us the good parts of everything. My
grandmother on the other hand, told us everything. She would tell us how you had to
behave around certain people, what to look out for, she was the one who was always on
the look-out for– She said phrases like ‘look out for the White man’ or ‘that cracker’ and
other slurs because she ran her own business and people were always trying to buy her
out and trying to take over. But she had a lot of dealings with a lot of White folks,
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constantly with her business and just how she went about doing business. She traveled to
Russia and many numerous places. She would go to the state capital on a regular basis
dealing with congressman as she was the first woman in the state to own her own
business.
It was always a joy an extreme joy for his grandmother whenever Andre came back to
visit because unbeknownst to him at the time he left with his mother to move to another state, he
thought he was going on a trip and would return home to the mother he knew, the grandmother
who had raised him up to that point. This was only the beginning of tensions between he and his
mother that still exist to this day and explains how/why the person he looked up to as an example
most throughout his formative years and beyond has been his grandmother.
“My step father was in the Air Force, so he was the one that married her, and he started to
take on the responsibility, so she [his mother] came back into the picture…” After multiple bases
in multiple states in the USA he explained they
went over to Japan and each base that we went we stayed a number of four years. So, for
four years there, and we went over to Germany that stay for another three years and that
when I was in Japan, went to Korea for a quick visit over there and then and went to
Germany for three to three and a half years till I graduate high school but at the time
being, I get to travel pretty much all over the place to Italy, Berlin, different parts of
Germany.
Andre describes his K-12 schooling experience as being very different from those who
attended school in the USA in private or public schools. Thus, his experiences regarding issues
of race and racism were completely different as well.
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I mean when you get to it was an adventure to go and travel to different places to see the
different parts of the world ‘cause it wasn’t just, you know– I get the opportunity to live
in one spot and like most people do, they grow up in one city and grow up all their life
never venture out. So, they kind of scared to leave the nest and go anywhere else. So, I
got the opportunity because my stepdad was in the Air Force, I’ve travelled to numerous
cities and countries, states… California, Texas, Georgia… Alaska… Arizona… It was a
great adventure to go to these places, like I didn’t live in a box, I get to travel outside…. I
see more advantages of seeing different parts of the world than being stuck in one place
you know when you are staying in one place you don’t get to see what is out there in the
world. You’re used to what people tell you, see on TV… You don’t know what real it is
until you get out there.
This global experience was Andre’s world, resulting in a much different context regarding issues
of race and racism. In the next section, in a combination of two critical incidents he is introduced
to a whole new world upon starting his adult life back in his home country of the USA, or what
he called a “welcome to the real world.”
Welcome to the Real World (Awakening)
In this section Andre shares his only two direct and personal experiences with racism. I
share these two combined incidents as one critical incident that exposed negativity in the first
followed by providing the him the opportunity to regain faith in humanity through the incident
which exposed positivity. Andre explained:
To be honest I really didn’t come across any racial moments growing up as a little kid. I
dealt with racial issues when I got in college, when I came back to the United States.
During high school on the Air Force base it was really no dividing line. I never really
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seen any racial moments. I was surrounded by every walk of– you got Japanese, you got
Spanish, you got Black American, you got Jamaican, you got everybody. It was like I got
to be in a world where in the armed forces you got to see everybody together without the
issues I saw in college.
When I came to the real world, America, my parents never shared any stories of
anything crazy racially happening. The only thing I experienced was while driving near
[the large metropolitan town he currently resides in] and we were going through [the
small town nearby] and we saw this car full of White males and they were driving by and
I believe they had like a confederate flag and they were like looking at us, me my aunt
and her daughter. They flipped us off, and started saying things out the car, out their
window, using the N-word, nigger, and other craziness and I was like ‘wow.’ That was
one instance and the one after that I was in the church. I was in the teen ministry I was
like 23, 24.
Before allowing Andre to go into his second of only two stories related to race, already
knowing he met Alexia at this non-denominational racially and culturally diverse church I asked
him to share how he learned of and joined this church. It turned out, this story too, is related to
issues of race and racism itself. He said,
One day I was sitting on a bench and a Spanish guy, a Spanish girl, they walked up to me
and a White guy, who was their minister I later found out. The Spanish guy asked me
how I was doing and invited me out to an event. He picked me up, ‘cause I didn’t have a
way to get there and took me all the way to [named city] to the event and I enjoyed it and
ended up studying the Bible and found out it was a bunch of different cultures. When I
grew up it was a all-Black Church, everybody was like all Black, that was it, no kind of
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intermingling with anyone, just one race. So, when I seen that, I was like ‘wow, this is
different.’ But then they all genuinely wanted to get to know me and know who I was as
a person, not just as a color. That was very impactful.
Upon joining this non-denominational, racially and culturally diverse church, Andre
began working as a leader with the teen ministry. This church has multiple branches throughout
the state and their teens had gathered for this event.
We were at… a big field [and] I was standing behind all the kids. They were facing one
direction and I was kind of looking around. Then off in the distance I could kinda see a
big Black truck with a Confederate flag and you could hear these guys doughnut spinnin’,
screaming out racial slurs, and my group consisted of White, Black, Hispanic, you know
all high school kids from [multiple major cities in the state] we were all in a big ole
group. They couldn’t hear it, but I could hear it ‘cause they were paying attention to the
leaders sharing the message. So, I told one of the other leaders, ‘just make sure the kids
stay up here and everybody stays focused ‘cause back there you could see these idiots
just cussin’ and nigger this and I was like, ‘really, at an event like that?’ That was my
second encounter seeing something like that. So, the majority of my life I didn’t see
much that had to do with race.
While Andre “didn’t see much that had to do with race” in his opinion, I recognize that
his experiences speak volumes to the issues of race and racism in America along with the
literature reviewed in this study. I can only imagine having no experiences with racism
throughout my elementary and secondary years of school. He and I are nearly the same age, so
my comparison of his experiences outside of America to my experiences in America are within
the exact same timeframe, historically. His stories, as do the other participants stories, provide
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more support to the advantages of family history life stories related to race and the focus of
power and privilege related to race in the USA. In the next section, I detail the first of two
critical incidents involving the Jones Family; this one focused around the socialization of their
children and the section concluding the Jones’ Family Critical Incidents focused around their
engaging school staff around issues of race and racism.
The Jones Parents
The Trayvon Martin Situation (Socializing Their Children)
Alexia explained that she did not recall having any direct lessons about race with any of
her children originally.
[But] then the whole Trayvon Martin situation happened, I had to talk to Maurice [her
eldest] mostly you know and discuss you know… He was in fourth grade. And just
talking to him about being cautious like how you dress is very important, how people
perceive you…, the way you react to people, the way you respond, the way you come
across is very important, but the way you dress… you need to dress different too, not just
athletic clothes but you got to start dressing up.
This was during our initial interview, but when the same subject arose during our focus group,
the level of discussion reached the brink of argument prior to my calming the conversation,
reminding all parties that learning of how this all effects their children is the foundational intent
of our discussion.
Speaking of the Trayvon Martin killing, Alexia expressed,
I think it was hard for my husband. He [said] ‘okay I don’t have to change for anybody. I
don’t have to change the kids. I don’t have to change the way they dress. I don’t have to
change I can still wear my hoodies.’ Andre’s a runner, used to be, so he would go running
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at like four in the morning with a hoodie and a bat in [named suburb], which is majority
White and he [would say] ‘I’m not doing anything wrong.’ And I’[d say] ‘I don’t care,
you can’t do that.’ I remember him walking with us and he had a bat. He doesn’t see
anything wrong with that because… he’s just protecting us from a dog.
This was the crux of the high-tension discussion and Andre did confirm those same feelings, but
also expressed an understanding of her concerns. She too, conceded to understanding his feelings
saying,
you’re right that’s how the world should be you’re right you shouldn’t be racially profiled
you’re absolutely right but that’s not the world we live in and you have to protect
yourself… and so yeah, we had a conversation with the boys.
With their oldest child only, she explained that they have shared multiple other examples
of unarmed Black men being profiled, but that it just is not sinking in to them yet because of the
diverse world they are surrounded by in which they see all of their friends of different races and
ethnicity as looking different, but that looking different implies no connotations positive or
negative. She said, “they never dealt with it. I don’t think that it has hit home yet. It’s not like
they don’t ask, and they’re like ‘okay, thanks for sharing.’”
Again, with their eldest, however, she said
I explained [that] nowadays because of the color of your skin you’re going to probably
beginning to think that you’re going to get pulled over in the car maybe one day or the
cops might do something and you have to be careful. You have to be very respectful and
stuff like that… So, I think that’s when I had a conversation about racism. I kind of
shared ‘you know your grandfather had an issue with race and that’s why he never came
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around and it’s going to happen and one day you’re going to be you’re going to have to
face this.’
While she searched for words explaining that she doesn’t clearly recall exactly what she
said, she did remember clearly how difficult it was discussing this toping in a manner which did
not result in her son having negative feelings towards White people as a whole. She said, “I don’t
want him to get mad at White people and start seeing White people as, or cops as, bad, you know
generalizing.” But then went on to revert to information from her childhood/adolescent year
explaining that she does not want them to have the feelings towards White people that she used
to have from her experiences growing up. She explained that she saw the mistreatment that both
Hispanics and Black people suffered at the hands of White people and that as a result of that
disliked White people in general.
I think at some point that’s how I felt, you know like White people are bad. You know
like, they are the ones that are racist. I remember… being like that when I came down
here when I said the Hispanics [gangs] were against the Blacks and we didn’t understand
that. But I remember thinking well we should be against the Whites not each other. We’re
the minority we should be against the Whites.
From the number of incidents where unarmed Black men were shot or otherwise
assaulted from the Trayvon Martin shooting all the way through the many nationally publicized
incidents during 2016, it seems they discussed each with at least their eldest child because many
of these incidents were also brought up during our multiple interview sessions. In addition to
these, however, there were also positive stories the Jones’s shared related to them being pulled
over by law enforcement with Andre behind the wheel. One instance was getting pulled over in
Georgia with fear and concern about how the stop would proceed, which ended up with the
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officer providing them assistance in directions instead of a ticket. The other instance she said
they share with the kids is one that occurred at 3 AM and when the cop approached and looked
in seeing all the kids sleeping in the back seat asking, “‘who’s that, oh your wife, your kids.
Alright just take it easy, drive safe and I think he even helped Dre to get to the right place’” they
were headed to. She said they tell the kids to be very respectful, saying, “yes sir, yes ma’am you
know I’m very respectful when the cops come to me. Like when they talk to me, I’m very
respectful so that’s what he teaches the kids. He’s [said], ‘I’ve never had a situation and I’ve
been in all the areas.’”
Supporting the point of how they discuss basically each of these shootings or killings of
unarmed Black men Alexia shared that,
we’ve had conversations in the car with the kids like when something comes up on the
radio [causing us to say] ‘I can’t believe this is happening again’ and but they don’t say
much. Our kids are not very vocal. They don’t say much. I’m sure that they take it in and
there’ll be a time, but they don’t really ask questions.
As I asked for confirmation if there are any other ways they prepare their children for racial bias,
racism or racial discrimination, Alexia replied, Okay so I show them a lot of clips… videos… on
Facebook situations and what kids have done. I show the kids that. Alexia closed out the topic
stating, “Andre said to them be very respectful. I try to talk to them about their clothes… not
going running at night with a hoodie you know. Sadly, other people can do that, but they can’t.”
“Why is There Only One White Kid in My Son’s Class?” (Engaging School Staff)
Just as the Bender’s do, the Jones’ work as a parental team as well, with both parents
confer on their role within their children’s school, but in this case with the mother instead of the
father having a schedule affording her the time for active engagement at the school. Alexia’s
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response to the question of whether they engage school staff around the topic of race and/or
racism was the same as Thomas. She explained, that she did not discuss issues around race or
racism with school staff other than our conversation within our group, referring to our monthly
group discussions held throughout my previous three-year study. What she failed to recall,
however, was that she had previously told me about addressing the principal directly concerning
her son being placed in what was known as the academically low class despite her son’s high
scores on the annual standardized state exam. She was only aware of this because for the first
time since her first child started school, she was without a job and thus available to spend time at
her son’s school.
Alexia explained that,
in the middle of third grade [or] the last few months of third grade for him I would stay at
home, but I didn’t go into his classroom. Fourth grade I went into his classroom and sure
enough I walked in and it was all minorities but one kid. One kid was White. All the
other kids were African-American and Hispanic, but this is not a predominantly Hispanic
and African-American school. It’s a very diverse school, so I didn’t understand how that
could happen you know. And then Maurice is a high honor student and his test scores
were really high, so I [wondered] ‘why is he in this class?’ That was the first time I even
knew there were levels of high level or low level and mid-level, whatever.
So, I went up to another parent and I talked to her and she says to me ‘well,
welcome to being a mother of an African-American child, of a Black child.’ So, that’s
when I [said] ‘what?’ She goes, ‘yeah, this is what we have to deal with all the time. We
have to fight for our kid’s education. We have to be involved. We have to make sure that
stuff like this doesn’t happen, because they will do this to you all the time.’ I remember
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feeling so clueless. I didn’t know what to do and she told me, ‘you need to go in.’ She’s
the one that told me everything, that ‘you really need to sit and wait for the principal to
come in and change your son’s class right now, today.’
As she sat and waited for the principal, she watched as both of the other two fourth grade
classes walked by and saw the variation in racial demographics of the classrooms for herself. She
saw
mostly all White and then a little sprinkle of [maybe] two Chinese and an Indian and one
Black, one Hispanic but I would say 60% White in that one class, which was the gifted
class and the other class was a little more mixed… There was [about] 6 White kids, there
were Spanish, there was everything there in all these other classes but then I [thought]
well why is there only one White kid in my son’s class… and the rest are Hispanic and
Black and… [maybe] one Indian kid?”
She directly addressed the principal asking why there was only one White kid in her
child’s class. This resulted in a 3-day process starting with reviewing her son’s test scores and
finding that he had high marks on the high stakes state examination. She additionally went to her
son’s former teacher asking why she placed her son in a low-level classroom to which the
teacher explained that she had no idea he was placed there and did not make such a
recommendation. Alexia continued spending long hours in the school each day and learned that
White parents could get their children’s classes changed at their will and request on the same day
instead of having to go through a multi-day process.
Alexia originally stated that she was not sure whether they were catered to because they
were White or because they were wealthy. As the conversation continued, I reminded her of how
well she had gotten to know most of the parents at the school and just like she knew each of
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those White parents she spoke of were wealthy, she also knew each of the other parents’
approximate socioeconomic statuses. (By the time I met Alexia she was vice-president of the
PTA and the Black woman who directed her about how to handle that situation was the schools’
first non-White PTA president the previous year.) She recounted specific White parents she is
friends with who she knew “walked right in and had their classes changed right there on the
spot.”
As she continued talking, she listened to herself talk-through which parents had access
and which ones had to fight for access. As her recollections came-to, she said, “the one that I
spoke to that said that ‘oh they did it to her again.’ She’s an attorney, she’s well off… and then
the second one, the one that said welcome to raising a Black child, she’s wealthy, yeah.’” So, she
realized the conclusion she was trying to avoid coming to, which was that of White parents’
requests being more valued than those of minority parents. Alexia explained her efforts of trying
not to see race as the reason for some parents being privileged, saying,
you hear with Black folks sometimes, ‘why did you get fired? Because I’m Black.’ Like
it’s always the race you know, and so sometimes, okay, does it always have to do with
race?... I don’t want to be that type of person that I’m always going to blame it on the
race. This is the first time that ever, had it happen to me as being Hispanic? Yes, but I
never paid attention. Do you know what I’m saying?
This school is a highly reputable, diverse school with students chosen through a lottery
process resulting in no students who scored at the lowest level on the state exam. Yet, students
are able to distinguish what class they are likely to be placed in due to the names of their
classmates on the rosters of each class. Alexia said, “Maurice only had to look at his roster… He
knew which class was the lower level class. If you go to the school, you’ll know which are the
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lower level classes because it’s where all the minorities are.” She explained that her son was
really, really dejected about being placed in the lower level class his fifth and final year of
elementary school asking, “why am I in the lower-level class? Why do they keep doing this to
me?” Regardless of his placement scores being high each year of testing, which begins in third
grade, he was placed in a lower-level class again. So, his mother continued pushing for his class
to be changed until it occurred a month into the school-year. She has the rare privilege compared
to most minorities in that she is able to be at the school throughout school-hours nearly every
school-day.
Regardless of this being a repeat situation for her son, she said,
when I spoke to one of the principals… they said that it was because they take a lot more
things into consideration… first… their scores, but then… student’s character, teacher’s
fit and what teacher will fit with that student. And so, I was told that it was because
Maurice was so quiet that if you put him in a class with all these gifted kids or with all
those outgoing kids that it’s just going to pull him down or something like that because
they’re so outspoken and he is not. If you put him in that other classroom setting, he’s
going to be the one on top so it’s going to help push him… the one to set the bar for all
the other kids.
She said they presented the options of being at the top of his class or just in the middle or
average and his response to be in a class where he was in the middle or average is the one he
chose. This was the final deciding factor of his change of class, since he decided. She said that in
the meeting her son said, “‘I want to be where I’m going to be challenged’ and then she switched
him out that same day.”
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Two Families, One School
The Bender’s Choice of School
A major theme that emerged in this study was the reasons for the parents in this study
choosing Carter Elementary International Baccalaureate Magnet School. As it is clearly noted in
this study, the primary participants were both selected for this study based on criteria including
their participation in my previous study, which was at Carter Elementary School. The fact that
their children attend the same school is therefore a given, but the similarities and variation for
these parents wanting their children enrolled at this school is the emergent theme.
The first school they enrolled their children in was a Jewish daycare, but it was not for
the purpose of the school being religion-based. This school was the only school that provided
them the option for enrolling them for attendance for a set number of days per week and pay only
for those days and hours. Thomas:
This is a great school… cause we both grew up Catholic then I majored religion in
college and this is a Jewish school, but this was like awesome. They learned a lot about a
different religion, a different people, you know it wasn’t a whole huge mixed racially but
religiously, it was completely different from what they have ever experience.
Attending Catholic schools as they both did throughout their K-12 schooling was very important
for their children once reaching official schooling age and they thus enrolled the oldest child,
their daughter, at a prominent Catholic school. He described the school as a, “K-8 [with] 2
classes in each grade, and each grade holds about 30 kids, so 60 kids per class, times whatever,
religion everyday part of the curriculum, high school, very White, very [elitist].” He actually
named a certain part of town which he then explained is known as the elitist part of this large
metropolitan area. More specifically he described the area as consisting of,
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WASP White Anglo-Saxon Protestant… There’s a lot of keeping up with the Jones’s and
you drive over to [the Catholic schools] you see a lot of Esclades and big SUVs. Women
in their yoga pants, affluent area, competing with each other, and folks, snobbiness.
[They’re] very nice people, but you have a lot of stay-at-home mom, put it that way. You
know, let’s go do lunch, let’s go play tennis, let’s do this, let’s do that, oh god and then
they complain that they have to go pick up their kids, blah, blah, blah, blah. What’s the
word I’m looking for, privileged, what’s the other word that I am actually looking for?
Pretentious? Privileged?
In support of their original decision to place their daughter at a Catholic school upon her
reaching Kindergarten he personally rationalized the idea:
At Catholic school, they get religion because we don’t do much of that at home anyway
since I’m on the fence about religion anyway, ok, part of me is going, well I should give
them the base, so they have something to reject when they get older, you know, that kind
of thing. So, at least they can get that, then they would actually question.
He explained that he was originally in support of the idea of public school before capitulating to
his wife, so he was surprised when based on feedback from
[a close friend of the family] telling Marie all about Carter Elementary, what is IB school
were, blah, blah, blah, blah. And then Marie comes home and said alright I’m getting
ready to get Oliver registered at, I’m going to do the lottery thing, and everything falls
apart [regarding remaining at Catholic schools]. I was going like … What? What are you
taking about?
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Once Thomas visited the school, however, he was completely on-board, stating it “couldn’t have
work out better, so happy, like so happy. Unbelievably different experience. I guarantee we
would have two different kids right now. Two completely different kids.”
He knew nothing about IB schools prior to this experience but described the school as
being “a tiny little school, one brick building, you know, with a chain-link fence around it. It’s a
whole different feel, you know… Aesthetically, it is completely different.” His description of the
neighborhood was explained in a tone that clearly expressed his pleasure with being within a
non-elitist environment full of people from cultures and backgrounds other than his own. He
said,
buildings are mostly built in the fifties, sixties, it’s a lot of small blocks home, like 2bedroom, 3-bath houses by 12,000 square feet. Lot of Hispanic and Latin influence… a
lot of Latin restaurants, you hear a lot of Spanish speaking there, Portuguese and all that
stuff. If you go down [one of the main roads] you’re looking at the Colombian
restaurant, Cuban restaurant and all that stuff.
Thomas explained that:
We saw a smaller class size the way that the teacher could control the classroom. [He
said at the Catholic school there were 30 students per classroom instead of the 20 per
classroom they saw here.] The IB program seems to be more hands-on. We liked the
people. It is like laidback. You feel there wasn’t an anxiety… At Christ the King… there
is a social anxiety… trying to keep up with these people… certain people has great
jobs… so and so is a stay-at-home… Everybody is driving a nice car, going on a vacation
here and [there]… skiing and going to Europe, we did this and we did that. And there
were a lot of [kids’] parties… the kids were just crazy, like crazy. There is a feeling at
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Carter that was way more relaxed. We want our kids here, we want our kids to go here
because we want them to go to somewhere different. That’s with different people, you
know, different looking people, different people from different backgrounds.
Marie summarized their feeling about choosing Carter Elementary stating:
I think the best thing that we ever did was—cuz our kids were gonna be on the same path
as Catholic school. That was our—that’s what we do. K-12, you teach them about God.
We ended up getting into Carter Elementary. That was the best thing we ever did, the best
thing, because it got us outta that box, and it taught my kids that the rest of the world is
not like that. The rest of the world—this is the rest of the world. This is what people are
like. I am just so thankful that my kids were able to have that experience. I want them to
continue to have that experience.
The following story provides concrete evidence for the Bender family of the difference
between having their children attend school in a racially diverse setting as opposed to their
originally planned option: When trailers and posters first appeared for the new Star Wars movie,
Rogue One, I envisioned there being an eventual love interest between the two feature
characters, further continuing the marketing strategy of displaying interracial couples as a norm.
When Thomas, however, saw the movie starring the young pair, a White female and Black male,
he was thinking of them being brother and sister… His sister-in-law’s children were
accompanying him and his children to the movie when after the movie he explained his theory
which resulted in his niece bursting into laughter. During the drive he said,
for some reason I had a theory that they can be related, ok. She started laughing and
Oliver and Liz looked at her. I said, ‘What’s so funny?’ She was like, ‘Come on. One’s
Black and one’s White.’ I was like, ‘sure they can–.’ She kept on laughing. That’s the
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thing, you know, she goes… “Whaaaat??” and part of that was that they go to Christ the
King and they only know of White people… They have zero experience with anybody of
another color, like zero. This is their first experience with…
He then went on to explain how his experiences with Black people were few, but that his nieces
and nephews first experiences with racial diversity “would be college, good luck, you know.”
Thomas assured me that this experience confirmed his relief in their decision for schooling of
their children.
The Jones’ Choice of School
Carter Elementary was their end-choice, she said,
because it was an IB, it had a great reputation, [her best friend] had had a great
experience with her kids going there. Then her older kids went to Williams IB [where] I
taught at… that time so… know the IB curriculum and I know IB program. I wanted
them to be well rounded [and] we knew that Carter Elementary had, not just diverse in
races, but it was more like, they had a lot of diversity in many different ways… economic
statuses… was different. There were kids from everywhere. So, we wanted that. They
have friends that are Indian, they have friends that are Chinese, they have friends that are
White. Like they never seen the difference like just think that one is better than the other
kind of.
The Jones’s first choice of school was a private Christian-based school for VPK,
“because we heard it was one of the best programs, it was close to our home and our friend’s
kids were there.” Once their oldest child reached kindergarten age, they applied to public magnet
school designed as an International Baccalaureate World (IB) school. They went through the
lottery process and were selected. When applying for IB schools, students selected are placed at
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the IB school nearest to them and this school is the one they preferred based on its positive
reputation.
A strong part of the school’s reputation that drew them towards wanting their child to
attend was that the school is/was known for its diverse population of students and parents. None
of their children were ever enrolled in daycare as her mother took care of them during those early
years before Alexia left her job becoming a stay-at-home mother many years later near the end of
the school year when her eldest was in third grade. They liked the experiences they personally
had with the school and that their son had at the school, so as the other two reached school-age,
they too were enrolled at the same school. This school district provides special provisions
allowing for siblings to attend the same school as opposed to the lottery process which could
result in sending children from the same households to various schools.
When the children were “tiny little kids” they would describe other students as “the Black
one” which made her feel very uncomfortable, so she would try to get them to describe their
classmates differently because of her own uncomfortability with how they as a family unit would
be perceived for their child using such terminology. She said,
I don’t know if that was wrong or right or how to… I just felt like… I remember thinking
oh my God what are people thinking?... I would see it as detrimental, like oh my gosh
they can’t say things like that.
Another incident was one that occurred in the public park directly across the street from
the school when parent took the opportunity for a sort of field trip having lunch in the park.
The kids were having fun and then they were playing soccer and they let these other kids
from the neighborhood join them and the kids in the neighborhood were AfricanAmericans and they came in and they started playing with them and then the kids started
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beating up on our kids. I remember having to go back, talk to the parents and then the
parents [saying] ‘so, my kid said that one of your kids did something’ and I [said]
‘nobody did anything to your kid. Your kid just came over and started beating up on the
kids… and punching because she didn’t get the soccer ball…’ The little girl hit one kid so
hard the kid had to go home. The parent had to come pick him up but I remember feeling
like ‘why?’ I remember my husband making a comment like this is how we always get
the bad name. I remember feeling that way too, [thinking], why did they have to be little
Black kids coming out and doing that? You know, and causing this uproar?
Beyond concerns for how others behave/act was other instance was when they were at a
park with many African-American people who were all being very loud. Their youngest son was
“petrified” and would not stop crying, explaining once they’d left that he thought they were
gang-bangers. “And so, I was wondering like I think I screwed them up watching my movies,” as
she enjoys watching crime shows. This brought concerns as to whether she was indirectly
providing him with the idea that Black people are to be feared or are inherently bad or dangerous
people.
Findings Summary
Here is a chance to highlight more specific themes that through the critical incidents
(Goodson & Numan, 2003) selected from the participants life stories, an overt admittance of
unequal relationships that exist within institutional power is recognized. By using life history
methods, together with the participants, I have “tap[ped] into contradictory subject positions
embedded within our lives that have been covered over and often forgotten may open up
possibilities for disrupting institutionalized power relationships” (p. 115). When directly asked
questions about whether and/or how participants racially socialize their children and how they
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engage school staff around issues of race and racism, their responses were none to minimal. The
information extracted from interviews and focus group guided conversations, however, provided
in-depth answers to these sub-questions of the research question. In the next chapter, I will
weave more of the specifics from extracted from these findings answering these sub-questions
more in-depth.
Racial Socialization
Keeping in mind that family histories are comprised of family life stories, the first of two
major findings in this study is that the family life stories in both families play a direct role in
socializing their children. This is demonstrated in the parents in this study having shared many of
their life stories related to race and racism with one another and their children prior to and
regardless of this study. The color-conscious racial logic these parents learned in the critical
incidents described in this chapter support the indirect lessons they instill in their children
through cultural socialization. The Bender parents, unlike the larger percentage of White people
in America who practice a color-blind ideology, demonstrate their color-conscious racial logic
through a form of cultural socialization that prepares them for racial bias. Their stories are the
foundations which explain the rationale for their indirect lessons to their children to be aware of
racial bias and how to respond to racial bias in a manner similar to their own in speaking to
injustices they witness as opposed to being unaware of their White privilege.
Both families relay stories of their cultural heritage, but neither of them purposefully use
these stories as foundation in the raising of their children. Instead, I was able to detect and
interpret how their family life stories are foundational to how they socialize their children. Their
stories which come from their ethnic cultural backgrounds (Alexia’s Colombian roots and
Thomas’s Irish roots) and factor in how they socialize their children. They both further have a
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desire for exposing their children to a wide array of cultures unlike the experience either had
during their formative years. While the Jones parents use the information in the news today about
the unequal treatment of Black people to prepare them for racial bias, discrimination, and racism,
the Bender parents use the same recent incidents in the news to reveal to their children the
existence of White Privilege, preparing them for witnessing racial bias, discrimination, and
racism.
The life histories of both Thomas and Alexia overlap in how their life histories inform
their parenting. The life history storied told by Thomas differed greatly from those told by Alexia
regarding what led them both towards taking bold and direct anti-oppressive and anti-racism
stances. Alexia rebelled against the examples or racism set forth by her parents and used the
underlying example of her mother’s caring nature to override her misguided belief in racial
stereotyping, while Thomas took the examples of his father and grandfather who vehemently
stood against acts of racism to then take anti-oppression stances against not only individual’s act
that support racism, but also against engrained institutional racism that flows throughout
America. The life histories of both Thomas and Alexia in their own specific ways have thus
informed how they racially socialize their children.
Parental Engagement
Issues of race and racism are rarely openly discussed due to the sensitivity of the topic.
Securing participants willing to discuss their engagement with school staff on this topic has only
been possible due to Thomas and Alexia being part of a small group of parents at their highly
diverse school who were in desire of addressing concerns related to race after the nationally
publicized killing of Trayvon Martin. The effects of that incident resulted in conversations
amongst their elementary school aged children that they wanted to be able to address in the most
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appropriate and or beneficial way for their children. Thanks to the willing openness towards
having these conversations both sets of parents displayed, I can present the previous finding and
the following finding.
The second of two major findings in this study is that the family life stories in both
families play a role in their engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism. For
the most-part, group conversations with parents, administrators and other school staff and
community members at their children’s school in my previous study was the only venue during
which either Thomas or Marie found cause to address any such issues. The one exception to this
is Alexia directly addressing the principal about her son being placed in a class that was
obviously racially disproportionate due to their being no White children in the class which is
known to be the low academic class, even though her son had scored high on the state exam.
The willingness of both Thomas and Alexia to engage staff around issues of race and
racism is strongly supported by them both being the designated parent for being active at the
school demonstrating the power of parental engagement versus traditional parental involvement.
Both parents fully recognize the existence of institutionalized or systemic racism and are vocal
against instances that even seem racially biased. Both parents wanted their children at the school
they attend together with a desire for them to experience the diverse environment the school is
known for confirming their desiring for intercultural connectivity. There is an intersection of
marginalization between race and ethnicity and race and class, but race is the outstanding factor
when intersecting with either as Alexia’s stories demonstrate. While none of these examples
speak to directly engaging staff around issues of race and racism, what is learned is how the life
histories of the primary participants as well as their parental partners inform their willingness to
engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION
Racism is deeply engrained into the history of the United States of America (HanleyLopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Khalifa, 2012; López,
2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014). To this day, racism continues to be ordinary or
the norm in the United States of America, as opposed to an aberration or randomly occurring
events (Bell, 1992, 2008). This is one of the two tenants of CRT that guided my literature review
and I reflect upon this tenant throughout this discussion of my findings. The “permanent, and
indestructible component” (Bell, 1992, 2008) speaks of regarding racism in this society is
reflected strongly in the life stories shared by the participants in this study regardless of their
various racial demographics and various personal backgrounds. The continuation of color-blind
ideology is the other tenant of CRT (Bell, 1992, 2008) that guided my literature review as this
component exacerbates the issues related to race and racism. The findings in this study support
the claim of there being a permeating existence of racism in our society throughout the life
stories of the participants.
This permeating existence of racism in the United States of America is woven into the
fabric of the country (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al.,
2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014) and thus mirrored in
the American school system (Brooks, 2012; Fishman-Weaver, 2014; Howard & Reynolds, 2008;
Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Ladson-Billing, 2004; Pollock, 2009; Theoharis, 2009;
Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000). As a result, parents like the participants in this study, find
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themselves navigating not only how they personally deal with issues related to race and racism,
but also how they socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and
racism. I found it additionally comforting that the parents in this study represent what Tierney
(2002) and Auerbach (2007) made convincing points about regarding the use of the term family
engagement as opposed to parent involvement. The participants in this study consist of not only
parents but a grandparent also, supporting diffuse of the term parental involvement which
“limit[s] opportunities for extended family members or legal guardians to engage with schools”
(Bjork, et al., 2012, p. 243), but is yet the term used throughout the literature.
The life stories and family histories of the participants in this study display a role in the
socialization of their children and their engagement with school staff around issues of race and
racism. The purpose of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the stories families tell
regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and their
children/students. Specifically, the sub-questions of the research question in this study were:
a. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members socialize
their children around issues of race and racism?
b. In what ways do family histories inform the ways in which family members engage
school staff around issues of race and racism?
In this chapter, preceded by a section on implications for the field of Critical Family
History research, I will focus on the outstanding themes which surfaced from the findings in
efforts to add to the theoretical knowledge-base concerning the use of Critical Family History.
These themes from which the findings expand are overt racism, covert racism, awakening and
closeness. Inclusive within the discussion are consideration of implications for research and
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practice, followed by study limitations. Also, as part of this discussion chapter, I will conclude
the chapter and dissertation, sharing my reflections on this dissertation journey.
Implications for Critical Family History
This study supports the further construction/development of Critical Family History
(Sleeter, 2008, 2011, 2014 2016) research. Sleeter (2016) demonstrates a critical view of
narratives, memories, and identities by exposing how the past may influences the present. She
uses Critical Family History to explore American narratives which are often hidden and, in many
ways, deliberately so. She uses her own family history to demonstrates how narratives that
underlie the façade of the American narrative of Caucasians in America coming to power
through hard work can expose the realities of coming to power through mistreatment of and theft
of land from Native Americans.
Sleeter (2016) describes her work using her “own family history to illustrate the recovery
of a silenced or suppressed national narrative” (p. 11). The term “Critical Family History” itself,
coined by Sleeter (2011; 2014) was intended to “challenge family historians to construct their
histories in the context of social relationships forged through colonialization, racism, and other
relations of power” (p. 14). I thus used Critical Family History as a guide for this family histories
study designed for more than the purpose of recognizing or knowing of ones’ family history but
delving beneath the stories told to uncover the “impact of the larger socio-cultural relationships
on the family over generations” (p. 19) and “probing power relationships across groups” (p. 20)
as Critical Family History challenges family historians to do.
DePouw & Matias (2016) use the term Critical Race Parenting “to capture how parenting
happens amidst contemporary societal contexts rife with unpunished police violence against
Black and Brown youth” (p. 237). This critical race perspective on parenting “includes a critical
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analysis of systems of oppression, including institutional racism, and is embedded within the
lived experiences, knowledge systems, values, and pedagogies (Brayboy & Maughan, 2009) of
families and communities of color” (Depouw & Matias, 2016, p. 237). Communities of color in
the USA for more than a century have recognized the need to instill in their children a critical
understanding of institutional racism and strategies for safety and survival. Depouw and Matias
(2016) clarify that due to being surrounded by “micro- and macroaggressions of
(neo)colonialism and White supremacy,” the passing down these race-conscious parenting skills
generation after generation is a necessity. A classic example of Critical Race Parenting exists in
“My Story” in Appendix I shared as an example of my own family history in response to the
same questions asked of participants in this study.
In my search for literature I found one article detailing a study somewhat like this study
which was in the planning phase at that time. That study provided evidence of the results that can
be acquired from a research study such as the one I was planning and have since conducted.
Their findings were produced from “a series of focus groups with middle-class parents of color
in a small city in the Northeast United States” (Yull, Blitz, Thompson & Murray, 2014, p. 9) in
which they used critical race theory “to examine… the parents’ experiences in the community
and with the schools” (Yull et al., 2014, p. 9). It is my expectation that I have since used Critical
Family History as a guide for this study to analyze, compare, and contrast two focus groups
adding to the literature on home-school relations and how family histories inform the ways in
which parents socialize their children and engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
What Makes This Research, Critical? What makes this research “critical” is that, per
Barone (1992), connections were made between the individual life stories shared and the social
and political context within which these stories exist. Family history, as is evident in Sleeter
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(2008), tends to be autobiographical in that each participant focuses on their own personal family
history. Making her autobiographical journey “critical” and thus titling her work, Critical Family
History, Sleeter (2008) explored “one strand of [her] own family history, illustrating ruptures in
assumptions about race, ethnicity, and ‘we–they’ distinctions that this research process [could]
uncover” (p. 116). Similarly, this family histories study consists of participants telling stories
related to one aspect of their histories; experiences related to race/ethnicity.
In this study many critical elements presented themselves which implies there is room
for more research to be done in this field of Critical Family History. In particular, the questions
that came out of my findings on how parents socialize their children and engage school staff
around issues of race and racism racial socialization and parental fit nicely with Critical Family
History. Specific connections between the findings in this study and implications for Critical
Family History are presented throughout the remainder of this chapter.
Themes
The intent of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the stories families tell
regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and their
children/students. I examined ways life histories of parents informs the socialization of children
and as well, the engagement of school staff around issues of race and racism. The study sought to
uncover various ways families socialize their children around issues of racism in a particular
racially diverse context. The results from this study may be helpful to researchers working with
families to uncover life histories that can a) provide a deeper understanding of how families tell
stories regarding race and racism, and b) provide a forum for parents to productively reflect on
how to socialize children and engage with school staff regarding issues of race and racism.
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This study and its findings can be utilized to assist parents and educators in better
understanding the ways in which ones’ past experiences related to issues of race and racism
inform how they racially socialize their children as well as how parents engage school staff
around issues of race and racism. School administrators, teachers, and all other school staff can
also gain insight from family history research that is helpful in anticipating the results that
engages issues of race and racism, as it informs interactions with students and parents from
various backgrounds and identities.
The first of two major findings in this study is that the family life stories in both families
play a direct role in socializing their children. The second finding is that the family life stories in
both families play a role in their engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism.
Both findings are revealed within the themes of overt racism, covert racism, awakening (the
process of one suddenly realizing something he/she had never realized), closeness (the feeling of
some level of emotion or personal connection). Following the discussion based around those
themes, a discussion is then provided which emerges from the similarity between the two
families both choosing the same racially and culturally diverse International Baccalaureate
school which sits in heart of an urban area of a large metropolitan area, before then concluding.
“They Were Full-On Racists” (Overt Racism). The dynamics of power and privilege
(Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al. 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009) that
exist within racial dynamics in the United States (Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa et al., 2014; Khalifa et
al., 2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014) was evident in
the life stories of the participants in this study. Many of the critical incidents revealed from the
Family History Life Stories of each participant exemplified this White privilege. A particular few
incidents illustrate this. Thomas Bender related a story about a long-time friend in high school.
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When he visited his friend’s family at their home, he was caught completely off-guard to hear
their grandmother freely and openly using the N-word referring to their maid/nanny and other
house-help who were each African-American. “They were full-on racists,” Thomas exclaimed to
his amazements regardless of their simultaneously referring to their maid/nanny as “like family”
to them. He explained that in the view of his friend’s family, their maid/nanny was “like family”
due to the how close she is to the family, while yet clearly being in a role which clearly separated
her from actually being family. Her place was to care for, or look after, their family in ways
similar to those working in a restaurant are expected to cook for and clean up after patrons.
Alexia Jones, the other primary participant in this study, has noted her memories from
youth thinking that Blacks and Hispanics “should be against the Whites not each other.” This
memory came up later when distance was placed between she and her beloved father because of
his unwillingness to accept her marrying a Black man. Not attending her wedding reflects the
deep racist belief he held to his death, that “the African race is not a very smart race.” Alexia,
however, has stood strong in her belief that race is not a determinate factor in who a person is or
what type of person they are. This has thus factored in how she racially socializes her children as
well as her engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism.
Howard & Reynolds (2008) address how parents and families without the social capital
associated with White middle-class parents tend to be “viewed through a deficit lens and in need
of transformation or acculturation” (p.86). Alexia, however, advocates for her children in a way
that demonstrates all three (3) of the benefits Turney & Kao (2009) iterated from Domina (2005)
that are acquired by children via their parents’ social network connections. 1- Her regular
involvement and presence at her children’s school sends a message to her children that education
is important. 2- Through her active participation at the school she has developed relationship and
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connections with other parents, staff member and administrators. One of the many examples of
this in her shared stories includes the advice she was given from another parent to speak with the
principal when she learned her son was placed in a classroom known to be the low-level class
with no White students regardless of the overall school population being nearly evenly racially
diverse. 3- Alexia placed herself in a position to witness the operations of the school and her
children’s classes enabling her to intervene upon witness the need to do so. Using the same
critical incident as an example, her being at the school to personally witness the racial
demographics of her sons’ class in comparison to each of the other classes in the same grade
level encouraged her to follow the advice she was given to speak with the principal. These
examples display portions of how she racially socializes her children as well as her engagement
with school staff around issues of race and racism.
Implication for Life History Methods: Racism is deeply engrained into the history of the
United States of America (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015; Khalifa et al., 2014; Khalifa et al,
2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi & Winant, 1994, 2014) but examples of
racism today are not as overt as the legally approved system of slavery just over a century ago
and the Jim Crow laws of that millions still living today lived through. Documentation of the life
stories of those who experienced blatant acts of racism against them and who lived with the daily
awareness of the microaggressions of racial injustice during those decades brought awareness to
the otherwise oblivious. Continued awareness to the overt racism that still exists in American
society including our school systems through the critical life stories of participants in this study.
The introspect of participants reviewing the incidents in their lives related to race and racism
allows them to analyze the impact of their experience on how they socialize their children as well
as engage with school staff around issues of race and racism. This study thus implies advantages
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to using life history methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Germeten,
2013; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin, 2000; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990;
Olive, 2014) in research regarding parent involvement.
Implication for Parental Involvement: This study adds to the existent body of literature
that takes race into account in the review or analysis of parental involvement (Howard &
Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao,
2009; Warren et al., 2009) by going beyond the exposure of how “African-American parents and
students… are largely overlooked in the professional literature” (Howard & Reynolds, 2008, p.
80) to demonstrating the existent overt racism affecting parental involvement. While the study of
Turney & Kao (2009) showed that, “Black, Hispanic, and Asian foreign-born parents faced
substantially higher levels of barriers than their White native-born counterparts” (p. 264) this
study implies that it is far more evident that overt racism plays a role in negatively impacting
parental involvement as the examples above demonstrate.
Implication for Parental Engagement: Just as schools in America are generally designed
toward the inclination of the White middle class (Kim, 2009), the same generally applies to
PTA’s/PTO’s where White mothers tend to “exert positions of dominance in parent organizing
spaces” (Baquedano-López et al., 2013 citing Posey, 2012, p. 158). This is due to the tendency of
most PTA’s/PTO’s functioning under Traditional Parent Involvement Structures (TPIS). The
leadership of a PTA/PTO determines whether these norms are followed and the PTA of Carter
Elementary School, where both Alexia and Thomas are executive board members, does not. This
PTA is led by a group of parents who requested their administrators initiate organized
conversations amongst the parents, staff, and school community members to directly address the
same nationally publicized racial tensions that grew in intensity that year that resulted in the birth
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of the Black Lives Matter movement and organization. As Warren et al., (2009) describes in the
differences between TPIS and parental engagement, in this study the participants are from a PTA
in which parents are leaders and collaborators in setting their agenda as opposed to simply
following the pre-set agenda. The participants experience a mutual exchange of relational power,
not simply following the directions of school-to-home parent communications. This implies that
parental engagement is far more beneficial to parents and their children than TPIS regardless of
race.
Implication for Parental Engagement: Alexia directly asked her son’s former teacher
why she placed her son in a low-level classroom to which the teacher explained that she had no
idea he was placed there and that she had not made a recommendation for him to in class in
which he was placed. Literature reviewed in this study support the finding that structures are in
place in American schools in general that support a lack of emphasis on supporting those from
marginalized populations or populations other than the middle class traditional two-parent
household Caucasian families (Anderson & Minke, 2007; Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005; Manz et
al., 2004). Taking on parental engagement as opposed to following the Traditional Parental
Involvement Structures provides results like the ones Alexia achieved in this situation. These
actions are an example of Alexia starting to build capacity as a leader, thus shrinking the social
and cultural gap between herself and the teacher (Warren et al., 2009). Alexia continued
spending long hours in the school each day and learned that White parents could get their
children’s classes changed at their will and on the same day they made their requests as opposed
to experiencing the multi-day process she experienced to eventually have her son removed from
the class designated as what the students describe as the low class. This example additionally
demonstrates the burden of advocacy as well as microaggressions.
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“I Don’t Want My Kids to be Shell-Shocked” (Covert Racism). There is an “invisible
power system that exists within schools in the United States” (Kainz & Aikens, 2007, p. 308)
which is a by-product of the covert racism that exists in American society (Brooks, 2012;
Fishman-Weaver, 2014; Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013;
Ladson-Billing, 2004; Pollock, 2009; Theoharis, 2009; Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000).
These issues are usually overlooked, ignored or dismissed in American schools (Davis et al.,
2015; Gooden, 2012; Rivera-McCutchen & Watson, 2014; Theoharis & Haddix, 2011). In the
Bender family they expose their White Privilege to their children and emphasize to them how
they should stand up to all injustices they witness and on behalf of others they witness being
treated unjust or unfairly.
Using Hughes (2003) definition of racial socialization being the parents’ “transmi[ssion
of] world views about race and ethnicity to children by way of subtle, overt, deliberate and
unintended mechanisms,” the Bender parents conceptually reach this point through selfanalyzation of their own life stories. Through the various life stories shared by both Bender
parents, they developed a critical consciousness. Thomas’ stories of witnessing how deliberate
his father was in his treatment of non-White people created a foundation in him that allowed him
to be aware of injustices happening around him unlike many people with privilege who progress
through life without noticing the power and privilege differences. The Bender parents speak with
their children directly and openly about the underlying racism embedded in the highly publicized
incidents of unarmed Black men being shot by police. They directly tell their children that, “this
is racism in America. You guys need to be aware... I don’t want my kids to be shell-shocked.”
Additionally, parents past experiences with discrimination and racial bias, or witnessing
of the same, effect the stories they tell their children in their efforts to protect and/or prepare
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them for dealing with and/or negotiating issues of race and racism (Caughy et al., 2006; Caughy
et al., 2011; Hagerman, 2014; Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al., 2006; Hughes & Johnson, 2001;
Richardson et al., 2015; Rollins & Hunter, 2013). While the effect is not as direct with White
people witnessing injustices in comparison to racial minorities personally experiencing them,
parents who use the racial socialization color-conscious dimensions of cultural socialization
and/or preparation for bias, none-the-less provide racial socialization for their children in a
manner that addresses covert racism. A limitation to this socialization is that parents who have
had more personal and direct encounters with incidents of discrimination and racial bias towards
them are far less likely to use a color-blind (Hagerman, 2014) approach to racial socialization.
Since children “learn to assume, resist, or negotiate the statuses associated with racial group
membership” (Rollins & Hunter, 2013, p. 140) through their interactions with others, especially
their parents (Rollins & Hunter, 2013), the stories their parents tell them from their past
experience, directly affect their racial socialization.
While most research on racial socialization speaks to the experiences and practices of
racial and ethnic minorities, “racial socialization occurs in all families” (Hughes, 2003, p. 16).
The sub-categories found in the literature related to racial socialization consist of cultural
socialization/support and preparation for bias, which apply, for the most part, to racial or ethnic
minorities, while Color Conscious Racial Logic, the third and final sub-category I found in the
literature, is the demonstration of recognizing racial disparities. Color Blind Racial Logic
supports what is commonly known as White Privilege. Both Thomas and Marie shared multiple
life stories in which they demonstrated their recognition of their White Privilege. Thomas goes to
the extent of correct friends like the one he spoke of in one critical incident when the friend
expressed sentiment that his growing up as “poor white trash” was not a privilege. Marie
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undermines similar examples of covert racism as one critical incident she shared in which her
sister claimed that “White men have it worse than Black men, trying to get a job” caused her to
consciously restrain herself from elevating her angered response from verbal to physical. The
Bender Family function as anti-racist and anti-oppressive stances (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich,
1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993, 2008, 2011, 2014, 2016; Thompson, 2003; Wagner &
Shahjahan, 2015) and in their desired school setting for their children as well as in their daily
lives overall.
The second finding is that the family life stories in both families play a role in their
engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism. The Bender family had no
incidents shared in which they addressed staff regarding an issue related to race or racism, but
Thomas did openly and willingly engage school staff around issues of race and racism in the
organized discussions of my previous study. He further used his experiences in those discussions
to guide him and influence his thought patterns resulting issues of race and racism going
forward. Starting with the Trayvon Martin incident and going forward Thomas and Marie have
made themselves open to discussions around race both with their own children and with people
they interact with in their daily lives. Their doing so is an example of how “life history
researchers cultivate and maintain ongoing, trusting relationships” (Cole & Knowles, 2001) as
deeper insight came from the close relationship I had built with them over time resulting in a
strong level of researcher/participant trust (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles,
2001; Germeten, 2013; Goodson, 2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin, 2000; Labaree,
2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014). Thomas himself was hands-on in the efforts of the Parent
Teachers Association’s, under new leadership that year, to deliberately recruit a more racially
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and culturally diverse group of parents to participate in what was already previously known to be
a very active parents’ group.
Also spurred from the Trayvon Martin incident was the participation of Alexia Jones in
the staff and community discussions around race and racism. This was also following her
becoming part of the schools’ first executive board of the PTA that was not all White women.
Her interactions engaging school staff around issues of race and racism did not occur only during
our discussions as did with Thomas Bender. Alexia’s one critical incident addressed in this study
was that of her dad refusing to accept her interracial marriage and interracial children. But she
also had the one incident of direct engagement with a staff member around the issue of race
and/or racism. Alexia addressed the school principal directly, due to her becoming aware of what
she saw as the misplacement of her son in the only class at his grade level with no White
students. After learning of the various life stories of each of the three (3) Jones’ parents/
grandparent as critical incidents in this dissertation, I was able to connect how their experiences
shaped them regarding their views on race and further enabling Alexia, as the parent in charge of
being active at their children’s school, to directly address the principal with this issue.
Implication for Anti-Oppressive Stances: The examples in this section of this study
further demonstrate the value of anti-oppressive stances by parents regarding parental
involvement, socialization of their children, and parental engagement around issues of race and
racism, adding to the current body of literature related to anti-oppressive stances (Kumashiro,
2000; Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005; and
Wagner & Shahjahan, 2015). Examples provided in this study imply that covert racism can be
subverted by concerted individual efforts, but only when there is first a full recognition of covert
racism. The recognition that the Bender parents have of their White privilege and explaining this
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to their children, enables them and their children to make conscious decisions of anti-racist
stands. While Wagner (2005) reminds us that “the project of antiracism is not individual but
collective and will require collective action by people from a range of locations in the social
order” (p. 273), I point out that this study provides multiple examples not only of individual
efforts towards anti-oppression and anti-racism, but also in contribution to the collective efforts
engaged in by the parents at this school. The openness of the Jones’ family regarding what Ms.
Antonia grew to recognize about her own former racist perceptions as well as Mrs. Alexia
bringing the factor of race in the placement decision of her son to the attention of the principal of
their school also demonstrates how this study adds to the field of literature related to antioppressive stances as well as parental involvement.
Implication for Anti-Racism Pedagogy: The Bender parents in this study demonstrated
efforts towards and a “desire to be and to be known as a good White person [which] stems from
the recognition that our Whiteness is problematic, a recognition that we try to escape by being
demonstrably different from other, racist Whites” (Thompson, 2003, p. 9). This study implies
that the usage of life history methods employs participants active engagement in “challenging the
status quo and envisioning a less Eurocentric approach to higher education” (Wagner, 2005, p.
261). Covert racism exists though systemic racism “making White racism a central, selfreflective topic of inquiry within the academy” (Scheurich, 1993a cited in Scheurich, p. 34). The
implication here is that active recognition of White Privilege as accounted for by the Benders
through their accounts in life stories enhances the importance of life history methods in antiracism pedagogy.
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Implication for Racial Socialization: Per Hagerman (2014), the dual approach options in
racial socialization are “colour-conscious” approaches and “colour-blind” approaches. The
dimensions of racial socialization described in the literature review are Cultural Socialization,
Preparation for Bias, and Silence about Race. The only one of the three not demonstrated in this
study is the only one which uses a “colour-blind” approach, Silence about Race. Scheurich
(1993a, 1993b, 2002) as a White antiracist, openly recognizes that people of color experience
racism in a manner that anyone White is incapable of, due to not having the firsthand
experiences with racism that people of color experience. This clarifies why the dimension of
Silence About Race is one practiced far more often by White people. In the literature review,
however, it was made clear that regardless of this dimension, “racial socialization occurs in all
families” (Hughes, 2003, p. 16). This study implies that parents who are open to having
discussions related to race and racism tend to be those who are open to the recognition that there
are racially based differences in the treatment/reactions/response people receive. Thus, the usage
of life history methods supports their use of “colour-conscious” approaches such as Cultural
Socialization and Preparation for Bias, to protect and prepare their children for dealing with
and/or negotiating issues of race and racism (Caughy et al., 2006; Caughy et al., 2011;
Hagerman, 2014; Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al., 2006; Hughes & Johnson, 2001; Richardson et
al., 2015; Rollins & Hunter, 2013).
Implication for Parental Engagement and Racial Socialization: In the focus group
with the Bender parents, I reminded Thomas about conversations held with our group in my
previous study in which conversations of White Privilege arose. I then asked them both if they
discuss White Privilege with their children. Marie explained that while they don’t use the term
“White Privilege” they do talk with them about White Privilege without using that terminology.
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This brought me to wonder whether Thomas came to know this during the C-PAR Study, which
would be collective engagement – coming to know about difference as an avenue towards antioppression stance – with an implication for parental engagement. I have concluded that our
conversations during the previous study likely provided him deeper insight but based on the
responses of Marie who was not involved in the previous study as well as Thomas’ responses
that I now reflect upon, it seems they both were cognizant of many of the advantages of White
Privilege they experience without recognition of the terminology. This then placed Thomas in a
position as a parent active in the PTA to look forward to engaging in the conversations around
issues of race and racism in our previous study and thus leading to his participation in this study.
The Benders are thus raising their children in a color-conscious environment which also
speaks to racial socialization. Hagerman (2014) explains that White children growing up in
colour-conscious contexts are better able to identify and discuss what they perceive to be acts of
racism in their daily lives (p. 2609). This colour-conscious racial logic then inspires their
children to recognize their White privilege and also recognize other forms of privilege they may
have as well (Hagerman, 2014).
“I’m Afraid of Black People” (Awakening). By awakening, I am speaking of the
process of one suddenly realizing that something they had never realized prior to a given
moment, instant, or incident. While driving his son home from school and listening to a talk
radio show, a topic arose related to the mistreatment and profiling of African-Americans. A very
young Oliver asked his father, Thomas, why the police were picking on this guy to which
Thomas explained that, “some people do this because they just don’t like some particular race.”
Upon Oliver asking why, Thomas responded that, “sometimes you just do not know why, they
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just had [a] bad experience, they were never taught before.” After a lengthy period of silence,
Oliver then shocked his dad by stating that he is afraid of Black people.
Thinking of the diverse environment he had surrounded his son with in Carter
Elementary, Thomas was confused how is son could have such a fear. It was not until his son
further explained, “they are always smoking, and just hanging out,” that it then occurred to him
that the route he drove home daily from the school was “through an area where it’s just rundown, a bar, and people are hanging out selling drugs on the outside.” At this point, Thomas had
an awakening. He realized, as he reflected, that what he exposed his son to by driving through
this area where there are lots of homeless people who are mostly Black, plus multiple bars where
many Black people hang out as well as a corner store and public housing projects. He then
directly explained to his son that the problem is money-based but then also admitted to me that
he then realized he needed to expose his kids to neighborhoods where there are affluent Black
people because if this type of neighborhood is the only one where he sees Black people outside
of his teacher, classmates and their parents in school, this then drives his opinions of what Black
people are like in general.
Thomas had an awakening to lessons he was teaching his son without any idea that taking
what he considered the best route home, having such an effect on his son. A critical incident of
Marie Bender revealed more blunt ways she became aware of endemic racism. Her use of the
term monkeys was purely intended to mean that the task done improperly, was done so poorly
that even monkeys could have done a better job with the inventory. The people she was referring
to, unbeknownst to her at the time of her words, were all White. Her statement of, “Wow, are
they a bunch of monkeys,” however, especially in the presence of Black co-workers,
demonstrated her lack of awareness of the racial overtones in such terminology. She came to an
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awareness that her Whiteness allowed her to live in America well over twenty years prior to
coming face-to-face, personally, with the reality of her White Privilege.
Scheurich (1993a) as cited in Scheurich (2002) explained that White people “do not
experience ourselves as defined by our skin color” (p. 28). Marie grew up in a self-described
family that sent their children to school nearly exclusively White. She became reflective upon
incidents she experienced and sympathetic for the disadvantages she saw for others, counter to
the privilege she experienced daily. Together with marrying Thomas, Marie’s awakening
brought her to being akin to the term “good” White people (Thompson, 2003, p. 8) describing
those who support people of color and are cognizant of White racism and against it (Scheurich,
1993a, 1993b, 2002; Sleeter 1993, 2008, 2011, 2014, 2016; and Thompson, 2003).
Andre met Alexia at this same church that featured a critical incident related to racism
occur prior to his meeting Alexia but through working with the youth ministry at this church. He
had never perceived any of his experiences as acts of racism until returning to live in the USA
after spending his elementary and secondary years of schooling in various other countries. While
on a road trip at the age of 23 he experienced White people yelling out racial slurs at he and the
others in the car with him as belligerent racists drove up next to, then passing by them. Around
this same age, while supervising teenagers at a youth event for this same church he managed to
keep the students’ attention away from the White guys spinning out in a truck with a Confederate
flag yelling out racial slurs. His perception of never experiencing racism during his primary and
secondary school years growing up outside the USA resulted in the incidents mentioned above
being his awakening to the racism that he had heard existed in this country.
Experiencing racism goes much deeper than the personal experience of specific incidents.
Andre may have been unaware of less obvious forms of racism such as schools offering less
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rigorous courses to minority students, minority students being referred to special education at a
higher rate, school curriculums designed without focus on cultural or ethnic diversity, minimal, if
any, presence of minority faculty members (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007;
Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009). Instances
such as these persist in the USA (Meshulam & Apple, 2014). Having personal experiences with
racist acts, however, awakened Andre to these realities. Unlike what he had experienced
attending school on military bases abroad, Andre was awakened to teachers’ lowered
expectations of racial minority parents and teachers’ lack of consideration for parents with lesser
social and cultural capital (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009;
Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009). This was countered by
how involved/engaged his wife Alexia became at the school once she was no longer working
full-time.
Similarly, the life stories of the Jones’ family result in their open discussion with their
children of what to be prepared for in dealing with racial issues in America. From Antonia
evolving from once “being racist” to Alexia’s realizing the advantages White people have in
America, to Andre’s awakening to the power dynamic in America in his early twenties, the life
stories of Jones’ family parents also impact the racial socialization of their children and their
engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism.
Implication for Life History Methods: Prior to this study, life history methods (Aveling,
2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Germeten, 2013; Goodson, 2001; Goodson &
Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin, 2000; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014) have not been used in
parental involvement literature (Barnard, 2004; Dearing et al., 2004; Epstein, 2001; Domina,
2005; Hoover‐Dempsey et al., 2005; Fan, & Chen, 2001; Gutman & Midgley, 2000; Hill &
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Craft, 2003; McWayne et al., 2004; Sacker et al., 2002; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Sheldon &
Epstein, 2002). Using life history methods with focus on Critical Family History (Sleeter, 2008,
2016) provides both a content of findings that relate to race and racism, and implications from
my research design that have implications for parent involvement. This should serve as an
awakening in the parental involvement field of literature that there is an advantage to the use of
life history methods.
Implication for School Leadership: In the literature review a list of issues faced by racial
minority parents is provided from both Nzinga-Johnson et al. (2009) and Kim (2009). These lists
can be categorized under: teachers’ lowered expectations of minority parents, the expressed
concerns of minority parents being discounted or disregarded, and a lack of consideration for
parents with lesser social and cultural capital (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens,
2007; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009; Warren et al., 2009). This
study implies that the use of life history methods can be valuable for research in the field of
educational leadership. Examples in this study demonstrate how using life history methods can
help to improve/enhance parent participation in schools. School administrators provide
professional development for their teachers to make them aware of their possible unnoticed or
unknown lowered expectations of minority parents will benefit. Making a conscious effort to
avoid being dismiss or perceived as dismissive to minority parents will help. Lastly building
rapport with parents so that they feel like part of the school will make parents with less social
and cultural capital more welcome and heighten the chances of them becoming actively
participative parents.
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Implication for Life History Methods: Ms. Antonia shared with me how much she
appreciated having the opportunity to share her stories and explore her own feelings through
telling her stories and hearing the stories of her daughter and son-in-law. Seidman (2006)
stresses that meaning making occurs in each interview and this is compounded in focus group
interviews as participants are hearing not only their own perspectives, but also having their views
affected by what they hear from the other participants in the focus group. In this case, each
participant often shared stories that involved each of the other two or at least one of the other
two, once the discussion progressed beyond capturing information about their lives prior to
meeting one another.
All three of them said they shared things in our focus group guided conversations that
they each had never thought to share with one another. Cole & Knowles (2001) explain that to
gain contextual information about a participant, it is beneficial to interview others who may
provide “additional or perhaps different perspective” (p.84). Having them together as a family in
this focus group demonstrates the advantage of having additional and/or different perspectives.
This session was thus cathartic for the participants in a way and resulted in deep revelations as
they revealed their experiences and their thoughts and beliefs related to those experiences
throughout the hours during which life stories were shared. It was also cathartic for me as “life
history researchers cultivate and maintain ongoing, trusting relationships” (Cole & Knowles,
2001).
Implication for Racial Socialization: Beyond parent/child racial socialization,
institutions also matter. Andre shared a story about “sitting on a bench and a Spanish guy, a
Spanish girl, they walked up to me and a White guy, who was their minister I later found out.” In
this story he finds great resolve and peace in a racially and culturally diverse interdenominational
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church. He said, “they all genuinely wanted to get to know me and know who I was as a person,
not just as a color. That was very impactful.” This is an example of how welcoming institutions
matter and those institutions extend beyond schools. American society is mirrored not only in
schools, but systemically throughout American institutions, as Ladson-Billing (2004) clarifies
that, “[I]ssues of race and racism permeate US culture… and the prevalence of race is not
merely in those spaces seen as racially defined spaces (p. 5).” This study, hence, implies the
relevance of institutions beyond schools regarding studies related to racial socialization.
“I saw the love.” (Closeness). Closeness implies the feeling of a relationship or some
level of emotion or personal connection. The critical incidents of Alexia’s mother, Antonia, and
her husband Andre both speak to awakenings to the realities of the racial power and privilege
gap in America, but the theme of closeness is also outstanding in the Bender and Jones families.
Ms. Antonia Garcia slowly evolved from seeing no problem with Black Colombians in her home
country of Colombia, to fully believing the negative stereotypes of Black Americans upon
moving to the USA. Decades since her arrival, she says in our focus group guided discussion,
“but then I saw the love.” When she saw the love of people of many various races, ethnicities
and cultural backgrounds at her new non-denominational church, it sparked change in her views.
During her early years of raising Alexia and her brother in New Jersey, Ms. Antonia was
surrounded by numerous people from a vast number of cultural backgrounds who all lived and
functioned together like family. The commonality amongst all these people with ancestry from
various nations however, had the similarity of all being what Ms. Antonia called “Spanish.”
Racial socialization was a term born of the efforts of African-American parents building
self-esteem in their children in addition to preparing them for facing the continuing issues of race
and racism in America (Boykin & Toms, 1985; Peters, 1985, 2002; Spencer, 1983; Spencer &
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Markstrom-Adams, 1990; Tatum, 1987; Thornton et al., 1990). The community of “Spanish”
people that surrounded Ms. Antonia during her initial years in the USA provided a family
environment which extended beyond her home and immediate family. The pressures of forced
assimilation into the dominant culture in the USA resulted in immigrant racial minorities groups
such as Latinx, Asian, and immigrants from the Caribbean Islands bringing about ethnic
socialization focused on cultural retention, identity construction, and the development of
affiliation within groups (Knight, Bernal, et al., 1993; Knight, Cota, et al., 1993; Ou & McAdoo,
1993; Quintana & Vera, 1999). This set the tone as a demonstration of the closeness of others
bringing together people with differences by finding commonality.
The stereotypical views Ms. Antonia had of Black people in the USA was deeply
engrained, so she was not open to the idea of closeness with Black people. Once she was witness
to the closeness of people regardless of people being of/from various racial backgrounds, she felt
“the love.” This feeling brings me to recall the cultural difference racial minority families tend to
have in comparison to the norm, which is that of the White middle-class families (Howard &
Reynolds, 2008; Kainz & Aikens, 2007; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al., 2009; Turney & Kao,
2009; Warren et al., 2009). From a deficit model standpoint, racial minority parents are assumed
to have little knowledge or capital to advocate on behalf of their children (Howard & Reynolds,
2008; Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009). This is compounded by parents’ past experiences in
school themselves adding to their perceptions of the roles they are expected to play regarding
their involvement in their child’s school (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao,
2009). This brings clarity to my mind that when racial minority parents feel “the love,” that
closeness then results in more parental involvement or engagement providing positive effects in
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the happiness and performance of their children in school. This has implications for all school
spaces.
Implication for Life History Methods: In reflecting upon their pasts, interviewees try
to make sense of those past experiences in the context of their current understandings. This is an
example of what Goodson & Sykes (2001) refer to as the interviewees being “negotiated
subjects.” This process is a portrait of the complexity of social life (Germeten, 2013). Ms.
Antonia reflected verbally on how she not only thought negatively of Black Americans, but how
she personally mistreated them in her younger years. She shared that while, “working in retail…
hav[ing] to take care of African-American, Black people, I used to treat them bad… I don’t want
to deal with, you know.” As she continued to reflect and share, however, she also expressed that
there, “was also good in my heart because you guys have no problem. African-American is not
the problem, the problem is the ignorance…” Life history methods provided the opportunity for
her to learn from hearing herself express these thoughts verbally as well the relief it brought to
her family members to witness her relief during our focus group session. As Miles et al. (2014)
explains comes from vignettes, the end result for this study is that her stories provide rich
context.
Implication for Parental Involvement: Regarding parental involvement versus parental
engagement, this research implies that the relational, empowering, culturally inclusive and
collaborative structure of parental engagement (Warren et al., 2009) is far more productive and
useful for racial and ethnic minority families in comparison to Traditional Parent Involvement
Structures (TPIS). The individualistic, school centered, and activity based (Warren et al., 2009)
structures of TPIS. The parental engagement displayed in both families in this study serve as
examples of subverting the “invisible power system that exists within schools in the United
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States” (Kainz & Aikens, 2007, p. 308). in efforts to build equity within schools and strength in
relationships within communities. Schools engaging parents regardless of the parents’ social
capital or perceived social capital can result in better parent/school communication and thus
more parent participation with schools.
Implication for Racial Socialization: As educators we try our best to provide a caring
and supportive environment to students in addition to an educational environment. When it
comes down to it, however, it is from their parents that students (at least hopefully) receive love.
This love is what brings Hughes & Johnson (2001) to explain that, “parental factors are most
central in the racial socialization messages that children receive” (p. 981). No matter what terms
are used and regardless of whether parents use color-conscious or color-blind approaches
(Hagerman, 2014), all the literature reviewed for this study reveals parents have an impact on the
development of their children via racial socialization. This study demonstrates the importance of
the stories parents share with their children and thus the value of family history and life history
methods (Aveling, 2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Germeten, 2013; Goodson,
2001; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin, 2000; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014) as
a whole. Stories of parents’ past experiences related to race and racism impact their efforts to
protect and prepare their children for dealing with and/or negotiating issues of race and racism
(Caughy et al., 2006; Caughy et al., 2011; Hagerman, 2014; Hughes, 2003; Hughes et al., 2006;
Hughes & Johnson, 2001; Richardson et al., 2015; Rollins & Hunter, 2013).
Implication for Life History Methods: “In critical approaches to self-examination,
personal and family experience is the beginning of a research process” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 115).
Alexia recollected upon White parents she is friends with who she knew had their childrens’
classes changed with ease. She explained that they, “walked right in and had their classes
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changed right there on the spot.” As she continued talking, she listened to herself talk-through
which parents had access and which ones had to fight for access. It is this process of talking
herself through the events that supports the point made by Sleeter (2008) regarding selfexamination. As she reflected, she said she did not, “want to be that type of person that I’m
always going to blame it on the race. This is the first time that ever, had it happen to me as being
Hispanic.” This experience clarified to her what a Black parent meant when she had earlier said
to Alexia, “well, welcome to being a mother of an African-American child, of a Black child.”
Two Families, One School. A similarity between the two families in this study is that
each parent in both families wanted their children to attend Carter Elementary School. An
implication in this theme for parental agency (Barton et al., 2004) is that school spaces are
affected by the commonalities parents from various background may search for common
schools. In common with the two families in this study, is that both sets of parents joined the
lottery pool for the opportunity to enroll their children at Carter Elementary International
Baccalaureate magnet school, in heart of an urban area of a large metropolitan area. The life
stories of Thomas told of an acceptance of all people regardless of their race or any other
background, but upon marrying and having children with Marie realized that they did not want
their children growing up socialized in private Catholic schools surrounded by all, or nearly all,
White children as they both had. The life stories of Alexia and Andre, while differing in the path
to reach their individual consensuses for wanting their children in a racially and culturally
diverse environment, both told stories of awakening to the realizations of the racial power
differential in America and wanting their children to function within this society as best possible.
In Carter Elementary both sets of families were able to find efforts toward the racial and cultural
diversity that both sets of families sought. I think the nature of a school such as Carter
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Elementary, attracts parents with a greater social capital that are more willing to engage with
issues of race and racism. An additional component I feel plays a role in attracting such parents
is the IB curriculum of the school, which incorporates directly from IB World that their focus is,
“to develop internationally minded people who recognize their common humanity and shared
guardianship of the planet” (IBO, 2013).
Implication for Home-School Relationships: With regards to racial socialization, this
research implies that parents who have an expressed desire for their children to attend schools
with diverse racial demographics tend to have views that are anti-oppressive and anti-racist.
Systemic racism is woven into the fabric of America (Hanley-Lopez, 1994; Khalifa, 2015;
Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Khalifa, 2012; López, 2003; Love, 2004; Omi &
Winant, 1994, 2014) and American school system mirrors this (Brooks, 2012; Fishman-Weaver,
2014; Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Khalifa, et al., 2014; Khalifa et al., 2013; Ladson-Billing,
2004; Pollock, 2009; Theoharis, 2009; Winant, 2006; Young & Laible, 2000), but parents who
take anti-oppressive and anti-racist stances flourish in an intentionally diversely designed school
environment. Additionally implied in this research is that parents with an interest in placing their
children in a diverse environment tend to use stories of their experiences with issues of race and
racism without a direct expected outcome or even responses from their children. Literature on
parent-school or home-school with regards to direct active efforts between administrators and
parents for which conversations on race and other human differences has not been addressed
vigorously in much of the school-community relations literature (Bjork et al., 2012; de Carvalho,
2000; Ishimaru, 2014). Instead of an expected response, these parents tend to share stories with
the hope that the stories will result in causing a positive outlook for their children regarding
issues of race and racism. This study implies that parent-school or home-school relationships are
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strengthened in schools with diverse racial demographics supported by school goals or aims
towards such diversity.
Implication for Parental Engagement: This research further implies that, regarding
parents’ engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism, engaged parents are no
more likely to initiate engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism than those
who are not engaged parents. Engaged parents; however, are willing to address issues of race and
racism when invited to do so by other parents and with the support of other parents. In action in
this study are the three solutions provided by Warren et al. (2009), which summarize what has
been found as most beneficial: parent-faculty relationship building; parent-parent relationship
building; and parents’ leadership development. This has created a shift in culture and power
within the school with parents like Thomas of the Bender family and Alexia of the Jones family.
This research further implies that parents who willingly reflect on their own experiences
regarding issues of race and racism are more likely to be willing to engage in discussion around
issues of race and racism with a desired interest in the improvement of race relations for their
children and themselves.
Implication for Parental Involvement: While the days of slavery and subsequent legal
segregation are behind us historically, “powerful forms of segregation persist in US society in
general; and in particular in public schools” (Meshulam & Apple, 2014, p. 652). This study
implies benefits to parental involvement or engagement and thus student success in schools
through their use of deliberate diversity such as is found in Carter Elementary International
Baccalaureate School. IB World Schools (IBO), better known as an International Baccalaureate
Schools are led by a mission that includes focus on “intercultural understanding and respect…
encouraging students [to] understand… other people, with their differences” (IBO, 2013). Not
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only does this study further imply that parents interested in their children attending school in a
demographically diverse environment drawn to IBO schools, but also that within such
environments, efforts are made towards lessening racial injustices. Implications are thus evident
that other schools could benefit from having aims similar to IBO schools regarding racial and
cultural demographics and the acceptance of human differences.
Implication for Critical Life History Methods: In addition to the need for schools and
teacher programs to examine biases and cultural incongruence in schools and their communities,
“school personnel and administration must be willing to engage and value the communities in
which the parents and family members reside, while establishing a rapport with all stakeholders,
to foster parental engagement” (Fenton et al., 2017, p. 223). For this to occur, a level of trust
must be accomplished through teachers and administrators reﬂectiveness and transparency about
their own unconscious biases (Delpit, 2006) for which critical life history methods provides the
venue. In effort for educators to become more connected with the backgrounds and cultures of
minority students, “[they] must work to negotiate and interrogate their own biases and
prejudices, particularly those that consciously and unconsciously stereotype Latino [and other
racial minority of bicultural] communities” (Jiménez-Castellanos et al., 2016, p. 95). Through
Critical Life History methods educators reflect upon their own life stories and the effects these
stories and their own culture then have on their perspectives. Fenton et al. (2017) explain that it
is then “also a matter of examining how one’s culture interacts with that of the communities in
which one teaches” (p. 223). This can be a good starting point for educators.
Themes Conclusion
Through the themes of overt racism, covert racism, awakening and closeness, each of
these critical incidents interrogated in this study display and confirm the issues of race and
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racism in America supporting the way power and privilege that exists within racial dynamics in
America (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Kim, 2009; Nzinga-Johnson et al. 2009; Turney & Kao,
2009). The first finding in this study, as illustrated in this section, is that the parents in both
families demonstrate how their family life stories play a direct role in socializing their children.
The second finding, as also illustrated in this section, is that the parents in both families in this
study demonstrate how their family life stories play a role in their engagement with school staff
around issues of race and racism. These family life stories are what comprise family histories in
this study and thus, through the themes named, many implications have been derived.
The direct role family life stories play in the racial socialization of the children of the
participants in this study is evident in the stories being told/revealed to the children. The
mechanisms through which the indirect role family life stories play in parents’ engagement with
school staff around issues of race and racism is not as evident. This study thus presents
implications for parents and students in this current time described by Meshulam & Apple (2014)
as a time when, “creating and defending [a] more socially just society are especially difficult.
(p.650). The parents in this study have taken the stance of being openly vocal with staff
regarding what they see as questionable in the fair and equal treatment of children related to race,
which in many cases tends to be overlooked or unnoticed. The implication in this study is that
“through a combination of partial victories, what may seem to be necessary compromises, and, at
times, partial losses… do last (Meshulam & Apple, 2014).”
This family histories study implies that parents who share family life stories related to
issues around race and racism are more likely to take strategic considerations for such parental
engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism. One strategic consideration is
that of the parents’ perception of their role in being involved at their child’s school. “Parental
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role construction includes a sense of personal or shared responsibility for the child’s educational
outcomes and concurrent beliefs about whether one should be engaged in supporting the child’s
learning and school success (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005)” and parents in this study exemplify
being engaged with school staff. Just importantly, however, is the parent having the belief that
their personal actions will help. Hoover-Dempsey et al. (2005) call this “Parents’ Sense of
Efficacy for Helping the Child Succeed in School.”
Throughout the themes of overt racism, covert racism, awakening and closeness, in
which the critical incidents of participants in this study are displayed exist underlying
implications for parents who might pursue the engagement of staff around issues of race and
racism. This family histories study, overall, brings forth the idea of individualization, critique
and alternative approaches in comparison to what currently exists in literature. Implications
through the examples provided in this study further affect majority and minoritized parents as
well as schools.
Continuing the Discussion
Thomas Bender’s first response to my question of whether he engages school staff
around the topic of race and/or racism was: No, other than our conversation within our group,
referring to our monthly group discussions held throughout my previous three-year study. In
considering how I can move this discussion forward, it occurred to me that our previous study
has encouraged those participants to be open to discussions around the topics of race and racism.
I further foresee my own willingness to continue engaging such conversations as a result of my
first study and the extensive information I have gathered for this dissertation study. From here I
can contribute in the field of academia through both writing/publishing and by inspiring studentcentered learning around these same issues.
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The questions of children can also ignite continued investigation by parents deeper into
issues of race and racism. Thomas’ son, Oliver questioned him about an officer aggressively
addressing a Black man, asking, “why they pick on that guy” to which Thomas answered, “Some
people do this because they just don’t like some particular race.” Thomas reported that Oliver
then asked the immediate follow-up question of “why” to which Thomas answered, “Sometimes
you just do not know why, they just had [a] bad experience, they were never taught before.”
Having such discussions with his son and knowing that his son is in search of understanding then
displays Thomas coming to understand/negotiate.
How each individual frames situations is also a determinant in whether s/he notices issues
around race and racism and if they do, how they respond. When I asked Andre about the issues
of race and racism his grandfather had to at least witness if not personally experience as a Black
man serving in the, then racially segregated, US Army during World War II, he shared that his
grandfather, “told us the good parts of everything.” When thinking of Andre telling me he did
not experience racism until he was in college and when contemplating his responses to racism in
many of the stories told by both him and Alexia, it occurs to me that the words of his grandfather
likely has a lot to do with how he frames.
Another component not addressed beyond the surface is that of participants political
views and the role race plays in their views. Both Thomas and Marie addressed one political
party as being known for “supporting racist policy” remarking how “they don’t believe that
everybody should get healthcare” and further statements about that party’s support of
gerrymandering. There is an implication in the willingness for policy makers to address policy as
racist, but do not want to be called racist. This is one of the possibilities of many other examples
of how many discussions can continue forward from the life stories shared in this study.
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As it has been shared throughout this study, institutional racism is pervasive. Alexia’s
love for her dad withstood even the most extreme of racist views. She is Hispanic and married to
a Black man with whom they have children together that her mother, Antonia, is helping them
raise. For her to listen to her father say, “that’s why it’s important not to mix. That’s why
animals don’t mix. You don’t see tigers with lions… the African race is not a very smart race…”
had to be devastatingly painful as she left her fathers’ home to go home to her husband and
children. She reported that he made his feelings very clear reiterating, “that’s why it’s very
important not to mix because then the kids will come out like… they don’t come out that
smart…” Regardless of his sentiment that resulted in what she described as, “BAWLING in the
car” her insistent love for her father as she sat with him during his final days in the hospital
display to me that perhaps her ability to maintain this love regardless of such extreme views is
her approaching this through an understanding of institutional racism.
I will close this sub-section with implications of Alexia’s resiliency and her stances
regarding race which lean toward anti-racist and anti-oppression. Regarding having children by a
Black man, she said her father told her that, “It’s going to be hard for them. It’s not easy for kids
that are mixed and you’re going to bring into this world kids and it’s not going to be easy. Why
would you do that to them?” Alexia’s response was, “What are you talking about?” She
continued to explain that she felt, “the only ones that are making it tough is people’s own
families. You know the world doesn’t really care anymore.” This demonstrated a true resiliency,
but then she continued to also say that’s how she saw it at that time, implying that she now does
recognized the difficulties her children will have facing the institutional racism she now
recognizes is so prevalent for Black people, especially as she contemplates the talks she has with
her sons as conversations continue regarding nationally advertised incidents of the
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disproportionate occasions of Black males being shot and otherwise profiled. Her thoughts and
responses are also a strategic coping strategy for how the world is.
Bi-Racial Family. This sub-section pertains particularly to the Jones family. In addition
to the overlap in racial and ethnic socialization is the overlap producing biracial children. This
section does not synthesize multiple contributions of literature, but instead focuses on the
findings of Rollins & Hunter (2013) regarding how multiracial children fit within this breadth of
empirical literature in relation to their parents’ socialization practices. In many ways, biracial
children are “viewed as part of a stigmatized racial group because they ‘don’t fit’ into a
monoracial group” (Rollins & Hunter, 2013, p. 150). Depending on which monoracial group
their child is most closely identified with, racial socialization is then geared towards preparing
them for experiences related to that monoracial group. This, of course, will vary based upon the
racial/ethnic combination (Black/White, Black/Hispanic, White/Hispanic, Black/Asian,
White/Asian, etc.) of the child as well as the past experiences of each/either parent regarding
his/her world experiences regarding issues of race and racism.
In the overall findings of Rollins & Hunter (2013) they express that “[although the racial
experiences of biracial families and youth are distinctive…, [parents] engage in the same range
of racial socialization messages delivered in monoracial minority families” (Hughes et al., 2006)
(p. 149). Throughout this range of socialization messages, all of the literature in this review
found intersections of race, ethnicity, and culture reflected in racial socialization. These
dimensions of racial socialization primarily include preparation for racial inequality and
enculturation. Just as with monoracial minority children, this is done to help prepare children to
negotiate racial discrimination and buffer racial stereotypes. The differences in racial
socialization amongst biracial children, however, occurs in relation to the racial hierarchy within
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American society as parents’ racial socialization approaches vary according to biracial heritage
per Rollins & Hunter (2013) as follows:
…biracial youth are socially positioned between hierarchically organized racial groups.
Within the context of this racial ecology, parents prepare their children for what they
perceive as their future position within a racially stratified society… The monoracial
identities that parents prepare children for reflect how racial categories are constructed
(including phenotype) as well as the potential access to Whiteness, as the most privileged
racial status. (p. 141/142)
Rollins & Hunter (2013) found that three approaches tend to be taken by parents of
biracial children: promotive, protective and passive. Promotive focuses on strengthening their
sense of self, protective focuses on preparing them for experiencing racial discrimination, and
passive takes no measures. Their findings, using promotive, protective and passive as their
criteria clearly demonstrate the variations in racial socialization approaches used according to the
biracial heritage of the child. Parents preparing their children for being identified as Black
received promotive socialization at a much higher rate than those being prepared for being
identified with any other monoracial group while the closer children were identified as White,
the more passive socialization was most common.
Hughes (2003), in her study focused on African-American, Puerto Rican, and Dominican
families, states that these groups “groups that are similarly located at or near the bottom of the
U.S. social structure” (p. 17) signifying the racial hierarchy in the USA. In explaining the
hierarchy of race which affects racial socialization, this section touched on some of the
dimensions of parental racial socialization. In the following section, I expand upon this
discussion explaining the various dimensions specified throughout the literature reviewed.
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Indigenous and Ancestral Knowledges. Also pertaining specifically to the Jones family,
this sub-section addresses “knowledge based on the epistemologies (ways of knowing), and
written, oral, and spiritual traditions of Indigenous peoples” (Khalifa, 2018). Such knowledges
within communities of color, ground the navigation of said families. “[K]nowledge about our
own existence, realities and identities can help produce a form of knowing legitimate in its own
right and able to contest other ways of knowing” (Dei, 2015). This epistemic knowledge is the
opposite side of the coin from Western epistemic knowledge, based on ways of knowing from a
few men from the five Western countries of England, France, Germany, Italy, and the USA
(Grosfoguel, 2012).
The authority of knowledge in the world today recognized by the leading universities
“within social, historical, philosophical, or Critical Theory is based on the socio-historical
experience and world views of men from these five countries” (Grosfoguel, 2013). The findings
in this study contest this pretention of knowledge from the men of these five countries having
“the magical effect of universal capacity… sufficient to explain the social/historical realities of
the rest of the world [thus resulting in mass education of the world to] that of learning these
theories born from the experience and problems of a particular region of the world (five
countries in Western Europe)” (Grosfoguel, 2013, p. 74). The opposite side of this coin of
epistemic privilege is epistemic inferiority and thus the coin termed, Epistemic racism/sexism by
Grosfoguel (2012). The Jones family parents in this study exemplify said ways of knowing
described as Indigenous and Ancestral Knowledges.
In this study, Alexia witnessed and addressed school staff regarding her son being placed
in a class with only one White student. This noticeable issue of race and racism aligns with what
Sleeter (2015) termed as “race-visible,” yet in an intentionally designed racially diverse school
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this disparity could occur and continue without rectification. The existence of this persistent
issue can be explained by the “increased emphasis on standardization and high-stakes
accountability under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001… [which has] resulted in less, rather
than more, culturally responsive educational efforts and more, rather than no, Indigenous
children left behind…” (Castagno & Brayboy, 2008, p. 942). Ancestral knowledge is
demonstrated through Alexia’s experiences and her embodied transmission of knowledge. Some
critical incidents extracted from the life stories Alexia shared in our interviews have been shared
in this study displaying only a fraction of her demonstrated ancestral knowledge providing
benefit not only to her own children to throughout her interactions as a highly engaged parent
with school staff, other parents, and the many children within her son’s school. I am thus in
agreement with Castagno & Brayboy (2008) in their sentiment that the “growing diversity of
students in schools paired with the continued homogeneity of teachers makes the call for
[Culturally Responsive Schooling] CRS more important than ever” (p. 942).
Alexia’s husband Andre demonstrates ancestral knowledge extending from his ancestors
in Africa though his maternal grandmother who raised him from birth until age-5, prior to his
mother reclaiming him upon getting married at which point their newly formed family with a
step-father and step-siblings moved overseas. While Andre’s grandfather accompanied his
grandmother in raising him and his cousins that his grandparents were also raising during his
formative years, he was a very stoic man. He said that his grandfather told them “stories about all
the miles he had to walk and how rough he had it,” but regarding stories related to issues of race
and racism, he said, “he didn’t really tell us a lot of THAT. He didn’t get into that– the racial
part.” His grandmother, however demonstrated ancestral knowledge she passed along through
both oral traditions and her behaviors or interactions with White people witnessed by Andre.
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Unlike his World War II veteran grandfather who Andre explained, “told us the good parts of
everything,” regardless of the racist segregation of the armed forces in that era, he said of his
grandmother that she, “told us everything.”
She would tell us how you had to behave around certain people, what to look out for, she
was the one who was always on the look-out for– She said phrases like ‘look out for the
White man’ or ‘that cracker’ and other slurs because she ran her own business and people
were always trying to buy her out and trying to take over.
Antonia, in this study, displays Indigenous knowledges in her shared stories about the
coexistence of the people of Colombia prior to her move to the USA in her late teenage years as
a recently married woman. Khalifa (2018) distinguishes between Ancestral knowledge and
Indigenous knowledge as follows: “Indigenous knowledge is strongly associated with knowledge
developed in a particular land and associated with knowledge developed in a place. Ancestral
knowledge is associated more with people, their experiences, and their embodied transmission of
knowledge” (p. 2). Ms. Antonia described Afro-Colombians as living in a specific region of
Bogota, but an area in which she had a completely different perception of Black people in
comparison to her belief in stereotypes about African-Americans upon her move to the USA.
None-the-less, she gave the pizza she was bringing home to her children to a group of children in
need, without forethought race or ethnicity. In sharing her story, she recognized her desire to take
such an action being connected with her experiences beyond life in the culture and society in
which she was living and raising a family but connected to foundational ways of thinking
(Indigenous knowledge) she developed in a land prior to immigrating to the USA.
As is the case for all groups outside of the White middle-class, “for Indigenous
communities and scholars, the long-standing problem of superficial incorporation of culture into
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curriculum is a critical and reoccurring pattern and central challenge to overcome” (Hermes,
Bang, & Marin, 2012, p. 382). The celebration of this holiday or that religious or cultural event
in the name of multiculturalism serves only as an avoidance tool from addressing the need for
deconstruction of what Grosfoguel (2012) termed, Epistemic racism/sexism. For the benefit of
all students and all educators, Indigenous and Ancestral Knowledges should not be treated as
epistemically inferior any more than the ways of knowing spurred from a few men from one
single region of the world should be epistemically privileged. This study demonstrates how
family history research and the tenacity to have constructive conversations around issues of race
and racism can initiate a move towards such a balance in fully recognition of Indigenous and
Ancestral knowledges.
Themes Summary
While the participants in this study do not directly teach from a Critical Race Parenting
(DePouw & Matias, 2016) stance, they both lean towards taking anti-racist/anti-oppressive
stances regardless of one of the two primary participants being raised by a parent duplicating
their parental stances in one case, but not in the other. This study thus found that parents who
lean towards anti-racist/anti-oppressive stances (Kumashiro, 2000; Scheurich, 1993a, 1993b,
2002; Sleeter, 1993; Thompson, 2003; Wagner, 2005; and Wagner & Shahjahan, 2015) tend to
share their stories related to race and racism and openly discuss and share information with their
children regarding issues of race and racism even though their methods do not consist of
intentional racial socialization.
Similar to this lack of intentional racial socialization (Caughy et al., 2011; Hagerman,
2014; Hughes, 2003; Hughes, et al., 2006; Hughes & Johnson, 2001; Richardson et al., 2015;
Rollins & Hunter, 2013) while providing a form of racial socialization, this study found that
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parents who lean toward taking anti-racist/anti-oppressive stances are willing to openly engage
school staff around issues of race and racism. This willingness does not translate into eagerness
to address issues of race and racism, but when the opportunity is presented, they are not only
open to engaging these issues, but inspired to do so. Using methods of life history (Aveling,
2001; Bertaux, 1981; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Germeten, 2013; Goodson, 2001; Goodson &
Sikes, 2001; Kouritzin, 2000; Labaree, 2006; Norquay, 1990; Olive, 2014) provide an outlet for
accessing knowledge about issues of race and racism as experienced directly in the lives of
research participants. Clearly there is a need for additional research in this area and I strongly
encourage other researchers to make use of Critical Family History (Sleeter, 2008, 2011, 2014)
in this manner to help reveal more ways as well as past experiences that can provide learning
paths for the future.
An outstanding quote from the outstanding woman who founded the school of my
undergraduate degree, Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, reads as follows: World peace and
brotherhood are based on a common understanding of the contributions and cultures of all races
and creeds. My personal journey in life has been intertwined with experiences related to issues of
race and racism extensively. These experiences are fully exposed in My Story later in the
appendices of this dissertation. Regardless of the race-related humiliation and debilitation I have
felt at many points in my life, upon overcoming or navigating my way around or through various
traumatic, disappointing and/or disturbing events, I always look forward with an inner-resolve of
positivity. I have a deeply seeded belief in the forging of a common understanding that can
provide the world peace that Dr. Bethune spoke of. While it may seem that outstanding events
related to issues of race and racism in the United States of America during 2016 and 2017
display otherwise, I am hopeful that the revelation of extensive pervasive underlying racism,
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xenophobia, and other displays of misuses of power and privilege, will only inspire humans, as a
whole, to aspire towards the world peace and brotherhood that will come from common
understanding.
One path towards reaching this point as humans is through life history inquiry, which
Cole & Knowles (2001) explains, “is about gaining insights into the broader human condition by
coming to know and understand the experiences of other humans” (p. 11). Specifically, the use
of Critical Family History (Sleeter, 2008, 2011, 2014) allows for in-depth personal interrogation
to uncover what Sleeter (2016) described as the “impact of the larger socio-cultural relationships
on the family over generations” (p. 19) and “probing power relationships across groups” (p. 20).
This family history study process for the participants has provided them the opportunity to merge
understandings of past and present experiences to project or anticipate future beliefs and actions
regarding the further development of their children and their child rearing methods. This
dissertation process for me as an individual has provided much appreciated insight for how
others view the world in relation to their identities and how they interact with the world as a
result. For me as the researcher, triangulation of the information gathered from the individual
interviews, the focus group sessions, my reflective journals and field notes resulted in a final
analysis process in which meaning-making (Seidman, 2006) produced the findings.
Limitations
Based on the purpose of family history and to enhance rigor and richness, I interviewed
the additional family members of the two primary participants. Those focus group guided
conversations with the adult family members who are helping to raise the children of the primary
participants helped to piece together accounts that may have been absent from the primary
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participants stories alone. To gain contextual information about a participant, it is beneficial to
interview others who may provide “additional or perhaps different perspective” (Cole &
Knowles, 2001, p.84).
One main limitation of this study is the study population. This family histories study
required gathering evidence in an environment constructed by co-participants. Although
measures were put in place to maximize credibility and dependability, it is possible that different
researchers with different groups of participants could have different findings. Another factor to
consider is selection bias. It is highly probable that school community members who chose to
participate are somehow different than those who elected not to. This is further evident through
the profiles created in this study via life history (Cole & Knowles, 2001; Labaree, 2006)
methods.
Additional limitations within the study come the possibility of investigating more
components from the family histories of participants than the selected critical incidents and more
of the aspects within the included critical incidents. One example from a critical incident shared
by the Jones’ parents provides an implication for tracking students, for which more literature,
research and discussion could be provided. In the focus group discussion Alexia explained that
her son was really, really dejected about being placed in the lower level class his fifth and final
year of elementary school asking why he was placed in the lower-level class. With focus on the
life stories of the parents and how their life stories effect the racial socialization of their children
and their engagement with school staff around issues of races and racism, this implication of
tracking was not included. In the sharing of life stories there are many examples such as this one
which provide implications that can lead to further research.
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One final example from another life story of a participant in this study that provides
implications for further research is how some counternarratives produced by participants can be
unwittingly problematic themselves. In Alexia’s explanation of how she did not understand how
her father could have racist views regarding Andre in the early days when she introduced them to
one another, she retorted thinking that, “Andre is like, no, the preppiest guy, like he was just very
presentable, very, I don’t know.” In this statement, unbeknownst and unintended by Alexia,
underlies the problematic assumptions of “preppy” Black men being the opposite of the norm,
reinforcing the negative stereotypes of Black men. This counternarrative is paralleled by her
mother Antonia who shared in a story that her husband used to say, “they are not educated,”
speaking of Black people, “that they are like garbage, they do not want to go to school, but he
was different” speaking of one specific Black kid. She said this particular Black kid, “really
looked like he was a person that is educated, loving, kind, you know, he was different.”
An interesting conceptual point which contrasts Alexia’s and Antonia’s statements,
however, is Andre’s statements in response to Alexia wanting him to avoid wearing hoodies after
the Trayvon Martin incident. Alexia reported that, “He was like ‘okay I don’t have to change for
anybody. I don’t have to change the kids. I don’t have to change the way they dress. I don’t have
to change I can still wear my hoodies.’” Not only is this an interesting conceptual point, but it
also relates to racial socialization based on questioning how much one should or should not
conform. As the examples in this sub-section demonstrate, discussion from the content extracted
from the participants in this study can result in extensive continued discussion.
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Recommendations
Recommendations for practice include bringing to the attention of educational leaders
and policy-makers the advantages of going through the process of deeply analyzing ones’ own
history and placing those experiences into the context of their interactions within the world
today. This study reveals how going through this process can reveal to individuals a deeper
understanding their own standpoints, views, and values to then address these standpoints, views,
and values in a variety of educational settings. This is because educational leaders and/or policymakers have not engaged in an in-depth analysis of their own life histories regarding issues of
race and racism, the decision they make, and/or polices they develop, may not be as inclusive as
they could be, especially in this increasingly diverse society.
Along with advantages of parents, families and communities being engaged from a
relationship-building perspective as opposed to TPIS, the findings in this study also support
recommendations for teacher and administrator preparation/training which demonstrates these
advantageous and encourages educators to avoid efforts of dictating how parents are involved in
schools. Fenton et al. (2017) express the need for teacher education programs to embrace the
responsibility of “connecting preservice teachers with the daily instances of oppression
minoritized students and families face as they navigate through inequities” (p. 221). While
Fenton et al. (2017) pointedly focus on the impacts of issues of race and racism, Yull & Wilson
(2018) do so in a manner using the learned experiences of educators who were engaged in their
parental engagement program. They explain that in addition to, “parents moving from
marginalized outsiders to feeling accepted,” that teachers described benefits of the Parent Mentor
Program to include their recognition that parent, family and community “experiential knowledge
along with culturally relevant, race-conscious parenting practices” are advantageous to their
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success as educators in alignment with the advantages realized for students (p. 171). WarrenGrice & Parker (2018) then provide examples of teachers who are effective and successful in
teaching within communities and demographics different than their own White middle-class
backgrounds due to their “connection to the communities in which the students live and using
that understanding as cultural capital knowledge” (p. 48). They then conclude by expressing the
implication for teacher and administrator preparation is that a fundamental change needs to be
made in terms of how we prepare these groups to educate other people’s children (p. 59). It is
thus my recommendation that educators take heed to the advantages relationship-building with
racial minority parents will provide them and as a result provide all the students with whom they
interact.
This study also reinforces the importance of ancestral knowledges, or “knowledge based
on the epistemologies (ways of knowing), and written, oral, and spiritual traditions of Indigenous
peoples” (Khalifa, 2018). Acknowledging and displaying the family histories in this study,
especially the Jones family with Latinx and African descent, support “researchers suggest[ion]
that it is crucial for these knowledges to be identified, maintained, and centered in schooling and
other educational activities for Indigenous and Minoritized youth” (Khalifa, 2018). With the
continued lasting negative effects of colonialization, slavery, through the Jim Crow Era and
current New Jim Crow Era (Anderson, 2012) on descendants of indigenous peoples, family
members can use this study and family history research focused on issues of race and racism
similarly to the explanation that Khalifa (2018) provides about research on ancestral knowledges:
Family members can use this research to push for change in schools. This research makes
it clear that educators neither know how to recognize, nor incorporate and honor your
Black, Latino, Indigenous, spiritual, and other types of knowledge. However, after the
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push for systemic change, partner! Educators will need your community-based expertise.
Without this, they will rely on surfaced approaches like Black history month readings, or
Cinco De Mayo celebrations. Ancestral knowledges and honoring children of color can
only be realized with family and community members being at the center of the growth
and reform. (p. 3)
While this study did not focus on Indigenous or Ancestral knowledge, I recognize the
inherent available connection with Critical Family History (Sleeter, 2008, 2011, 2014, 2016) in
that both focus on recognizing, appreciating, and valuing the usage of said knowledges in
education as displayed in this study. It is detailed clearly in this study that “Western educators
are often cultural outsiders, and do not know the dynamics around the communities they serve.
(Khalifa, 2018). In effort to help Western educators avoid reproducing oppression in their antioppressive works, I thus recommend practitioners to consciously engage indigenous parents for
their active participation in school for the benefit of all students and educators.
Recommendations for Leadership and Organization in Schools include providing the
opportunity for voices of those who have not been heard by the policy-makers and decision
makers in schools both at the classroom level as well as multi-tiered levels of administration
from administrators in schools to those at the district and state levels as well. Hearing the voices
of individuals discussing their engagement with issues of race and racism is rare as a result of the
sensitivity of the subject matter. Thus, there must exist a level of trust between those interviewed
and the researcher (Kemmis et al., 2014) for such a study to be conducted. This study delivers
examples of providing opportunities for voices often unheard to be heard, and thus an
opportunity for these voices to be taken into account by policy-makers and other decisionmakers sensitive to people from a wide array of diverse backgrounds and experiences.
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I recommend race conscious teacher and administrator preparation/training/development
informed by a critical race theory lens (Bell, 1992, 2008; Delgado & Stefancic, 2012), or at least
a culturally responsive component to all preparation coursework, educator certification extension
coursework and other educator trainings and/or professional development. Embedded within
such preparation/training/development the advice to educators to apply this lens to their
relationships with parents and families, and community members. Schools partnering with
universities, as suggested by Fenton et al. (2017), is an additional way to facilitate such trainings
and professional development.
Research such as (Fenton et al., 2017; Jiménez-Castellanos et al., 2016; Warren-Grice &
Parker, 2018; and Yull & Wilson, 2018) provide example of the success of such implementation.
The need for parents, families, and community members to be invited into schools for
meaningful collaboration must be engrained in teachers and administrators with an
understanding that “[t]his requires not only a shift in how their expertise is valued, but also a
reckoning with the historically embedded socio-cultural hurdles that parents often face” (Fenton
et al., 2017, p. 215). Building relationships with parents, families and communities is
advantageous to teachers and administrators as Yull & Wilson (2018) found in their practical
research project that teachers tend to learn from active mentor parents due to “see[ing] the
parents’ cultural connections to Black communities as a mechanism to better understand and
gain insight into the lived experiences of Black students in their classrooms. (181). With an
understanding that school leadership tends to follow a “top-down (vertical) [model for]
actualizing community-based reform” the research project of Jiménez-Castellanos et al. (2016)
“support[ed] a democratic (horizontal) leadership approach, where each entity has an equal voice
in planning educational reform for the community (p. 104). Following this recommendation is
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what Warren-Grice & Parker (2018) described as, “a missing leadership link for informing and
advising educational professionals regarding academic, social, cultural, emotional, and personal
development of students of color” (p. 60).
Smith, Yosso, & Solórzano (2007) exhibited a study conducted across four university
campuses displaying examples that support research findings that “continues to indicate
troubling patterns of racial discrimination against Black university students occurring in both
academic and social spaces” (p. 560). This study focuses on better understanding the stories
families tell regarding issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and
their children/students in the K-12 range of schools. I, hence, fully agree with the statement of
Smith et al., (2007) that:
A closer look at schools as a central and significant domain for how students learn about
racial matters can assist researchers and educational administrators in understanding how
race, racism, and racial ideologies shape social experiences and educational outcomes for
White students and Students of Color. (p. 560)
Critical incidents of participants told in this study provide family histories which
administrators and other educators can excavate from as a way of making sense around schools.
There are stories from the personal lives of participants in their youth that form who they are
today and how they raise and influence their children as well as stories that have occurred during
the years of their children attending the schools in which the parents engage staff around issues
or race and racism. This method allows access for moving stories in a culturally relevant way
that can inform educational leadership and how we prepare leaders.
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Recommendations for Further Research using life history methods in parent
engagement and racial socialization studies. It is recommended that further research be
conducted into the impact of life stories that are intended to address issues related to race,
racism, and other equal opportunity and/or anti-discrimination efforts. The findings of Yull &
Wilson (2018) Parent Mentor Program demonstrated that
parents understand the challenges that Black students face in schools and have used their
life experiences to connect with students in the classrooms they serve, but they connect
with Black students employing culturally relevant, race-conscious parenting practices…
They position themselves as caring adults who wholeheartedly believe in the student’s
potential for academic success, and they interact with students in a firm yet understanding
manner; they demand and expect the students to respect themselves, their peers, and the
adults in the lives. (p. 181/182)
It is further recommended that Critical Life History research is employed as a tool to
study participants past experiences in relation to their interactions with issues of race and racism
(today in many of the arenas other than the venue used in this study). In other words, it is highly
recommended that Critical Life History studies are conducted in; other school districts, other
locales, involving additional family members, involving more than two families, engaging
families from different socio-economic statuses, and involving participants from different/other
racial/ethnic background. It is additionally recommended that further research be conducted in
relationship to race and racial relations in IBO World schools in comparison to other school
environments.
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Researcher Reflexivity
When I conceived of this study it was an idea foundationally based in an area of great
interest and focus in my life. I did not realize at the time of conception that my desire for
studying how past experiences with issues of race and racism informed parents raising their
children until my dissertation process. During my coursework, I envisioned examining the
growth and development of Black school administrators and their experiences prior to and during
the leadership development process related to issues of race and racism. The opportunity to work
with a group of parents, administrators, teachers, additional school staff members and
community members of that school was one that I thought would lead to my dissertation. While
it did not, that experience did open the path for the study I am soon to complete.
Sleeter (2008) coined the term Critical Family History in a line of work that I found
interesting upon first being introduced to her work, but my focus for the dissertation was in
another direction at that time. Since I volunteered to present my work at a colloquium at which
she was the guest of honor, I learned first-hand of how I could mold the work I had been doing
towards incorporating my own life history. By incorporating my own life history, I found myself
writing freely and openly, in a manner which felt very natural to me. In my presentation to the
audience I found myself using no notes and becoming completely enveloped in telling my story.
In so doing, I was able to feel the connection between my past experiences related to race and
racism and my current path of studies. It was not; however, until one of my dissertation
committee members suggested using Critical Life History for a study that it later occurred to me
changing paths in this direction would be beneficial to me. I was already deeply engaged in a
Critical Participatory Action Research project which I felt would be my path to a dissertation so
with all the horror stories I knew of regarding doctoral students who change paths, my initial
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thought was “no way.” Upon having a deeper conversation with this professor, she revealed to
me that what I was planning was far more extensive than the research design she was suggesting
for a family histories study, so along with my mind changing, so did my dissertation path. While
my previous study provided access to participants ideal for my dissertation study, I came to
realize the advantages my professor was first able to see for my connection with life history
methods and the specific use of family histories. Inevitably access to the participants from my
previous study still proved beneficial as this dissertation has proven.
The obstacles I had to overcome in the process of completing this study were few in
number, but extreme in size. I had a wealth of ready participants from my previous study, so
acquiring participants and my line of communication with the participants was never an issue or
concern. The obstacles I faced came down to my own underestimation of the time it takes to
conduct a qualitative study of the measure I envisioned, and time it takes to properly conduct a
qualitative research study consisting of human subjects. Before accepting the idea of a family
histories study, my dissertation proposal plan consisted of ten individual interviews, two focus
groups consisting of participants from the original group of ten participants and follow-up
interviews with all ten participants.
In my dissertation proposal, I planned to have four individual interviews, four focus
groups (each consisting of a primary participant and his/her adult family members helping them
raise their children), and four follow-up interviews. Even with the final decision for my
dissertation to consist of half the number of participants I was proposing, I learned from
experience the daunting tasks of; revising my proposal, getting Internal Review Board (IRB)
approval of my study and each change made along the way; each committee member finding the
time to provide feedback on proposal revisions; the time it takes to transcribe many hours of
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interviews, code the data in the transcripts, devise questions for each subsequent round of
interviews, write up the findings, and so much more.
When I was within days of submitting the first draft of my dissertation, the return of my
final interview transcript sent to the transcription service was severely delayed and the service
providers failed to inform of their unexpected delay. As a result, I had to resort to selective
transcribing for my first draft before later having the transcript to confirm I had all the
information I wanted to include. I had a massive learning curve as a first-time dissertator
resulting in the misconception that I would complete the dissertation process by the end of that
same summer semester in which I had completed the first draft of my dissertation. Instead, I
finally completed the dissertation process more than a year and a half later.
My final thoughts with my dissertation defense now including in my hindsight lens is
recognition of my efforts to frame the stories of my participants in the best light. I fully
recognize and acknowledged from the start in this study that from a constructive stance,
generalizability is not a goal or desire (Creswell, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). It is therefore
also not a limitation of the study (Miles et al., 2014; Saldaña, 2016). I see my efforts to share the
stories of my participants in the best light, as appropriate, given the methodological emphasis on
closeness and trust (Kemmis et al., 2014). I also expressly shared that my view of the world
being through a Critical Race Theory (Ladson-Billings, 1998, 2004) lens, so this further
acknowledge that this approach to share my participants stories in the best light may be held in
tension with more critical stances towards the participants. My CRT lens, however, allows me to
appreciate the depths of their stories avoiding a deficit model view (Howard & Reynolds, 2008;
Kim, 2009; Turney & Kao, 2009). As I reflect on my navigation as a critical researcher, I
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recognize that it is my use of this methodology that privileges honoring my participants and the
power of their stories.
Chapter Summary
In conclusion, this study found that parents who were not raised in a Critical Race
Parenting (DePouw & Matias, 2016) home environment, tend to also not use such methods for
racially socializing their children. While the participants in this study do not directly teach from a
Critical Race Parenting (DePouw & Matias, 2016) stance, they both practice anti-racist/antioppressive stances regardless of one of the two primary participants being raised by a parent
duplicating their parental stances in one case, but not in the other. This study thus found that
parents who practice anti-racist/anti-oppressive stances tend to share their stories related to race
and racism and openly discuss and share information with their children regarding issues of race
and racism even though their methods do not consist of intentional racial socialization.
Similar to this lack of intentional racial socialization while providing a form of racial
socialization unintentionally, this study found that parents who practice anti-racist/antioppressive stances are willing to openly engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
This willingness does not translate into eagerness to address issues of race and racism, but when
the opportunity is presented, they are not only open to engaging these issues, but inspired to do
so. Clearly there is a need for additional research in this area and I strongly encourage other
researchers to make use of life history methods in this manner to help reveal more ways as well
as past experiences that can provide learning paths for the future.
This dissertation study process for the participants has provided them the opportunity to
merge understandings of past and present experiences to project or anticipate future beliefs and
actions regarding the further development of their children and their child rearing methods. This
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dissertation process for me as an individual has provided much appreciated insight for how
others view the world in relation to their identities and how they interact with the world as a
result. For me as the researcher, triangulation of the information gathered from the individual
interviews, the focus group sessions, my reflective journals and field notes resulted in a final
analysis process in which meaning-making (Seidman, 2006) produced the findings.
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Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interview Questions
For each interview and focus group session a semi-structured question format was
utilized to enhance the likelihood of developing thick, rich context and free-flowing depth within
the guided conversations (Miles et al., 2014).
In each interview and focus group session the following steps were taken. The goals of
the study and parameters of the signed consent form were reviewed extensively with each
participant. Prior to each interview and focus group session, each participant was informed that
his/her responses would be kept in confidence and not shared with anyone unrelated to this
proposed dissertation. I additionally clarified with each participant that his/her name would not
be included in the final dissertation or any subsequent publications. Lastly, the definition used
for “issues of race and racism” was shared and clarified with each participant prior to the
initiation of guided conversations.
The questions used in the two pilot interviews served as preparation for IRB approved
dissertation interviews and confirmed the advantages of using a semi-structured questioning
format. These questions were inspired by the research question and framed around the literature
review strands of racial socialization, parental engagement and issues of race and racism. Please
additionally further note that at various points throughout interviews, it was my expectation that
some of the same stories participants shared during our Participatory Action Research study
(#23483) would arise, but if not raised by the participant/interviewee, I followed my intention of
directly asking them about some of those stories when appropriate to the line of inquiry
throughout the interview.
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Appendix B: Pilot Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your family?
a. Where are you from?
b. Where are your parents from?
c. How many siblings do you have from each parent?
d. Which siblings did you grow-up with?
e. How do you identify racially?
2. Please tell me about your spouse and kids.
a. How many children do you each have?
b. How many children do you have together?
c. Which children are you raising together in your household?
d. What stories or incidents evoke happy thoughts for you regarding you and your
spouse prior to having children that would speak to your relationship?
e. What stories or incidents evoke happy thoughts for you regarding your family
household?
f. How do your spouse and children identify racially?
3. Who were the most positive influences on you growing up?
a. In what ways were they positive influences in your life?
b. Please share a few positive or happy stories about your childhood that speaks to
how you and your siblings were raised.
4. What schools have your children attended?
a. How did you choose these schools?
b. Why did you choose these schools?
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5. Please share with me, stories of times your elementary-aged children asked you questions
that relate to race?
a. How did you respond?
b. Why?
c. What did you draw from?
6. Can you tell me stories of encountered issues related to race at your child’s schools?
a. What did you do?
b. How do you believe the encounter was perceived by others?
c. Was you child involved at any level?
d. Did he/she express any feelings or thoughts related to the issue or incident?
e. How did you respond to your child?
f. How was the concern addressed or resolved?
g. (This may lead to a natural flow in the conversation looping back to his/her own
past stories related to issues of race and racism.)
7. How do you perceive any past encounters of incidents involving discrimination or racial
bias effect your teaching your children how to respond to similar encounters?
8. What efforts, if any, do you make regarding teaching your child about his/her racial
identity?
9. Do you make efforts to teach your children about their ancestral cultural heritage?
a. How?
b. What are some examples of the stories or lessons you tell them?
c. On what occasions or do you share these stories or lessons?
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d. What are some example of those stories including what led to the stories being
shared?
e. Have any of the stories told related to their ancestral stories evoked responses
from them?
f. What types of responses?
g. How did you respond or reply to their responses?
10. What steps do you take towards preparing your child for witnessing and/or experiencing
acts of racial discrimination or racial bias?
11. What questions has your child asked related to issues of race and racism?
a. When did they ask?
b. How did you respond and/or answer their question?
c. Why did you respond and/or answer the way you did (or why did you avoid
addressing their question if that was the response)?
12. What concerns regarding issues of race and racism have you brought up in conversation
or in meeting with school staff members and what was the result?
13. Do discussions of race, discrimination or racial biases play any role in your efforts to
build self-esteem in your children, and if so how?
14. At various points throughout the interview I expect some of the same stories participants
shared during our Participatory Action Research study (#23483), but if not raised by the
participant/interviewee, I will directly ask them about some of those stories when
appropriate to the line of inquiry throughout the interview.
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Appendix C: Individual Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your family?
a. Where are you from?
b. Where are your parents from?
c. How many siblings do you have from each parent?
d. Which siblings did you grow-up with?
e. What stories stand-out about your childhood and adolescent years that give
insight into what it was like growing up in your family?
2. How do you identify racially?
3. Who were the most positive influences on you growing up?
a. In what ways were they positive influences in your life?
b. Please share a few stories about your childhood that speak to how you and your
siblings were raised.
4. Please tell me about your spouse and kids.
a. How many children do you each have?
b. How many children do you have together?
c. Which children are you raising together in your household?
d. What stories or incidents evoke happy thoughts for you regarding you and your
spouse prior to having children?
e. What stories or incidents evoke happy thoughts for you regarding your family
household since having children?
5. How do your spouse and children identify racially?
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6. What schools have your children attended?
a. How would you describe each school?
b. How did you choose these schools?
c. Why did you choose these schools?
7. Please share with me, stories of times your elementary-aged children asked you questions
or made comments that you heard that relate to race?
a. When did they ask?
b. How did you respond to their comment and/or answer their question?
c. Why did you respond and/or answer the way you did (or why did you avoid
addressing their question if that was the response)?
d. If you responded/answered, what did you draw from in order to do so?
8. Can you tell me stories of encountered issues related to race at your child’s schools?
a. What did you do?
b. How do you believe the encounter was perceived by others?
c. Was you child involved at any level?
d. Did he/she express any feelings or thoughts related to the issue or incident?
e. How did you respond to your child?
f. How was the concern addressed or resolved?
g. (This may lead to a natural flow in the conversation looping back to his/her own
past stories related to issues of race and racism.)
9. How do you perceive any past encounters of incidents involving discrimination or racial
bias effect your teaching your children how to respond to similar encounters?
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10. What efforts, if any, do you make regarding teaching your child about his/her racial
identity?
11. Do you make efforts to teach your children about their ancestral cultural heritage?
a. How?
b. What are some examples of the stories or lessons you tell them?
c. On what occasions or do you share these stories or lessons?
d. What are some example of those stories including what led to the stories being
shared?
e. Have any of the stories told related to their ancestral stories evoked responses
from them?
f. What types of responses?
g. How did you respond or reply to their responses?
12. What steps do you take towards preparing your child for witnessing and/or experiencing
acts of racial discrimination or racial bias?
13. What concerns regarding issues of race and racism have you brought up in conversation
or in meeting with school staff members and what was the result?
14. Do discussions of race, discrimination or racial biases play any role in your efforts to
build self-esteem in your children, and if so how?
15. Do you have any additional stories or experiences to share related race and/or racism in
any way?
16. Do you have any additional comments you would like to add providing any additional
insight you may regarding the topic of race and/or racism as it relates to your life history
or your life experiences?
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Appendix D: Focus Group 1 (The Bender Family) – Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your family?
a. Where are you from?
b. Where are your parents from?
c. How many siblings do you have from each parent?
d. Which siblings did you grow-up with?
e. What stories stand-out about your childhood and adolescent years that give
insight into what it was like growing up in your family?
2. How do you identify racially?
3. Who were the most positive influences on you growing up?
a. In what ways were they positive influences in your life?
b. Please share a few stories about your childhood that speak to how you and your
siblings were raised.
c. What stories or incidents evoke happy thoughts for you regarding your family
household since having children?
4. How do you perceive any past encounters of incidents involving discrimination or racial
bias effect your teaching your children how to respond to similar encounters?
5. Ask Participant-A if notices the racial diversity in neighborhoods now and if looking
back at his past times living in segregated neighborhoods plays a part in his noticing the
amount of racial diversity in neighborhoods now.
6. While he (Participant-A) did not have many Black friends, he didn’t have many friends at
all because he was close with the few people he saw more regularly. His network of
friends was small due to living a 45-minute drive from school. He knows each of the few
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Black kids who when to his HS by name though and remains in contact with them via
social networks. Ask him how he reconnected with them.
7. Participant-A’s mom – When asked to describe how he knew she had a fear of Black
people he explained that. Ask Participant-B if she notices this and what she thinks about
this.
8. Participant-A said “This is a great school… cause we both grew up Catholic then I
majored religion in college and this is a Jewish school but this was like awesome. They
learned a lot about a different religion, a different people, you know it wasn’t a whole
huge mixed racially but religiously, it was completely different from what they have ever
experience.” Ask Participant-B her rationale for changing schools and her feelings about
this decision since.
a. Confirm with Participant-B her sentiment on religious vs. public school.
9. Participants A & B: Has your daughter ever asked why her hair is the way her hair is or
why there is a difference between the types of hair?
a. How did you respond to this, if so?
b. How did she then respond to your explanations, if so?
10. Participants A & B: Have either of you taken opportunities to expose the kids to
environments outside of school and school events where they are surrounded by people
who are not White.
11. State that Participant-A explained that the questioning of the difficulties between a White
and Black kids being friends and how they are perceived and thus treated differently are
deep ones as he contemplates. Remind him of how he pointed out how Black families
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have “the talk” with their kids and ask if they have an idea of how they will approach
conversations about these different treatments and how to respond to them.
a. Participant-B: Have you had any discussions like this with either of them or if the
kids have asked her any questions related to this.
12. Participant-A explained when I asked about how his past effects the teaching of his kids,
that he was not able to walk away from those racist attitudes now and feels the same now
until the words came out of his mouth, then he recanted saying he does walk away now.
a. Participant-B: Do you feel the same?
b. Please explain.
13. What efforts, if any, do you make regarding teaching your child about his/her racial
identity?
14. Do you make efforts to teach your children about their ancestral cultural heritage?
a. How?
b. What are some examples of the stories or lessons you tell them?
c. On what occasions or do you share these stories or lessons?
d. What are some example of those stories including what led to the stories being
shared?
e. Have any of the stories told related to their ancestral stories evoked responses
from them?
f. What types of responses?
g. How did you respond or reply to their responses?
15. What concerns regarding issues of race and racism have you brought up in conversation
or in meeting with school staff members and what was the result?
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16. Do discussions of race, discrimination or racial biases play any role in your efforts to
build self-esteem in your children, and if so how?
17. Do you have any additional stories or experiences to share related race and/or racism in
any way?
18. Do you have any additional comments you would like to add providing any additional
insight you may regarding the topic of race and/or racism as it relates to your life history
or your life experiences?
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Appendix E: Focus Group 2 (The Jones Family) – Interview Questions
1. Participants B & C: Please tell me about your family?
a. Where are you from?
b. Where are your parents from?
c. How many siblings do you have from each parent?
d. Which siblings did you grow-up with?
2. Participants B & C: How do you identify racially?
3. Participants B & C: Who were the most positive influences on you growing up?
a. In what ways were they positive influences in your life?
4. Participant-B: Please tell me about your life in Colombia, your life in America leading up
to marriage, and your life during your first marriage.
a. Please be sure to focus on any stories that relate to your views and/or experiences
related to issues of race and/or racism during these time periods
5. Participant-C: Please tell me about your early years, adolescent year, and life leading up
to getting married.
a. Please be sure to focus on any stories that relate to your views and/or experiences
related to issues of race and/or racism during these years.
6. Participants A, B & C: Do you see a difference between African-Americans and Black
people from other parts of the world?
a. What are those differences?
b. I notice sometimes Alexia refers to people as Spanish as opposed to Hispanic. Is it
the language that identifies one as Hispanic?
c. Is being Hispanic based upon a persons’ ability to speak Spanish?
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7. Participant-B: Growing up, did you notice any differences between Hispanic people from
different countries?
a. Were you drawn towards getting to know or getting to understand people from
different Hispanic backgrounds?
8. Participant-B: Participant-A told me that she and her brother always felt a desire to
interact with those from other cultures or those of other races. Did you know they had
this desire?
a. How did you feel about this?
b. How did you deal with this?
c. Did you take any steps to change their minds?
9. Participant-B: What interactions did you have with non-Hispanic (coworkers, friends, or
any other levels of relationships) people during the years your children were growing up?
a.

To what extent did your children witness these interactions?

10. Participant-B: Do you recall your children having friends they invited to your house?
a. Of these friends your children invited over do you recall any who were nonHispanic?
b. Please share any stories you recall of their spending time with friends who were
not Hispanic?
c. Participant-A recalls hearing you say, “oh my God look at my son hanging out
with those Black kids,” so I’m wondering if you had problems with either of your
children associating closely with African-American friends or classmates?
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d. I understand your sister-in-law was upset with you for making that statement, so
I’m wondering if she ever provided any specific direction or guidance to you
regarding any issues related to race or racism.
11. Participants A & B: Do either of you feel that Participant-A’s aunt taking a stand against
such statements had anything to do with her being Puerto Rican in comparison to their
being Colombian.
a. Is there a skin color difference between commonly recognizing Puerto Ricans as
darker or lighter than other Hispanic people?
b. Do either of you believe these differences played a role in her taking a stand
against racist statements?
c. Please explain.
12. Participant-B: What were the biggest differences you noticed about your neighborhood
where your kids first went to school in New Jersey compared to when the family moved
to a new neighborhood, 10-15 minutes away?
a. What was the deciding factor in the move?
b. What additional benefits did you discover in the move that were unanticipated?
13. Participants A, B & C: I know about the social segregation in Tampa with Black gangs,
and Hispanic gangs being separate and against one another, but I’m wondering about how
this played out in the classrooms versus the neighborhoods regarding those not in gangs.
a. Was your neighborhood and the adjacent neighborhoods segregated by race?
b. How much racial diversity was there amongst those living in your neighborhood
that you would walk to school with or ride the bus?
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c. Beyond the gang-related racial tensions, what, if any, racial tensions play out in
the classrooms, not the hallways or the lunchroom but in the classrooms?
d. What roll did the White students play while the Hispanic and Black students had
all these conflicts with one another?
e. How did these racial conflicts play out between students who were not in gangs
and did not deal with gang-related activity?
14. Participant-B: Participant-A expressed that you formerly had a fear of Black people.
Please help me understand this fear and how you later became OK with her dating Black
guys.
a. Please also help me understand how your fear of Black people evolved into your
marrying a Black man also.
b. Is he African-American?
15. Participants A, B, & C: One of the concepts Participant-A discussed with me is the effect
that appearance plays regarding how someone is treated and/or perceived as one of the
factors along with race. How do you each perceive people of various races who are dress
the same way? (Example: A Black man in a hoodie versus a White man in a hoodie)
a. What stereotyping exist for you when determining these perceptions?
b. Do you acknowledge this internal stereotyping when it occurs?
c. What do you do once/if you realize you have judged someone stereotypically?
d. Do you discuss stereotyping with the children?
e. What has been the result of these conversations?
f. Do you inform the children instances where you judged someone stereotypically?
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16. Participants A, B, & C, what are your views on all of the unarmed Black men being
profiled and even shot in situations where they did not seem to be the aggressor?
a. What conversations have you had with the children regarding this topic?
17. Participant-A expressed the desire to dress the children preppy for them to avoid being
perceived as a threat. Participants B & C: What are your views on attire being a factor in
how they may be treated when they reach their late teens and into adulthood?
a. What conversations have you had with the children regarding this topic?
b. What, if anything, do either of you do, Participants B & C, to prepare the children
for misperception of them based on their appearance including the color of their
skin.
c. Who was present for the conversation?
d. How did each of the children react?
e. What was there responses to their responses?
f. Have any of the children brought this topic up again with any of you individually
after the initial conversation ended?
g. Have any of their behaviors changed as a result of this conversation?
h. Participants B or C, please tell me about any times you experienced being racially
profiled or perceived negatively based on your race?
i. How do you feel any of your past experiences related to issues of race and racism
have affected how you handled these conversations with the children?
18. Participants A-C: I understand both Participant-A’s father and Participant-B’s mother
were against the interracial marriage of Participants A & C. I know Participant-A’s
thoughts on this but I’m wondering about everyone’s thoughts on this overall.
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a. Have you, Participants A & C, had discussion with any of the children regarding
their grandparents feeling this way?
b. If so, what responses or questions did any of the children have?
c. If there were questions or responses, how did respond to them and/or what
answers or advice did you provide them?
19. Participant-C: What is your relationship with your mother and her relationship with the
children?
a. Have you explained to the children why there is a difference between their
relationship with their paternal grandmother compared to the relationship their
cousins have with her?
b. What questions or thoughts have any of the children shared with you regarding
this topic?
c. How have your responded to any of those questions or thoughts?
20. Participant-A shared with me that she never had anything against dating White guys but
that she never did because she was simply never attracted to any White guys. This brings
me to wonder about your feelings, Participants B & C, regarding dating not only between
various categories of minorities like African-American and Hispanics, but also
Caucasians.
a. What are your feelings in general about dating or any other close relationships
with White people.
b. What communications have you had with any of the children that relate directly to
how White people are treated in society in comparison to how Black people or
Hispanic people are treated in this society we live in and they go to school in?
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21. Participant-A has explained to me that the children identify as Black or AfricanAmerican to the point that she must clarify for them that they are Hispanic, but they still
seem to forget about this portion of their identity. What stories do you, Participants B &
C, tell the children regarding their racial identity?
a. What incidents or stories related to race in any way, or racism have any of the
children shared with you whether while they were at school or just in general?
b. What information do you share, or have you shared with any of the children to
prepare them for dealing with issues related to race or racism?
22. Participant A shared with me that the school you all have chosen for them to attend was
chosen partially to provide the children the experience of being surrounded by people of
different races, cultures economic classes and backgrounds. What were your feelings
about the different school options you had for your children before applying to or
enrolling them in elementary school?
a. How much of a role did the amount of racial diversity play for you regarding you
desire for a school to enroll them in?
b. What have been your thoughts on this decision since enrolling them regarding
issues of race and racism?
23. The main incident in the school Participant A told me about related to any issue of race or
racism, was her fighting for child-1’s placement in a class that was more diverse instead
of the class with nearly all Black and Hispanic children in the class known as the lowerlevel academic class. What interactions have you had with school staff where you have
discussions with them around any issues related to race and/or racism?
a. What role did you play in Participant A getting his classroom changed?
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b. What conversations have you had with any of the children regarding how they
feel about situations like this or any other situations related to race and/or racism
in school?
24. Participants A & B, please tell me what lessons you teach or discussion you have with
any of the children to teach them about their racial identity.
25. Participants A & B, please tell me what lessons you teach or discussion you have with
any of the children to teach them about their ancestral cultural identity.
26. Do discussions of race, discrimination or racial biases play any role in your efforts to
build self-esteem in your children, and if so how?
27. Do you have any additional stories or experiences to share related race and/or racism in
any way?
28. Do you have any additional comments you would like to add providing any additional
insight you may regarding the topic of race and/or racism as it relates to your life history
or your life experiences?
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Appendix F: Institutional Review Board (IRB) Informed Consent Form

Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Pro # _00030899_____

You are being asked to take part in a research study. Research studies include only people who
choose to take part. This document is called an informed consent form. Please read this
information carefully and take your time making your decision. Ask the researcher or study staff
to discuss this consent form with you, please ask him/her to explain any words or information
you do not clearly understand.
We are asking you to take part in a research study called: A Family Histories Study of Parents
Engaging Issues of Race and Racism
The person who is in charge of this research study is Omar J. Salaam. This person is called the
Principal Investigator. However, other research staff may be involved and can act on behalf of
the person in charge. He is being guided in this research by Dr. William R. Black, Ph.D.
The research will be conducted at the homes and work place offices of the participants and in
reserved office spaces of the elementary school their children attend.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of the stories families tell regarding
issues of racism related to engagement between educators, families and their children/students.
Research will be conducted by audio recordings of individual and focus group interview
sessions, all transcribed for the purposes of extracting themes from the collected data.
Why are you being asked to take part?
We are asking you to take part in this research study because you have volunteered to participate
and because you have expressed an interest in sharing stories/narratives of your life story related
to issues of race and racism for the purpose of better understanding how your life histories affect
your racial socialization and engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism
Study Procedures:
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to:
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•
•
•
•

Participate in a 2-hour individual interview (and a possible 2-hour follow-up interview if
you are a primary participant defined as participants who formerly participated in study
number 23483, known by participants as the Diversity Group Discussion Sessions);
Participate in a 2-hour focus group interview session and a 1-hour follow-up group
member check session with fellow family members who all participate in the raising of
the children of the primary participants from study 23483;
All research will take place at the chosen homes of participants, their work offices and/or
reserved office spaces of the elementary school their children attend;
Audio recording will be used during each individual interview session and each focus
group session. The only people provided access to these recordings (outside of possible
certified paid transcription agencies or individuals) will be Omar J. Salaam and all
recordings will be converted to digital files, saved to computer files and permanently
deleted/destroyed within less than five years from the start of this study.

Total Number of Participants
Five (5) individuals will take part in this study.
Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study.
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You are free to participate in
this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are
entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study.
Benefits
Participation in this study is expected to result in personal growth for each participant in regards
of better understanding of themselves and their affect in the raising of their children specifically
regarding racial socialization and engagement with school staff around issues of race and racism.
Risks or Discomfort
Discussions about human differences are likely to result in emotional reactions from participants.
“Educators should keep in mind that interracial conversations about race are always a bit
dangerous, as they unleash emotions that we have all learned” (Singleton, G., & Hays, C., 2008,
p. 18). There is very likely to be discomfort in the conversations being held. All participants
have the option of giving/sharing input if/when they desire doing so as well as the option of no
longer participating at any point they may wish to no longer participate.
Compensation
You will receive no payment or other compensation for taking part in this study.

Costs
It will not cost you anything to take part in the study.
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Privacy and Confidentiality
We will keep your study records private and confidential. Certain people may need to see your
study records. Anyone who looks at your records must keep them confidential. These
individuals include:
•

The Principal Investigator, the study coordinator, and all other research staff.

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, including staff in USF Research Integrity and
Compliance.

•

Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research such
as the Office for Human Research Protection.

We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will use pseudonyms in place of
your name. We will not publish anything that would let people know who you are. A review of
the study will be conducted with all participants invited to provide feedback for revisions prior to
publishing.
You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, or experience an
unanticipated problem, call Omar J. Salaam at (813) 579-8146.
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in this study, or have complaints,
concerns or issues you want to discuss with someone outside the research, call the USF IRB at
(813) 974-5638.
Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

____________
Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study
Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research subject has provided legally effective informed consent.
_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Appendix G: Institutional Review Board (IRB) Approval Letter

May 18, 2017
Omar Salaam
L-CACHE - Leadership, Counseling, Adult, Career & Higher Education Tampa,
FL 33612
RE: Expedited Approval for Initial Review
IRB#: Pro00030899
Title: A Family Histories Study of Parents Engaging Issues of Race and Racism
Study Approval Period: 5/18/2017 to 5/18/2018
Dear Mr. Salaam:
On 5/18/2017, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed and APPROVED the above
application and all documents contained within, including those outlined below.

Approved Item(s):
Protocol Document(s):
ProNumber 30899 USF IRB Protocol.pdf
Consent/Assent Document(s)*:
ProNumber 30899 Informed Consent Form.pdf.pdf

*Please use only the official IRB stamped informed consent/assent document(s) found under the
"Attachments" tab. Please note, these consent/assent documents are valid until the consent
document is amended and approved.
It was the determination of the IRB that your study qualified for expedited review which includes
activities that (1) present no more than minimal risk to human subjects, and (2) involve only
procedures listed in one or more of the categories outlined below. The IRB may review research
through the expedited review procedure authorized by 45CFR46.110. The research proposed in
this study is categorized under the following expedited review category:
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(6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research purposes.
(7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not limited to,
research on perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural
beliefs or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral
history, focus group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or quality assurance
methodologies.

As the principal investigator of this study, it is your responsibility to conduct this study in
accordance with IRB policies and procedures and as approved by the IRB. Any changes to the
approved research must be submitted to the IRB for review and approval via an amendment.
Additionally, all unanticipated problems must be reported to the USF IRB within five (5)
calendar days.

We appreciate your dedication to the ethical conduct of human subject research at the University
of South Florida and your continued commitment to human research protections. If you have
any questions regarding this matter, please call 813-974-5638.
Sincerely,

Kristen Salomon, Ph.D., Vice Chairperson
USF Institutional Review Board
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Appendix H: Sequential Coding Development
Table 9.1 Initial Inductive Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Anti-Racist Stance
Anti-Oppression
Anti-Racist/Anti-Oppression Stance
Bad Experience w/Black Person
Comparison to ones’ own childhood
Competition & Challenge
Concerns for Others’ Perception
Confirming Stereotype of Black People
Cultural Trait
Distinguishing Dark Hispanics from African-Americans
Diverse Racial Intermingling
Diversity in School
Efforts to not see situations as racist
Equating Race w/bad behavior
Equating Racism and Classism

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Initial Emergent Codes
Exclusionary Incident of Acceptance of Black Person
Fear based on unfamiliarity
Fear of Black people
Gang-related Racial Tensions
Gravitating towards those w/bad behavior
Having a giving/conceding character
Hindsight vision of racism
Hispanic Cultural Trait
Hispanic Culture of Care for and Support of each other
Homogeneous Neighborhood
Intercultural Connectivity
Interracial Dating
Inter-Racial Interacting
Interrelating Black with Bad Behavior
Intra-Ethnicity Dating

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Intra-Group Hierarchal Racism
Involvement vs. Engagement
Limited experiences w/people of other races
Mom's Acceptance of her Dating a Black Guy
Positive Influence Anti-Oppressive
Preparation for Bias
Proud to be Black
Racist Action
Racist statement from figure-head
Self-Imposed Racial Segregation
Systemic Racism
The Look (Thugish Look)
Unintended Negative Lesson on Race

Table 9.2 First Revised Version of Inductive Codes
ConfrontingInstitutionalRacism ParentalEngagement
InvolvementVsEngagement
SelfImposedRacialSegregation
SystemicRacism
ActiveParentEngagement
TheLookThugishLook

InterculturalConnectivity
CompetitionAndChallenge
CulturalTrait
DiverseRacialIntermingling
DiversityInSchool
InterRacialInteracting
InterEthnicityInteracting
IntraGroupHierarchalRacism
GravitatingTowardBadBehavior

AntiOppressionStances
AntiOppressionStance
AntiRacistStance
HindsightRecognitionOfRacism
PositiveInfluenceAntiOppressive
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RacialSocialization
ConcernsForOthersPerception
EffortsNotToSeeSituationsAsRacist
CulturalSocializationSupport
PreparationForBias
RacialPride
ColorConciousRacialLogic
RecognitionOfWhitePrivilege

NegativeRacialExperiences
InsectionsOfMarginalization
ConfirmingNegativeSterotypes
EquatingRaceWithBadBehavior
DarkHispanicsVsAfricanAmericans EquatingRacismAndClassism
HomogeneousLifeExperiences
RacistStatementOrAction
FearOfTheOther
ExclusionaryRacialAcceptance
UnintendedNegativeLessons
GangRelatedRacialTensions

Table 9.3 Second Revised Version of Inductive Codes
ParentalEngagement
InvolvementVsEngagement
ActiveParentEngagement
SelfImposedRacialSegregation
RecognizingSystemicRacism

InterculturalConnectivity
CompetitionAndChallenge
CulturalTrait
DiverseRacialIntermingling
DiversityInSchool
InterRacialInteracting
InterEthnicityInteracting
IntraGroupHierarchalRacism
GravitatingTowardBadBehavior

AntiOppressionStances
AntiOppressionStance
AntiRacistStance
HindsightRecognitionOfRacism
PositiveInfluenceAntiOppressive
ConcernsForOthersPerception

RacialSocialization
EffortsNotToSeeSituationsAsRacist
CulturalSocializationOrSupport
PreparationForBias
RacialPride
ColorConciousRacialLogic
RecognitionOfWhitePrivilege
RacistStatementOrAction
UnintendedNegativeLessons
HomogeneousLifeExperiences
FearOfTheOther
ExclusionaryRacialAcceptance

Table 9.4 First Version of Codes used for Analysis in Dedoose
ParentalEngagement
InvolvementVsEngagement
ActiveParentEngagement
SelfImposedRacialSegregation
RecognizingSystemicRacism

InterculturalConnectivity
CulturalTraitCommonality
DiversityInSchool
InterRacialInteracting
InterEthnicityInteracting

AntiOppressionStances
AntiOppressionStance
AntiRacismStance
HindsightRecognitionOfRacism
PositiveInfluenceAntiOppressive

RacialSocialization
CulturalSocializationOrSupport
PreparationForBias
ColorConsciousRacialLogic
RacistStatementOrAction
HomogeneousLifeOrFearOfTheOther

IntersectionsOfMarginalization
DarkHispanicsVsAfricanAmericans
EquatingRaceWithBadBehavior
EquatingRacismAndClassism
IntraGroupHierarchalRacism
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InsectionsOfMarginalization
ConfirmingNegativeSterotypes
DarkHispanicsVsAfricanAmericans
GangRelatedRacialTensions
EquatingRaceWithBadBehavior
EquatingRacismAndClassism
TheLookThugishLook

Appendix I: My Story
My own critical family history is the foundation for the lens through which I have
formulated implications. In this section, I thusly share my own life stories related to issues of
race and racism to provide perspective for the reader and for the purpose of researcher reflexivity
(Creswell & Miller, 2000).
My mother has shared with me on many occasions throughout my adolescent years and
my adult years, that she was purposefully intent on sharing information with her children to
prepare us for what we would encounter in the world outside of our home. Her preparations were
not only for encounters of racial injustices but for any encounters or challenges that she predicted
we would encounter. Just yesterday she shared with my nephew the acronym that his initials
spell in preparation for the likelihood of peers using that to make fun of him. I share this as an
example that has nothing to do with race. With all her children being males, however, I can
remember vivid conversations that related to the treatment we would receive due to being Black
men in the USA.
My entire K-12 schooling was in the Flint Public Schools system. My local elementary
and high school both consisted of well over 90% Black students. The staff population, similar to
schools throughout the USA currently, was mostly White women, but I did have strong positive
influences from a small variety of teachers. The most influential of my teachers was the first
teacher I ever had in life: my mother. She taught me that it was not proper to use the term Black
as a negative term and not to accept being called Black in a negative way. This has resulted in
both my willingness to stand up for myself, but also in my being ostracized by my fellow Black
classmates. Growing up in the lower socioeconomic environment I grew up in, it was common to
hear Black people calling each other names negatively that included the term Black as part of the
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language. For example: “Shut yo Black a** up.” I hear my best friend using the term to this day,
but I always make it clear not to refer to me using the term Black, negatively.
Additional experiences I had during elementary school were a combination of my highlevel linguistic skills with my obvious Arabic name and proud connections to a religion of which
I was the only student at my school who was Muslim. I was regularly accused of acting White or
trying to be White for no reason other than my use of proper English or for my attempts at high
academic achievement. After spending grades 6-9 at the grade-7 through-12 school my mother
forced me to attend based on the name “Academy” being in the school title, I was happily
allowed to attend my local high school from which she and each of her nine siblings graduated:
Flint Northwestern. The reputation of the race riots at Flint Northwestern in the 70’s created a
lasting reputation of my school being dangerous, but my involvement in band, choir and tennis
provided great experiences for which I am very grateful. I am grateful in hindsight as music
provided scholarship opportunities without which I would not have been able to afford college,
but these activities also placed me in a position of being further taunted and ostracized in
addition to skin color and religion.
Police Racial Bias. Long before learning to drive, my mother taught me to be leery of
police regardless of their race because even though most of them might have good intentions or
be good people at heart, you never know which ones believe they are above the law. She tried
her best to make it clear that even the good cops often learn that there are things they can get
away with for no reason other than the uniform they wear. This was very difficult for me to
accept when a former classmate of mine who was a few years of head of me in high school
became a policeman. I had not seen him since I was in middle school and he was in high school,
but I remembered him very clearly. When I saw him dressed in uniform addressing an incident
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that happened just around the corner from my house, I called out to him. Not only did he ignore
me in that situation, but he approached me in a threatening manner which made me stop talking
and brought on my recalling all my mother had warned me about regarding police officers.
This next incident involved me being handcuffed by an officer. As the oldest of over
forty grandchildren, I the one transporting my brothers and cousins to the mall. I can’t recall
whether I was home visiting from college or whether I was a senior in high school, but either
way I was driving my mother’s 15-passenger van loaded with two or three of my brothers and
cousins filling all remaining seats. There is a greatly disproportionate number of grandsons to
granddaughters in our family, so it was no surprise that out of the 14 or 15 of us, only one was
female. I recall her presence because of that factor. During this time in my hometown, there were
major conflicts between gangs representing themselves with the colors red versus blue emulating
that of the color gang wars also occurring at that time in California, Chicago and elsewhere.
My grandparents, parents, uncles and aunts raised us all in an isolated manner away from
interacting with neighborhood gangs regardless of our attending school with all of these same
people. Never once did it occur to me that the 14 or 15 of us walking through a mall would be
perceived as a gang, but from the treatment we received that is the conclusion I drew in
hindsight. One of my cousins was obviously in search of me as he frantically ran up to me and
informed me there was a problem. I, along with the rest of my middle school and high school age
brothers and cousins, briskly walked through the mall following my cousin to find the cousins
who were interacting with an officer. I recall as we walked, people were quickly moving out of
our way as if they were in fear of us. When I reached the officer, I spoke to him in a calm and
clear manner asking what was going on. His response was that we all needed to leave. I asked
him why, but he did not respond. He told me that we all had to go. My response was letting him
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know that none of us had done anything wrong and simply wanted to socialize and shop in the
mall just like any other citizen has the right to do and that if he could not give me just cause there
was no reason to force us out. My words seemed to have enraged him and he quickly grabbed
me, spun me around and handcuffed me.
Everyone pulled away from the two of us with their eyes very wide watching the
incident. As the officer started to force me down the hallway I explained to him that these were
my brothers and cousins who cannot leave without me because we all traveled together, and I
was the driver. I exclaimed, “Can you at least let someone get the keys to the van out of my
pocket so the rest of them may go out to the vehicle?” He paused briefly, and I called for my
female cousin to come over and get the keys out of my pocket and for all of them to go to the van
and stay inside until I arrive. I then explained to all my cousins and brothers that everything
would be okay and to simply go sit in the van and wait for me there. I am not sure how long I
was detained in the shopping mall police office or security office, but after being held idly for an
extended period, he decided to let me go.
I remember lowering myself in recognition of his authority and realizing all that he could
have done and still could do to me in the privacy of that office. The officer was a White man, but
regardless of his race, the racial component was the fact that I am Black regardless of what race
the officer was. My mother forced my father to accompany me back to that police office to file a
complaint on the officer, but it resulted in no actions by the police force on that officer. We
spoke to the officer’s supervisor explaining how unjust I and my young family members were
treated as patrons of this mall. Upon taking further steps in hopes of action related to this
incident, my mother learned from the city council-woman that this officer had faced many
accusations of mistreatment of Black people over the years. Unfortunately, the council-womans’
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call to the officers’ supervisor resulted in the same response he had told my father in that all he
could do was provide a slap on the wrist with no deeper consequences for the officer.
The number of times I’ve been followed by undercover security inside of shopping
centers, shopping malls, and stores of all types is far too numerous to count. It doesn’t happen to
me as often now as it did during my younger years, but it still happens, nonetheless. On most
occasions when a person is following me and watching me to the extent where it disturbs me, I
stop shopping and directly expressed to the person that I know they are following me and that
they need to redirect their attention to someone who may not look like me but intends to steal
merchandise from their business.
During my late high school years and at various point during my undergraduate college
years I would run a sort of social experiment to gauge when I would be watched and followed
and when I would. On multiple occasions, I would revisit places where I had been followed, but
doing so dressed as professionally as possible, always in a shirt and tie. I noticed every time I
dressed this way I would not be watched or followed as I had been when I was dressed casually
in jeans or sweatpants and a T-shirt. I would always take my experiment one step further by
making sure to visit again on another occasion without being dressed in a shirt and tie and I
would once again be followed and watched. Sadly enough, outside of my experiments, even
when dressed up in some places I was surprised to find that I was still viewed suspiciously,
especially when shopping or visiting in areas where there were very few or no people of color.
The number of times I have been pulled over by a police officer and given ridiculous or
superficial reasons for why I was pulled over made it obvious that the incidents were the result of
racial profiling. I have also been pulled over by a police officer on multiple occasions and
questioned extensively only to be released. Whenever I drive through desolate areas, I feel a
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level of tension and concern that I hopefully will not have a breakdown as I am fully aware of
the militia groups and other racist groups and individuals that reside in and organize in areas
outside of metropolitan areas. On the occasions when I have been pulled over by a police officer
on any stretch of highway or local roads outside of metropolitan areas here in America my heart
always races. As I was taught, I would place my hands in clear visible site making sure to move
as little as possible. I would make sure to explain every move I made once asked to provide
documentation to the officer moving almost in slow motion in effort to avoid making any sudden
movements. For those who do not live under the constant daily threat of being perceived as a
suspect or potential criminal it is very likely difficult to fully understand the pressure many
Black people feel just in simply leaving ones’ own home to function in society.
On a couple of occasions when I was pulled over by a police officer I was unnecessarily
physically handled. In one case that I remember distinctively, I was slammed against the hood of
my car multiple times, grabbed and pulled up from the hood and forced against my car door. I
remember to this day staring and watching as multiple cars drove by with my hopes that
someone would stop or at least slow down and pay attention to the way I was being treated. I was
not given a ticket for anything nor was I given a written warning for anything. In fact, I cannot
recall what he said his rationale was for pulling me over. I was driving all alone that day and
cannot recall where I was going or where I went after he eventually told me to get in my car and
go on my way. The officer was a White man, and this did not occur in the deep South or too far
from a major city. It was in a very rural area but not a desolate road with minimal traffic. I don’t
recall much other than that to this day, but as I tell this story my eyes are filled with tears and I
don’t know what else to say.
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One main story that stands out in my mind from my undergraduate college experience
regarding race was the time an officer requested of me to step out of my front door and I refused.
I had a nice size two-bedroom home I was renting during my final year of college. This house sat
further back from the street and sidewalk than all the other homes on this street. The length of
the walk-path up to the house from the sidewalk was about twice the distance as the neighbors on
either side of my house. I had an enclosed porch with a screened enclosure and a sofa on the
porch. The screened entrance to the front patio was never kept locked, enabling guests to walk
onto the porch and knock on the locked screen door connected to the doorway of the main entry
to my house. When I answered the door, I saw a White police officer asking if he could speak
with me. (Please note that my experiences with law enforcement result in my responding to
police officers based on my knowledge of the history of institutional racism and discrimination
within policing in America regardless of race.) I opened the main door to the house and spoke to
him as he stood only inches away on the other side of the screen door. I recall vividly thinking
that I probably fit the description of someone he is looking for. It also struck me as curious that
he was all alone with no partner or other officer in sight. He described who he was looking for as
a Black man, but my response was that I was a college student with no reason to be suspected of
anything and would therefore not oblige his request to exit my home. I refused his request asking
me to step out of the door thankfully knowing that I had the right to do so.
I was very concerned the next day about leaving my home and whether I was being
watched to be pulled over for absolutely anything. I was concerned for many days and weeks
after this about whether this officer would return to my door or even worse remain in the
neighborhood awaiting my walk from the house to the car, which I always parked on the street
since this property had no driveway or garage. I have been so accustomed to looking like a
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suspect to law enforcement that I often wonder if that is the perception others have of me almost
whenever I am out in public whether walking through a public venue or driving along any road.
Black in Asia. By the age of thirty I was completely exasperated with my experiences
related to race in America and further wanted to be a living example to people in other parts of
the world that Black people are not commonly like the images by which we are portrayed via
mass media internationally. Ironically enough, race has played a major role in my experiences
living overseas as well. My first experience was moving to Asia in general, based on the
preparation I’d received. I attended a Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL) fair in which my interest drew me to attending information sessions during which
people who had lived and taught abroad shared their experiences. To my utter disappointment, I
experienced a shock which I felt I should have predicted, in that each of those stories I had heard
was from White men. The reactions I received living in Southeast Asia were in complete contrast
to the stories I heard. Instead of having to make no efforts in the world of dating, I found that
most women I met seemed to have an innate fear of me or apprehension of what my intentions
were. I went as far as to conduct social tests regarding these reactions to me. I would enter stores
and watch the responses of the attendants or clerks, then exit and return with one of my White
colleagues and witness responses in complete contrast to those of when I was alone. I conducted
similar social tests on multiple occasions pointing this out to my colleagues and friends who
otherwise would not know of the treatment or responses I received when alone had they not
witnessed the incidents themselves.
As the department head for fine arts at my school I took on the leadership role escorting a
group of students on a trip from Malaysia to Bangkok Thailand. My colleague who traveled
along with us to assist me had formally taught in Thailand. She prepared me in advance letting
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me know that people from Thailand have a racial hierarchy treating one another better the lighter
ones’ skin complexion is and worse the darker their skin complexion is. I had already learned
how true this was in Malaysia, but she said that it was more deliberate and obvious in Thailand.
She was very direct in letting me know how unnecessarily praiseworthy people were of her when
she lived there and that she knew it was due to her being White. She told me to prepare for being
looked down upon for being of African descent and especially of my dark skin complexion. I
respected her very much for being open, honest, and direct in preparing me. I left my home
country of the USA, partially, to get away from the racial oppression I felt in my daily existence,
so it was quite heartbreaking to learn firsthand of the effects of colonialization and building a
racial hierarchy placing me at the bottom on the complete opposite side of the earth.
Another incident that happened on this Thailand trip was the immigration officer who
completely refused to believe that I was a professional school teacher. I know there are many bad
people out there participating in a form of slave industry where they hold people’s passports
while forcing them to work for little or no pay or in sex industries. To prevent students losing
their passports it is customary practice for the school leader or trip organizer to keep all passports
to prevent the loss of any individual passports of students. That was my responsibility. Before
going through immigration, I distributed everyone’s passport to them, and everyone made it
through immigration except for one student who I went back to assist. I explained to the
immigration officer who I was. I explained who my student was and that she was a part of a
school group with them all waiting for us to join them. He had complete distrust in every word I
said, refusing to believe me even when my fellow colleague came over to confirm what I’d
explained. He had a complete disbelief to the extent that he had us stand there and wait while he
went to a supervisor.
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The immigration officer and his supervisor went back and forth for an extended period
before the two of them came back over to the desk. Everything I had already explained, I
explained all over again. I answered every question asked and my student did the same. They
eventually relented and let us go in a manner which told me they were conceding and letting us
go because they could not find any justifiable reason to continue holding us or stopping us from
passing.
My colleague later said to me that maybe she should have gone back to help. I felt like
her statement was due to her being White and my being Black, but I did not want to assume so I
asked her directly if that was the rationale for her suggestion. She didn’t answer at first. I then
said to her that I am the lead staff person in charge of this trip, so it seemed right for me to go
back and assist our student. She said that I was right, but not to forget what she had told me
about race in this country. Out of all the many teachers I became friends with during my first
overseas teaching contract, she is one of the few that I am still in regular contact with. I
appreciate her friendship and her candor which I have found to be rare regarding White peoples’
recognition of the privilege they have by simply being White and the extreme disadvantages on
the opposite end of privilege that I experience by being Black.
American Equals White / White Equals Good. On multiple occasions when I was
invited out for dinner or lunch I could see shock on the faces of friends who had been informed
that they would be meeting an American. It was very clear that their expectation of meeting an
American was not that of meeting a Black person. It was confirmed for me on repeated occasions
that the term American automatically translates to Caucasian for people in Asia, in general. I,
however, would much rather face incidents such as this on the rare occasion that I am meeting
new people, as opposed to every single day of my life wondering if today will be the day that I
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once again experience being suspected of a crime or any other improper behavior for no reason
other than the color of my skin. In fact, I long for returning to an environment where I never
have to be reminded of the Confederacy which wanted to keep slavery in this country by seeing
the Confederate flag flown, painted or otherwise displayed every single time I venture beyond
my immediate neighborhood.
The expectations of Black people compared to the expectations of White people in
Southeast Asia were evident through multiple experiences I had. At the end of my first contract
in Malaysia I was hired by a school based on the owners’ interest in my combined teaching
experience and administrator experience. Malaysians, from my experience with people
personally as well as on television, in newspapers and other forms of media, identify themselves
as being of three (3) races: Malay (approximate sixty percent of the population), Chinese
Malaysians (approximately thirty percent of the population, and Indian Malaysians
(approximately ten percent of the population). Their government is divided into three (3) major
parties based on these three (3) racial categories. I share this information to provide context
regarding the experienced differences in how I lived and witnessed Black people being treated
and/or responded to in Malaysia in comparison to White people.
Of the three races in Malaysia, Chinese Malaysians, in general, are the most financially
affluent and exhibit the highest aspirations and competitiveness for financial success,
achievement, accruement. This may seem like a vain description but confirmed in varying ways
of describing these general features by Malaysians of each race. The owner of the school was
Chinese Malaysian, but this international school, as most use Western curriculum to justify being
called international schools, used the British curriculum. These are commonly held ideas that
Americans are to be White, and the same applies to British and Australian. This owner had a new
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start-up school, so the draw of headmasters and principals internationally did not yet exist. My
living in Malaysia locally with administrative experience in the United States of America
provided an opportunity for him to have a leader with experience in a Western-based curriculum
and provided me the opportunity for both employment and experience as an educational leader.
The person who was principal at the time of my higher was a White woman who had no
experience as an administrator and shared with me that since I had experience as an
administrator it seemed only right and fair that I should be principal instead of her. She had been
a science teacher her entire life but accepted the responsibility in addition to her teaching load
when she accepted the job. I supported her and helped her throughout the time we worked
together and built a friendship which lasts to this day. Her tenure with the school, however, did
not last more than a month after my hire as she quickly stepped away from the position and the
job overall. Since I was serving in the role of Deputy Principal, I expected that I would be
promoted to the principal position.
Upon her sudden resignation, I immediately took on the role of leading the school,
recruiting parents, and building unity amongst the students as the student population grew.
Within a couple of weeks, a local Chinese Malaysian man was hired as principal instead of my
being promoted to the position. I took no offense and set out to help him just as I had helped the
previous principal. His tenure, however, did not last more than a couple of months before he
then, too, resigned. I negotiated with ownership at this point to designate me as the principal of
the school since I was fulfilling the role completely and helping to build the reputation as well as
the student count noticeably with each following week I was in the position. As the school year
was coming to a rapid close, I heard the rumor that someone who had been the headmaster of an
international school in Africa was being brought in to tour our school in hopes of him being
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hired as the principal instead of me. This concerned me that I was hearing a rumor instead of the
information being brought directly to me as I served as acting principal. Instead I suffered the
humiliation of soon afterwards seeing this man escorted around the building, introduced to many
others, but not myself, and being shown the facilities except for my office.
It was blatantly obvious to me that it meant more to this school to have someone not only
with a reputation or resume displaying experience as the headmaster of an international school,
but also someone whose picture they could put on the website to recruit parents that would
attract them. My picture nor any of my quotes were ever included on the website for this school.
Instead, the picture of my White friend who never had any experience or training as an
administrator remained on their website with a quote from her under her picture during my entire
time of employment. With evidence to support my feelings, I felt I was doing a good job as the
administrator and leader of that school to the admission of the owner of the school, but my dark
skin and African features accompanied by an Arabic name is not what would attract parents to
this start-up international school.
By word-of-mouth I had a very positive reputation amongst nearly all the parents which
would translate into parents communicating with future parents interested in the school. From a
marketing perspective though, I understood my not fitting the picture of what would result in the
highest rate of parents wanting their children at this school. As humiliating as it was, I kindly
accepted their payout for the remainder of that school-year to avoid the humiliation of remaining
for a direct transition. Adding insult to injury, the Chinese-Malaysian man who replaced me was
given the title of principal just as the both people in the position before me, while I served longer
than the three of them combined doing the same job but titled Acting Principal.
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Another experience I had during the early weeks at that school was a story shared with
me by my friend before she resigned. Her thoughts were the same as my own regarding the
school not wanting to put up the picture of a Black man as she witnessed her own picture
remaining there for month after month after month beyond her resignation. But the story she
shared with me while we still work together was her sharing the recognition of how people in
Southeast Asia tend to have the highest positive expectations of White people to the extent of
disturbing her. She described her home to me and explained that there is a small guardhouse that
sits at the entrance to her property. Working on her property as a guard in that guardhouse on
numerous occasions, she explained, a stranger would be allowed onto the property by the guard
and each time it occurred, the stranger was White. She explained that this was done multiple
times as long as the person wanting injury was White, but on any occasion when someone of
color wanted entry, they were scrutinized extremely with the guard making sure to contact her in
the house before allowing them to enter. She told me that she explained to the guards on each
shift multiple times that no one should be allowed entry without her approval but found it very
difficult to get her message through that just because the person requesting entry was White did
not mean the person was someone she wanted automatic entry provided to. In addition to the
language barrier, she found it very difficult to get this message through to any of the different
guards who worked her property, each of whom were people of color themselves.
Contrasting Black Experiences. Regardless of these race-related experiences I had
while living in Southeast Asia, I must say, my overall experience living there was much better on
a day-to-day basis in comparison to the feelings I have leaving my house every day in my home
country, wondering if today will be the day I am once again pulled over while driving for no
reason other than being Black. During the entire four years I lived and worked in Southeast Asia
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I was only pulled over by police on one occasion. On that one occasion, I experienced what I had
heard from nearly everyone, locals and expatriates from many different countries. I experienced
the expectation of cash being delivered in lieu of receiving a traffic ticket. I felt so rewarded that
I was being treated just like any other person who was being pulled over. Regardless of what one
might think about the ethics of bribery, this experience confirmed for me that I prefer living the
rest of my life in a country other than my own home country. This experience revealed to me that
I was not profiled based on the color of my skin.
As these experiences have displayed, the innate power wielded by White people through
systematizing White Privilege is one that has been very obvious to me throughout my life and
long before learning of the term White Privilege during my doctoral coursework. This is the lens
through which I see the world because of my experiences not only in America but in my various
travels around the world. This set of experiences and framework of viewing the three fields of
literature (engagement, socialization and issues of race and racism) as intertwined, thus provides
a standpoint from which I came to be interested in searching for and analyzing the life stories of
participants. Analyzing the life stories of participants in this study have thus, provided the
findings of how family histories inform the ways in which parents socialize their children and
engage school staff around issues of race and racism.
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Appendix J: Carter Elementary School – The Research Site
Carter I.B. Elementary Magnet School (a pseudonym name for this I.B. elementary
magnet school in the southeast region of the United States) is in the central area of this
metropolitan area directly across the street from a neighborhood park which many participants
describe as being known for after-hours drug dealing and other illegal activities. On a scale of 1100 (low-high) the crime rate in this area rates at 75 (violent crime) and 69 (property crime)
compared to the US national average of 41 and 44. The population density is over 2,800 people
per square mile with a median household income of $36,000 and income per capita of $21,000.
In estimated household to household income, the largest percentage per range is that of over 25%
of the population earning an annual income of less than 15K 4.
The school is also located very near an expressway entrance/exit allowing direct access to
the many areas of higher income throughout this metropolitan area. Historically, the school was a
neighborhood elementary school geared towards providing schooling for the children of local
factory workers which this predominantly Latinx, low-income population mostly consisted of in
the early 1900’s. Nearly one-hundred years later, after being closed for several years, the school
re-opened as an International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme school. The student
population of the school is now built from a lottery system for magnet schools 5. In the late
1960’s and early 1970’s, the origination of magnet schools in the USA was designed to reduce
racial segregation. Similarly, the lottery system used in Creek County School District continues
to enhance the likelihood of evenly divided racial demographics. With a total enrollment of
nearly 400 students, the racial demographics of Carter Elementary school are 32 % White, nonHispanic; 32% Hispanic; 16.5% Black, non-Hispanic; 14% Asian; 0.5% Indian (the country of

4
5

http://www.bestplaces.net
http://www.magnet.edu/files/documents/magnet-schools-of-america-history.pdf
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India) and 5% Multiracial 6. The central theme of this magnet school is that of being an
International Baccalaureate school. The school is still highly sought by parents for their
reputation of being a school parents feel very secure in sending their children regardless of the
school’s physical location, the distance of the location from their homes, or the commute time
between their homes and the school. Unlike the vast majority of schools in this school district
and the surrounding school districts, there is a significantly higher percentage of Asian students.
This provides a visibly noticeable higher percentage of Asian students in comparison to most of
the other schooling options for parents throughout the school district.
The building structure while aged, is very well-kept painted in the unassuming color of
White, decorated with artifacts from the original building. The school also sits in a position with
all entrances distanced away from high-traffic roadways providing a calming physical
environment regardless of being in a central metropolitan area.
Since [the re-opening of the school] it has been the goal of the school to unite students,
teachers, parents, and community leaders in efforts towards creating a stronger global
learning community where students share information about each other, their cultures,
and their communities. With a racially and culturally diverse student population, the
school has built a global learning community rich in a culture of problem solvers working
together to make a difference in the world (School’s Website Homepage).
Participants I interact with have provided an overall sense that the school staff, student body and
actively present parents portray an image of wanting to be there and happy to be there. With my
regular presence at the school, many of the staff have become accustomed to seeing me in their
teacher’s lounge on the second Friday of each month. Before many of them became accustomed

6

The state’s Department of Education website
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to my presence and since, I have always felt welcomed by the teachers, parents, custodial staff,
cafeteria staff and all others with whom I have come in contact during each of the nearly full
days I spent at the school.
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Appendix K: Endnotes
Per Alexia’s request, I removed her filler word usage of the word, “like” from her
quotations throughout most of this document. I did not, however remove the word “like” when
she used it in the context of “as if” or explaining/comparing things or actions, or when used as a
verb agreeing with, or expressing pleasure with, or preference for, some action or thing. She
approved the final version in this document, inclusive of minimal usage of the word “like” as a
filler word in locations I felt were necessary to maintain the reality of the life stories she shared.
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Appendix L: Closing
From 2005 to 2009 I lived a physically comfortable, personally happy, and financially
enriched life abroad. I had no intentions of ever returning beyond visiting family. It was not until
after I returned to my home-country that I realized in retrospect, that while living abroad, I never
once wondered if today would be the day I was shot or killed for being Black. My epiphany was
that I then recognize the constant underlying feeling I lived with daily during all my adolescent
and adult years of life prior to and following the years I lived overseas. I returned to the USA to
earn a Ph.D. from a highly credible, internationally recognized university with an undying plan
to leave again upon completion of my dissertation. Having done just that, I am experiencing the
same relief from daily racial microaggressions living in the Middle East as I did living in
Southeast Asia, reaffirming my plan never to physically reside in my home-country again.
As a dedication to the participants in this dissertation study, the closing words in this
extensive document are the powerful words of the participant who quantitatively shared the least,
proving that it is not how much one says, but the impact of what one says…

I’m ready to pack my kids up and take them outta the country.
I want them to experience the real world,
and not these bubbles that we live in.
I wanna expose them to as much as I can,
to just see some differences in people,
just to help them be a global citizen,
just to help them be a person who is okay with differences.
I’m all about that.
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